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ABSTRACT

This study has investigated the charge generation and recombination behaviour of
porphyrin-based dye sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) using a range of time-resolved
and steady state techniques. The enhanced understanding of these processes was then
utilized to develop unique strategies to circumvent performance limitations
associated with injection or recombination, thereby improving the power conversion
efficiencies of these devices.

Injection behaviour has been studied using transient absorption with sub-ns time
resolution and an optical model employed in conjunction with simple absorption
measurements to calculate the absorbed photon-to-current conversion efficiency of
devices. Recombination was monitored using stepped-light induced measurements of
photocurrent and photovoltage to determine the lifetime of electrons in the
semiconductor films. Furthermore, infrared spectroscopy has been used to probe the
nature of the electronic linkage between the dye and semiconductor, and X-ray
reflection spectroscopy has been adopted to analyze the orientation of the dyes
adsorbed to the surface. The simultaneous deployment of this suite of tools provides
unprecedented insight into the efficiency determining electron transfer steps in
porphyrin DSSCs.

The major problems that limit performance in porphyrin DSSCs were determined to
be low injection yields and an enhanced level of recombination in comparison to
analogous sensitizers. The electron lifetime of porphyrin dyes was found to vary
widely depending on different structural features, particularly the metallation of the
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macrocycle core. This was shown to result from the dye molecules attracting the
electron acceptor species in the redox mediator towards the TiO2 surface and
enhancing this recombination reaction.

Three specific strategies to improve charge injection and diminish recombination in
porphyrin DSSCs were subsequently investigated. The first such strategy involved a
simultaneous increase in the injection yield and decrease in the recombination rate of
zinc porphyrin DSSCs after a 1 hour light exposure treatment. Measurements of the
injection yield and electron lifetime in various electrolytes revealed that this
phenomenon results from an exchange of electrolyte cations at the semiconductor
surface. The second strategy involved co-sensitizing the same TiO2 surface with two
different porphyrin dyes. This again resulted in improved charge generation and a
decreased recombination rate, attributed to synergistic energy and charge transfer
reactions between the dyes based upon transient absorption results. Finally, the effect
of modifying the porphyrin dye structure was investigated, with studies of two
different porphyrin dimers demonstrating that the higher extinction coefficients of
the dimers can produce improved light harvesting and charge injection in devices.
The dimers also provide a much bulkier sensitizer, thereby preventing the acceptor
species from approaching the TiO2 surface and reducing the recombination rate.
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The Case for Photovoltaic Technology

Over the last decade the demand for electrical energy has increased dramatically.
Fossil fuels are the current source for the majority of this energy, however, future use
of these resources is projected to diminish due to several well documented
limitations. These restrictions, which include a finite fuel supply and environmental
pollutants released during the energy production process, have stimulated intense
research into innovative energy sources for future generations.[1] The imminent need
to replace fossil fuels has resulted in the production of energy directly from sunlight,
a task achieved using emerging photovoltaic (PV) technology, becoming an
increasingly attractive pathway for future global energy production.

PV technology provides an appealing alternative energy source as it produces power
from an accessible and renewable resource with a minimal amount of
environmentally harmful waste produced in the energy conversion process.
Furthermore, sunlight is a readily available resource everywhere on the Earth’s
surface, which allows PV technology to provide clean energy to even the most
remote locations. Recent advances in battery technology also allow greater storage of
solar energy for use when direct access to sunlight is unavailable. [2]

Provided

manufacturing costs become financially competitive with those of fossil fuels, PV
technology will be an ideal source for a significant proportion of global energy
demands. As a consequence of this remarkable potential the international production
of PV devices has witnessed exponential growth in recent years, with China, Japan
and Germany establishing themselves as world leaders in the field (Figure 1.1). In
particular, China and Taiwan have shown rapid growth in recent years, eclipsing the
production levels of all other countries.
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Figure 1.1: Global photovoltaic energy production from 1995 to 2009 displaying
production from major international producers. Data taken from reference [3].
The total global energy consumption in 2007 was 5.1 × 1011 GJ, with 86 % sourced
from the burning of fossil fuels.[4] In comparison, this amount of energy is delivered
to the Earth by the Sun every hour. Capturing even a small proportion of this solar
energy could therefore make a significant contribution to the global energy
production balance. In 2008-09, approximately one third of total domestic energy
consumption (2.5 × 109 GJ) was used to produce electricity in Australia (Figure 1.2),
with similar proportions typically observed in other advanced economies.[5] This
level of electricity could potentially be produced by a 115 × 115 km area of strong
solar irradiance covered by PV conversion modules with moderate power conversion
efficiencies. Despite such a promising outlook, less than 4% of the total energy
production in Australia is currently derived from renewable sources (Figure 1.2).
Whilst PV technologies typically dominate this renewable energy sector, the small
production level from renewable sources suggests that there are still significant
barriers preventing the adoption of PV technology for large scale energy production.
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Figure 1.2: Energy consumption by sector (top) and energy production by source
(bottom) for the Australian economy in the 2008-09 financial year. Data was sourced
from the Australian Bureau of Statistics[6] and excludes exports.

1.1.1 Current Commercial Photovoltaic Technology
The current PV market is dominated by monocrystalline and polycrystalline silicon
devices since the photophysical processes which govern these solar cells are well
established. These devices are often referred to as p-n junctions since they are
constructed by bringing two silicon layers, one doped with group III atoms (p-type)
and the other doped with group V atoms (n-type), into intimate contact.
Photoinduced charges flow from one layer to the other due to the imbalance of
electrons in the two layers. The best silicon devices currently demonstrate solar-toelectrical power conversion efficiencies approaching 25 %, a value which is
currently the best reported for solar cells under standard measurement conditions.[7]
Silicon PV modules provide a robust product, can operate for up to 25 years with less
than 10 % performance degradation, a high resistance to environmental degradation
and minimal maintenance required. However, the high manufacturing costs
associated with silicon devices, which currently linger around US $1 per Watt,[8]
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significantly limit their ability to provide electricity on a commercial scale. Such
high costs result in estimated energy payback periods, which is the operational time
required for the solar cell to generate the energy consumed in its production, of 1–5
years depending on the device type and the processes included in the energy input
calculation.[9-10] It is therefore clear that new PV technologies and manufacturing
processes must be developed in order to lower costs towards the globally accepted
US Department of Energy target of US $0.33 per Watt for utility scale energy
production. Promising new inorganic technologies based on amorphous and thin-film
crystalline silicon,[11] cadmium telluride[12] and copper-indium-gallium-selenide
(CIGS)[13] have significantly reduced production costs, but the conversion efficiency
of such technologies is greatly reduced in comparison to monocrystalline devices.

Utilizing inexpensive organic materials as an alternative to inorganic semiconductor
technologies has attracted considerable interest in recent years. This exciting area
offers many potential advantages over inorganic technology, although extensive
improvements are still required to move such systems towards commercial
competition with silicon products. Accordingly, a vast range of research is currently
being undertaken to identify and optimize the properties of novel materials for use in
organic solar cells. An essential part of this research effort is the development of a
detailed understanding regarding the principles which govern the operation of
organic PV cells, for they exhibit some fundamental differences compared to their
inorganic counterparts. It is also important to consider the overall design of devices
employing innovative materials to ensure that all components of the cell are mutually
compatible and that unique properties of individual materials can be translated into
overall cell performance.
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Organic Photovoltaic Cells

Recent research into the electronic nature of organic molecules has witnessed devices
traditionally constructed from inorganic materials, such as transistors, light emitting
diodes, waveguides and display screens all successfully assembled using organic
materials.[14-15] Forming the basis of this research is the knowledge that cost
obstructions encountered with inorganic silicon technology can be circumvented by
constructing PV devices from cheaper and more versatile organic materials. The
development of organic PV cells for future large-scale energy production represents
the next challenge for the organic electronics industry.

The major advantage offered by organic materials is their inherently low production
costs. These arise from the ability to mass produce devices using established roll-toroll solution processing techniques such as screen printing and ink-jet printing.[16]
Adding to the appeal is the ability to synthesise highly flexible modules using plastic
substrates. Furthermore, organic chromophores can exhibit very high absorption
coefficients, allowing efficient harvesting of sunlight from very thin films. This in
turn enables continued miniaturisation of devices, an increasingly desirable feature in
the modern electronics market. Organic materials have an unparalleled number of
properties that can be altered to modify device properties, such as optical bandgaps,
molecular orbital energy levels and the nature of any functional groups present. The
structural properties of materials, including conjugation lengths, stiffness, colour, and
strength of intermolecular forces can also be altered, allowing the materials to be
customised to suit particular purposes and environments. The unprecedented
versatility inherent in organic photovoltaic technology coupled with low production
costs offer remarkable potential for a range of future power generation applications.
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There are two major classes of organic solar cells, differentiated by the types of
materials which they employ to convert sunlight into electricity. The first, referred to
as a bulk heterojunction or plastic solar cell, employs an interpenetrating network
consisting of a hole conducting polymer and a good electron acceptor, such as
fullerene derivatives. The polymer is responsible for harvesting incident photons,
with the fullerene acting as an electron acceptor to induce a charge separated state by
electron transfer from the excited polymer to the fullerene.[17] Bulk heterojunctions
offer much commercial promise given the ease with which the polymer can be
processed. However, they are still limited by moderate efficiencies, with the highest
certified value currently 9.2%.[18] The second type, referred to as a dye sensitized
solar cell (DSSC), is a photoelectrochemical cell which achieves charge separation at
the interface between a light sensitive photoanode and an electrolyte. [19] DSSCs offer
an ideal pathway to understand many important aspects of organic photovoltaics. The
basic device structure can be easily modified by replacing each component with an
alternative material, allowing many of the fundamental limitations which restrict
these types of photovoltaic devices to be systematically investigated.

1.2.1 Dye Sensitized Solar Cells
A typical DSSC consists of a transparent conducting glass electrode covered with a
nanocrystalline wide-band gap semiconductor such as TiO2, ZnO or SnO2, to which a
photosensitizing dye is chemically anchored. The oxide structure is mesoporous in
order to produce a high surface area for dye coverage, allowing the adsorbed
monolayer to capture the majority of the incident solar flux within the dye energy .
The porous photoanode is immersed in an electrolyte which contains a redox
mediator to transport positive charge to the counter electrode and maintain net
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electrical neutrality. Efficient charge separation is achieved through photoinduced
electron injection from the excited state of the sensitizing dye into the conduction
band of the metal oxide semiconductor. The resulting dye cations are subsequently
reduced by the redox electrolyte, which also conducts the oxidized ionic species to
the platinum-coated cathode. DSSCs therefore separate the functions of light
absorption and carrier transport, allowing cheaper materials with low purities to be
employed without significant detrimental effects. The solar-to-electric power
conversion efficiencies of DSSCs depend on a delicate balance of the kinetics for
injection, dye regeneration and recombination reactions,[20] with the best devices
exhibiting power conversion efficiencies approaching 12 % under standard AM1.5
illumination conditions.[21-22] The stucture of a typical DSSC is shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Schematic illustration of a typical dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC).

Several key features of these solar cells are unusual, and DSSC research therefore
provides an ideal field for examining unique photophysical properties, exploring new
ideas and materials, and developing innovative photovoltaic devices for the future.
Whilst DSSCs appear deceptively simple in concept, there are several key limitations
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which must be circumvented in order to achieve power conversion efficiencies and
operational stabilities comparable to that of silicon cells. It is therefore crucial that a
detailed understanding of the working principles of such devices is developed.

1.3

Operational Principles of Dye Sensitized Solar Cells

Unlike traditional silicon-based devices, charge separation and recombination in
DSSCs are exclusively interfacial reactions. Furthermore, the initial photoexcited
species in organic molecules are different from those of silicon. Since organic
molecules have lower dielectric constants and weaker Van der Waals interactions
between molecules than those in silicon crystals, photoexcitation of organic dyes
produces a tightly bound neutral Frenkel exciton. This is in contrast to the loosely
bound Wannier excitons produced when silicon is photoexcited, essentially
considered to be free charges.[23] Accordingly, DSSCs cannot generate free charges
directly from photoexcitation, but rather require an additional charge separation step.
Their viability for efficient photovoltaic energy conversion therefore relies on a
kinetic balance between desired electron injection and dye cation regeneration
reactions and the undesirable recombination reactions. The free energy driving forces
for these various reactions are thus crucial in determining the operational efficiency
of DSSCs. These driving forces are often indicated by energy diagrams such as
Figure 1.4, although such descriptions include the potential energy for the
semiconductor conduction band and thus do not strictly represent free energy.[23]

Current generation in the DSSC is dependent on three independent processes; the
absorption of light by the photosensitizer, the injection of electrons from the excited
state and charge transport through the semiconductor film. The incident photon-to-
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Figure 1.4: Schematic representation of the energy levels for a typical DSSC
indicating the competing photophysical pathways. These include (A) electron
injection, (B) electron recombination with the acceptor species in the electrolyte, and
(C) with dye cations, (D) regeneration of dye cations by I-, (E) recycling of I3- at the
counter electrode and (F) relaxation of the dye excited state.

current conversion efficiency (IPCE), also referred to as the external quantum
efficiency (EQE), which corresponds to the electron flux measured as photocurrent
compared to the photon flux that strikes the cell, is simply a combination of the
quantum yields for these three processes as expressed in Equation 1.1.
IPCE ( ) =

LHE ( )  inj  coll

(1.1)

where LHE(λ) is the light-harvesting efficiency for photons of wavelength λ, φinj is
the quantum yield for electron injection and ηcoll is the electron collection efficiency.
The short circuit current density (Jsc) extracted from the device, which is the current
output when the voltage is zero, is simply the integral of the overlap between the
IPCE spectrum and the solar irradiance spectrum (I0()) over all wavelengths:

J sc

=

∫qI

0

( ) IPCE ( ) d

(1.2)

The photovoltage generated by a DSSC is given by the difference in the Fermi
energy, EF, of electrons at the two contacts. Under electrochemical equilibrium in the
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dark, EF must be equal for all components of the DSSC. Since the density of states in
the semiconductor is not large enough to appreciably affect EF,redox, the redox
mediator Fermi level, the dark Fermi level in the semiconductor is extremely close to
EF,redox. At open circuit and under illumination, the concentration of electrons in the
TiO2 film increases to a steady state value, nlight, determined by the balance of
electron injection and recombination. The photovoltage, Vphoto which corresponds to
the increase in the electron Fermi level, is therefore determined by the ratio of the
free electron concentration in the TiO2 under illumination and in the dark:

V photo

=

1
q

(E

F

− E F , Redox ) =

k BT
q

⎛ nlight ⎞
⎟
ln ⎜
⎜n ⎟
⎝ dark ⎠

(1.3)

where q is the fundamental charge, kB the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute
temperature. The Fermi level splitting can be transformed to an electron density ratio
in Equation 1.3 given the dependence of the dark and illuminated electron density on
the redox mediator and semiconductor Fermi levels respectively:

ndark

nlight

⎛ − (ECB − E F , R edox )⎞
⎟
= N CB ex p ⎜
⎜
⎟
k
T
B
⎝
⎠

=

⎛ −(ECB − E F )⎞
⎟
N CB ex p ⎜⎜
⎟
k
T
B
⎝
⎠

(1.4)

(1.5)

where ECB is the semiconductor conduction band edge potential and NCB is the
density of states in the semiconductor conduction band.

The solar-to-electric power conversion efficiency of a DSSC, , is then determined
from the intensity of the incident light (I0), the short circuit current density (Jsc), the
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open circuit photovoltage (Voc), and the fill factor of the cell (FF) (which is the ratio
of the maximum power obtained from a device to the theoretical maximum JscVoc):



⎛ J sc Voc FF ⎞
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
I
0
⎝
⎠

=

(1.6)

The power conversion efficiency of a DSSC can be limited by any of the competing
processes, shown in Figure 1.4, which affect the photoinduced electron density in the
semiconductor film. A detailed knowledge of each of these processes is therefore
required in order to improve performance in these devices.

1.3.1 Light Harvesting
The light harvesting efficiency of a dye, LHE( ), is the ratio of photons absorbed by
the dye to the total number of incident photons. This can be determined from the
inverse absorption length, abs, and the thickness, d, of dye layer:[24]
LHE ( ) = 1 − e − abs d

(1.7)

The value of abs can be determined from the absorption cross section per dye
molecule, abs, the Avagadro constant, NA, and the dye surface concentration, Cdye,
using the following relation:

 abs

=

N A  abs Cdye

(1.8)

The value of abs for most photosensitizers is much smaller than the geometric area
they occupy on the semiconductor surface. This results in very low values for Cdye
and abs for a monolayer adsorbed to a flat semiconductor surface, and thus from
Equation 1.7, a poor light harvesting efficiency.[25] To circumvent this,
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nanostructured mesoporous semiconductor electrodes with a surface roughness factor
(internal surface area normalized to the geometric area) of the order of 103 are
typically employed. This ensures that each incident photon crosses several hundred
dye molecules as it traverses the sensitized film as illustrated in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5: Enhancement of the light harvesting efficiency for photosensitizing dye
molecules when adsorbed on a nanostructured mesoporous semiconductor. Figure
modified from reference [26].

However these nanoporous structures still require semiconductor films of significant
thickness to produce a light harvesting efficiency close to unity with typical dyes.
This requirement places significant constraints on the DSSC design. One limitation is
that dyes which are prone to recombination are unfeasible in thicker films due to the
larger surface area promoting interfacial electron transfer reactions. Furthermore, the
viscosity of the electrolyte must be low to allow filling of the nanopores throughout
the entire film. Since such solvents are typically organic and volatile, this also creates
problems with hermetic sealing and long term stability of devices.

Light harvesting is also limited in DSSCs by the discrete nature of absorption bands
in molecular sensitizers. Whilst the extinction coefficients in these absorption bands
can be very high, there are significant areas of the solar irradiance spectrum that are
not covered by the absorption spectrum of most dyes, particularly in the region
beyond 700 nm. This lack of absorption significantly constrains the maximum
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photocurrent that can be obtained. Several strategies have been explored in an
attempt to harvest an additional proportion of the incident solar flux. These include
synthetic modifications of the dye to reduce the energy gap between the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) and shift the absorption onset of the dye, [27] combining multiple sensitizers
with complimentary absorption spectra on the same semiconductor electrode,[28] or
employing multichromophore antennae dyes which significantly magnify the
extinction coefficient.[29]

1.3.2 Electron Injection
Once the dye has been photoexcited, it must inject an electron into the acceptor states
of the semiconductor conduction band before it relaxes back to the ground state. This
is perhaps the key mechanistic step in achieving efficient charge generation in
DSSCs. The quantum yield for electron injection, inj, which is the fraction of the
absorbed photons converted into conduction band electrons, can be determined by
the competition between the rates for injection and the other deactivation pathways:

inj

=

(k

k inj

inj

+ k deact )

(1.9)

where kinj is the rate constant for injection and kdeact the combined rate constant for all
other deactivation pathways. To achieve a high injection yield, the electron injection
rate should be at least an order of magnitude faster than the competing deactivation
of the dye excited state. Extensive studies of this charge separation process have
typically shown sub-ps injection dynamics,[30-32] suggesting electron injection
competes efficiently with excited state decay, which occurs on the nanosecond
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timescale for the majority of dyes. However, despite such fast kinetics, many dyes
still show very poor injection efficiencies. This anomaly is often attributed to
inhomogeneity in the injection rate due to localized areas of the TiO2 exhibiting
much higher conduction band potentials than the global average value, thus
compressing the driving force for injection at these locations.[33-34]

According to the classical theory of electron transfer developed by Marcus and Hush,
the rate of electron transfer, kET, between discrete donor and acceptor levels under
non-adiabatic conditions is given by:[35-38]

k ET

=



⎛ − ( r + ΔG0 )
ex p ⎜
⎜ 4 k T
r B
⎝
r k BT

H2

2
4

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(1.10)

where H2 is the electronic coupling between donor and acceptor states, ΔG0 the free
energy driving force for electron transfer, λr the total reorganization energy, T the
absolute temperature and  and kB the radial Planck and Boltzmann constants
respectively. The electronic coupling decreases exponentially with increasing
distance, d, between the donor and the acceptor as:

H2

= H 0 ex p (− d )
2

(1.11)

where β is related to the properties of the medium between donor and acceptor, and
H02 is the coupling at distance d = 0. The injection yield in DSSCs is thus affected by
the electronic coupling between dye and semiconductor, the reorganisation energy of
the dye following injection, and the free energy driving force between the
photoexcited dye energy and the conduction band of the semiconductor.
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The structure of the dye is one crucial factor which can influence the injection
efficiency. Significant effort has been directed towards understanding the influence
of dye structure on its injection properties. Substituent groups, the nature of the
binding group which provides the electronic linkage between the chromophore and
the semiconducting oxide, the position of the binding group with respect to the
chromophore, the extent of conjugation in the linker moiety and the coordinating
metal employed in organometallic dyes can all have a large effect on the electronic
coupling between the dye and semiconductor.[39-42] Furthermore, the charge
distribution in the excited state of molecules is also strongly dependent on dye
structure. Synthesis of dyes with an electron acceptor component close to the TiO2
and an electron donor component furthest from the TiO2 linker ensures that electron
density in the excited state is concentrated in the vicinity of the TiO 2, promoting
injection and localizing the resultant positive charge away from the interface.[43-44]

In addition to modifying the dye structure to enhance injection efficiency, there are a
range of additives that can be introduced to the electrolyte or sensitizing dye bath
solutions to alter the driving force between the dye LUMO and the semiconductor
conduction band. Species such as metal cations[45] or pyridine bases,[46] have been
shown to modulate the surface dipole of the semiconductor, leading to a shift in the
conduction band potential (ECB). A similar effect can be achieved by changing the
material employed as the semiconductor. In order to obtain a more positive ECB (with
respect to the dye LUMO level) to enhance the driving force for injection, the
standard TiO2 semiconductor can be replaced with materials such as SnO2,[47]
In2O3,[48] or WO3,[49] which all possess a lower ECB value than TiO2 at the same
charge densities. Additives can also improve injection in DSSCs by blocking
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aggregation in the dye layer, which deactivates the dye excited state through a selfquenching mechanism.[50] Small molecules which do not interact with the other
species in the electrolyte, such as chenodeoxycholic acid, are typically employed for
this purpose.[51-52]

The orientation of the dye on the surface is also thought to be crucial to the injection
efficiency, since the electronic coupling, and thus the rate of electron transfer for
injection, is strongly dependent on the distance over which electron transfer occurs
(Equation 1.11). It has been speculated that if dye molecules are bound to the surface
with a distribution of angles, then it may be possible for electron transfer in a certain
proportion of dyes to occur directly through space, without facilitation through the
linker group as shown in Figure 1.6.[53]

Figure 1.6: An illustration of the effect of dye adsorption orientation on the electron
injection route from photoexcited dye molecules.

1.3.3 Charge Transport
When a semiconductor is placed in contact with an electrolyte, electrons move across
the interface until the Fermi level of electrons in the semiconductor is equal to the
electrolyte redox potential. This electron flux creates a region on both sides of the
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junction, known as the space-charge layer, where the charge distribution is different
from the bulk of the material, producing an electric field to drive electron and hole
separation.[54] However, nanocrystalline semiconductor particles are simply too small
and too lightly doped to sustain any significant charge imbalance between the surface
and the bulk of the particle. Furthermore, the porous nature of the semiconductor
means that electrolyte surrounds the particles throughout the entire film thickness,
screening any electric fields that may be present between sintered particles.[55]
Charge transport in DSSCs is therefore dominated by diffusion, or more specifically
by ambipolar diffusion, a process where electrons and associated cations on the
surface move through the film simultaneously.[56]

Although diffusion is the dominant driving force for charge transport in the
semiconductor, early attempts to describe transport behaviour using the diffusion
equation found that the diffusion coefficient was unexpectedly dependent on the
illumination intensity. It is now widely accepted that charge transport behaviour in
nanocrystalline semiconductors is dominated by trap states in the semiconductor. [57]
This model suggests that electronic states in the semiconductor are a combination of
conduction band states which allow free transport of electrons, and intra-band trap
states, which are localized electronic states that trap and release electrons to the
conduction band. The number of trap states follows an exponential distribution with
energy, and is significantly higher than the number of free electrons in the
conduction band, thus the movement of electrons into these traps and their
subsequent escape back to the conduction band is the dominant charge transport
mode in the DSSC. This process is illustrated in Figure 1.7.
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Figure 1.7: Schematic illustration of trap-limited charge transport in a dye sensitized
semiconductor nanoparticle with an exponential distribution of trap states, g(E).

1.3.4 Charge Recombination
Electrons injected into the semiconductor from the photoexcited dye have a finite
lifetime before recombining with other species to re-establish electrochemical
equilibrium. Such recombination is highly undesirable in a solar cell as the electrons
can no longer perform work in an external circuit. Conduction band electrons in a
DSSC can recombine with one of two sources; either the dye cations created by
electron injection or the electron acceptor species of the redox mediator (Figure 1.8).
Fortunately these two recombination reactions can be analysed independently since
the redox mediator can be added or removed from the electrolyte to activate or
deactivate this recombination pathway.
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Figure 1.8: A schematic illustration of the two possible charge recombination
pathways in DSSCs following injection from the photoexcited dye state (S*). Figure
modified from reference [25].

1.3.4.1 Dye Cation Recombination
The dye cation is the most obvious source of potential recombination in a DSSC
given its proximity to the interface at which charge separation occurs. However, the
redox mediator in the electrolyte is designed to remove these cations by regenerating
the ground state of the dye. Any potential recombination with the dye cation would
then be prevented. The extent to which a DSSC will suffer from recombination with
dye cations will therefore depend on the kinetic competition between dye
regeneration by the redox mediator and recombination with electrons in the
semiconductor. The rates for both these charge transfer pathways have been
extensively studied. For dyes with moderate to high power conversion efficiencies,
the cations are regenerated by the typical I-/I3- mediator with a time constant of 1–10
μs, even in viscous or semi-solid electrolytes that slow down the reaction due to
diffusion limitations.[58-59] The kinetics of this reaction are usually much faster than
for the recombination reaction between dye cations and semiconductor electrons.
Whilst this rate will clearly have a strong dependency on the structure of the
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photosensitizer, the time constant for dye cation recombination is 100 μs – 1 ms for
the majority of efficient photosensitizers.[60-63] This rate asymmetry suggests
recombination is effectively prevented by regeneration of the dye cations for most
systems, although recent results suggest this pathway is often underestimated.[64]

1.3.4.2 Recombination with the Redox Mediator
Reverse transfer of electrons from the semiconductor to the acceptor species in the
electrolyte is the second possible recombination channel in DSSCs. Unlike the case
of dye cation recombination, the acceptor species has a constant concentration under
steady state conditions and there is no intrinsic avenue to remove this species and
prevent the recombination reaction. Since the electrolyte penetrates through the
entire semiconductor film to the FTO anodic contact, recombination with the redox
mediator can potentially occur at multiple interfaces, including the semiconductor–
electrolyte interface, the FTO–electrolyte interface, or a combination of all three. The
location at which the majority of recombination occurs will be somewhat dependent
on the properties of each component, however it has been widely demonstrated that
the semiconductor–electrolyte is the dominant interface for charge transfer to the
redox mediator.[65]

For the standard I-/I3- redox mediator, recombination with I3- occurs on a time scale
of 1 ms – 1 s. This is surprisingly slow considering the electrons in the
semiconductor are only separated from I3- by several nanometers. These slow
recombination kinetics are a principal reason for the high power conversion
efficiencies achieved by DSSCs. The mechanism of I3- reduction in a DSSC remains
unclear, although the slow recombination for this mediator is thought to arise from
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the two-electron nature of the I3- reduction requiring significant energy to proceed.
Replacing this standard redox mediator with alternative one-electron systems results
in a significant acceleration of the recombination reaction and a corresponding drop
in power conversion efficiency.[66-67] Furthermore, the recombination rate is also
dependent on the nature of the dye employed, with certain dyes thought to catalyse
the reaction[68] or modify the concentration profile of I3-.[63] Attempts to minimise the
back transfer to the redox mediator have focused on physically insulating active sites
on the semiconductor surface. A variety of compounds have been successful in
blocking this recombination, including polymers[66], a dense titania[69] or alumina[70]
layer deposited onto the nanoporous film, coadsorbers,[51] and organic acids.[71-72]

1.3.5 Charge Collection
Once injection from the photosensitizer occurs, electrons must be transported
through the semiconductor and extracted at the anodic contact before recombining in
order to perform work in an external circuit. The charge collection yield, coll, which
is the ratio of electrons collected at the FTO contact compared to the total number
injected into the semiconductor, measures the efficiency of this competition. The
value of coll is determined by the ratio of the time constant for electron
recombination (also known as the electron lifetime), r, and the time constant for
electron extraction to an external circuit following injection, coll:[73]

 coll

= 1−

r
 coll

(1.12)

Since charge transport in DSSCs is dominated by diffusion, coll is related to the
electron diffusion length, L, which is the average distance an electron can travel
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through the semiconductor before recombining. The value of L is determined by the
electron diffusion coefficient (D0) and electron lifetime (τr) in the semiconductor
electrode:
L =

D0  r

(1.13)

If L is shorter than the thickness of the semiconductor electrode, then charge
collection will be inefficient, limiting the overall power conversion efficiency of the
device. Typical diffusion lengths for benchmark cells using ruthenium dyes are 20100 μm, leading to high collection efficiencies on 15 μm semiconductor films,[74]
although accurate measurement of this parameter remains a topic of debate.[75]

1.3.6 Estimating the Maximum DSSC Efficiency
There are multiple sources of free energy losses during any photochemical
conversion process. These losses impose a maximum limit to the efficiency with
which solar energy can be converted to useful electrochemical energy in a solar cell.
Sources of free energy loss include an entropy loss in extracting charges under nonequilibrium conditions at maximum power, a loss of entropy in the radiation source
due to removal of directionality upon absorption, and the inefficiency of
polychromatic light absorption by an absorber with a fixed band gap, which harvests
only a fraction of the energy of photons with an energy higher than the band gap and
none of the energy of photons with an energy below the band gap.[76] The maximum
power conversion efficiency which can be obtained from any single junction solar
cell under AM 1.5 illumination is established as 32 % for a semiconductor with a 1.1
eV band gap and assuming all recombination is radiative.[77] However, given the
nature of charge recombination in a DSSC, and considering the additional charge
separation step required for these devices, which imposes additional free energy
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losses to drive electron injection and dye regeneration reactions, a realistic efficiency
limit is likely to fall well below this Shockley-Queisser barrier.

To estimate the limit for a DSSC, the absorption spectrum of the dye must be known.
If the semiconductor is chosen to be TiO2, which to date is the only material to
produce efficiencies over 10 %, then the absorption onset limit at which the injection
yield remains close to unity is currently observed to be around 900 nm for a
ruthenium triscyanato terpyridyl complex (“black dye”).[78] Beyond this limit a larger
proportion of the solar flux can be harvested, but the reduction in the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy of the dye lowers the free energy
driving force for electron injection, causing a subsequent reduction in the injection
yield as described by Equations 1.9 and 1.10. Assuming a 10 % loss of incident
photons due to reflection from the top glass surface of the anode, an idealized IPCE
spectrum with an absorption onset of 900 nm can be created by presuming a rise to
maximum IPCE over ~50 nm and light harvesting, injection and collection
efficiencies of unity for all wavelengths between 400 nm and 850 nm (a situation
which can already be achieved with sensitizers where the absorption onset is 750
nm).[22] The maximum photocurrent can then be calculated by integrating the overlap
of this IPCE spectrum with the AM 1.5 solar irradiance spectrum [Figure 1.9(a)]
according to Equation 1.1. This calculation yields a value of 30 mA cm-2.

To compute the maximum photovoltage, the free energy driving forces necessary to
drive both electron injection and dye cation regeneration with yields of close to unity
must be known. The sum of these driving forces is then removed from the optical
band gap of the dye to calculate the maximum obtainable Voc. There is a general lack
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Figure 1.9: (a) An idealized DSSC IPCE spectrum for a device with an absorption
onset of 900 nm. The AM 1.5 solar irradiance spectrum (100 mWcm-2) is also shown
(red). (b) The maximum DSSC efficiency obtained from various absorption onsets
with several possible potential energy losses from electron injection and dye
regeneration driving forces.

of understanding regarding the minimum required driving forces, although previous
studies indicate that the excess free energy necessary to achieve quantitative electron
injection is ~200 meV.[42, 79] The excess free energy required for dye regeneration
will depend on the redox mediator, and is unusually high (~500 meV) for the
commonly employed I-/I3- system as this is a two electron process.[80] If it is assumed
that the regeneration excess free energy can be reduced to approximately 350 meV
with an alternative redox mediator that involves only a single electron transfer step,
then the loss of potential from injection and regeneration driving force requirements
would be 550 meV. Including the unavoidable photon absorption, thermalization and
energy conversion losses in the Shockley-Queisser detailed balance derivation inside
these driving force potentials, a 550 mV loss of potential would yield a maximum Voc
of 0.83 V for a dye with a 900 nm absorption onset.

Calculating the fill factor of a DSSC remains an ambiguous task. It has been
suggested that the Shockley diode equation can be employed to calculate the fill
factor as a function of the photovoltage.[81] However, this approach requires
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knowledge of the diode ideality factor, which is still an unclear value for DSSCs.[82]
Since this is a matter of debate in the field, for the current calculations a value of
0.70 has been assumed, which is either achieved or surpassed in many of the current
benchmark devices. From equation 1.5, it is then possible to compute the maximum
theoretical efficiency for such a DSSC. Using realistic assumptions for absorption
onset (900 nm) and loss of potential (550 mV), the maximum practical efficiency for
a DSSC is calculated to be 17.6 %. Since there will inevitably be debate about the
acceptable assumptions for the maximum absorption onset and minimum driving
forces for injection and regeneration, the theoretical efficiency for several alternative
values have also been computed using a fill factor of 0.70 [Figure 1.9(b)]. These
values range from 14.5 % (absorption onset 800 nm, loss of potential 700 mV) to
21.3 % (absorption onset 950 nm, loss of potential 400 mV).

1.4

Material Components of Dye Sensitized Solar Cells

The basic device structure of DSSCs can be easily modified by replacing each
component with an alternative material. There are a very large number of material
combinations which can be employed, each with their own unique benefits.
Systematically modifying device components has allowed many of the fundamental
limitations of DSSCs to be analysed in isolation, and there are a range of novel
materials which show great promise for future advancements.

1.4.1 Electrode Materials
Typical DSSCs employ anodes comprised of a glass substrate coated with a
transparent conducting oxide (either fluorine-doped or indium-doped tin oxide, FTO
and ITO respectively). This material combination is one of the only candidates which
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satisfies the dual criteria for DSSC anodes of good conductivity and high
transparency and thermal stability (to allow deposited semiconductor films to be
sintered). However, the conducting glass electrode constitutes 30-50 % of the total
cost for a DSSC module, thus it would be desirable to replace this material with a
cheaper alternative.[83-84] Poly(ethylene terephthalate) films coated with ITO have
been trialled as anode materials,[85] however, the low thermal stability of the polymer
forces the use of unsintered semiconductor films which significantly reduce the
overall efficiency. Consequently the overwhelming majority of DSSCs are
constructed from conducting glass anodes.

The cathode of conventional DSSCs is constructed from ITO coated with a thin layer
of platinum. In contrast to the anode, it does not need to be transparent, but must
instead satisfy the dual criteria of moderate thermal stability (due to the annealing
processes employed for most deposited catalysts) and fast catalysis for the reduction
of the redox mediator acceptor species. Given its extensive use as an electrode
material, carbon-functionalized counter electrodes have been heavily studied for
DSSCs. Counter electrodes formed by coating ITO with activated nanoparticles, [86]
nanotubes,[87] and graphene[88] have all shown comparable efficiencies and stabilities
to

platinum

coated

electrodes.

Polymer

materials

such

as

poly(3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT)[89] or polyester[90] have also shown limited
success, although the polymer coating raises the sheet resistance of the electrode and
therefore limits the fill factor of the device. Stainless steel and nickel sheets exhibit
reasonable performance as counter electrodes, although the stability of such coatings
to the standard I-/I3- corrosive redox mediator have not been fully examined.[90]
Whilst there are clearly many electrocatalysts which can be employed on the counter
electrodes, the contribution of the material cost is negligible compared to the overall
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module cost. Platinum coated ITO electrodes are therefore employed almost
exclusively since they produce the highest efficiencies on a consistent basis.

1.4.2 Semiconducting Oxide
TiO2 is by far the most commonly employed semiconductor for DSSC purposes,
mostly due to its slow recombination with the I-/I3- redox mediator. However, there
are advantages to replacing TiO2 with other materials for certain applications. The
most common reasons are the slow charge transport in TiO2 and the need to reduce
the conduction band energy level to allow efficient electron injection from dyes with
low LUMO energies. Since the band structure of solids arises from the specific
energy levels of the atoms in a material and the number of atoms which compose the
solid, the value of ECB can be modified by changing the semiconductor material. The
conduction band energies of some common semiconductor materials are displayed in
Figure 1.10. Attempts to replace TiO2 with alternative oxides have found that
systems such as WO3, ZnO, or SnO2 have a much higher electron mobility, and in
some cases a higher injection yield.[91] However, these alternative oxides each suffer
from faster recombination which limits the overall efficiencies.

The architecture of the semiconductor film has also attracted significant interest in
recent years. In particular, replacing the mesoporous nanoparticles with pseudo one
dimensional structures such as nanotubes and nanowires can potentially increase the
asymmetry between the rates for charge transport and recombination, leading to
enhanced collection yields.[93-94] This collection enhancement arises from a
combination of the high crystallinity that can be achieved in such structures and a
radial electric field within one dimensional structures, which aids charge collection
by repelling photoinjected electrons from the surrounding electrolyte.[95]
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Figure 1.10: Conduction band (red) and valence band (green) edge potentials for
several semiconducting materials immersed in an aqueous electrolyte at pH 1. The
redox potentials of several common couples are also displayed (blue). Figure taken
from reference [92].

1.4.3 Redox Electrolyte
The role of the redox mediator is to intercept recombination between electrons in the
semiconductor and the oxidized dye molecules by regenerating the dye cation
following injection. There are three major components of the redox electrolyte, each
of which can affect this function.

1.4.3.1 Electrolyte Solvent
The majority of high performance DSSCs are based on liquid electrolytes. This is
due to their combination of good solvation for a range of redox species, high
chemical stability, and low viscosity to minimize diffusion limitations on the redox
mediator transport. Water would seem the most obvious solvent candidate, however,
many sensitizing chromophores are prone to hydrolysis. Consequently, polar organic
solvents are commonly employed, as they best satisfy the criteria for a good
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solvent.[96] The drawback with these organic solvents is their volatility, which makes
many choices unsuitable for long-term stability. At present, the most successful
liquid solvent is 3-methoxypropionitrile,[97] since it combines a higher boiling point
with a low viscosity and high chemical stability.

Ionic liquids, where the solvent is composed of bulky anions and cations that are in a
liquid state at room temperature, have also been explored as electrolyte solvents. [98]
Typically based on imidazolium derivatives, these solvents provide an attractive
alternative since they have negligible vapour pressure and high boiling points and
can therefore provide much greater long-term stability. The higher viscosity of such
solvents generally introduces mass transport limitations for the redox species. These
can be circumvented to a certain extent by employing strategies such as the
formation of liquid crystals to increase the local concentration of the redox mediator,
thereby enhancing the Grotthuss charge hopping conductivity mechanism.[99]
Continued improvements in ionic liquid electrolytes have been transferred to device
power conversion efficiencies of up to 9 %.[100]

An intriguing substitute for electrolyte solvents is to remove the dissolved redox
mediator and replace it with a solid state hole conductor. This approach has
significant practical advantages since it removes the difficulty normally associated
with permanent sealing of a solid-liquid junction. However, implementation of these
electrolytes leads to conductivity limitations due to the charge hopping conductivity
mechanism and the difficulty of filling nanopores in the semiconductor with a solid
material. The hole conductor most often utilized for such studies is spiroMeOTAD,[101] with efficiencies up to 5 % achieved by these solid state devices.[102]
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1.4.3.2 Electrolyte Additives
In addition to the redox mediator, chemical species are often added to the electrolyte
in order to enhance charge separation, aid charge transport, or prevent
recombination. The most common species are lithium cations or pyridine bases, both
of which modulate the conduction band energy of the semiconductor. Lithium ions
cause a positive band edge shift to enhance electron injection, whilst pyridine bases
result in a negative shift to elevate the photovoltage. Additionally, lithium cations
can intercalate into the semiconductor lattice under illumination, and also have a
strong impact on the ambipolar diffusion of charges through the semiconductor. [103]
Cations with a quaternary nitrogen atom, such as tetraalkylammonium or
imidazolium, are also commonly added to the electrolyte to enhance its
conductivity[104] and to improve charge transport through the semiconductor film.[105]
Additives can also be introduced to the electrolyte to diminish charge transfer from
the semiconductor to the redox mediator by sterically blocking the semiconductor
surface. The most prominent example is guanidium thiocyanate, [106] although
numerous other species have been trialled for this purpose.

1.4.3.3 Redox Mediator
The redox mediator is the active component of the electrolyte, responsible for
completing the electric circuit by reducing the dye cation and transporting holes to
the counter electrode. However, the oxidized form of the mediator can contribute to
recombination by accepting electrons from the semiconductor. The key to a
successful redox couple is therefore a high asymmetry between the rate at which it
reduces the dye cations and the rate at which it recombines with electrons. The
overwhelming majority of DSSCs utilize the iodide/triiodide (I-/I3-) redox mediator,
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due to its slow recombination reaction on TiO2.[107] Unfortunately, this couple has a
redox Fermi energy 0.5-0.7 eV lower than the HOMO energies of most sensitizing
dyes, and this energy loss places a significant limit on the maximum photovoltage.
Furthermore, the I-/I3- couple is quite corrosive, often dissolving the device sealing
material. As a consequence of these limitations, significant effort has been directed
towards finding alternative redox couples. The chemical structures of some notable
redox mediators examined in DSSCs are shown in Figure 1.11. Early efforts
exchanged iodine for other halogens or pseudohalogens in an attempt to modulate the
redox potential but maintain slow recombination kinetics. However, couples such as
Br-/Br3-[108] and SCN-/SCN3-[109] both delivered poor power conversion efficiencies.
One-electron outer sphere redox couples have also been examined, since they
generally have much lower redox Fermi energies than I-/I3- and the charge transfer
process is much simpler to understand. However, the majority of simple mediators
examined, such as ferrocene/ferrocenium, generally display fast recombination
kinetics which severely restrict device efficiency,[110] although recent reports suggest
that efficiencies up to 7% can be achieved with this couple.[111] Transition metal
complexes based on copper[112] and cobalt[113-114] have also been examined, although
the metal centre has different geometries for the two redox species, leading to large
reorganisation energies, slow regeneration kinetics, and often mass transport
limitations. Recent advances with cobalt mediators do however suggest that these
mediators can be a viable alternative for I-/I3- in the future.[21, 115] Organic radicals
such as (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-1-yl)oxidanyl (TEMPO) have also been
analysed, and whilst they provide good initial performance, they degrade extremely
rapidly.[116]
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Figure 1.11: Chemical structures for some of the numerous species explored as
redox mediators for dye-sensitized solar cells, including (a) [Cu(dmp)2]+/2+, (b)
TEMPO, (c) [Co(bipy)3]2+/3+ and (d) various halogen and pseudohalogen systems.

1.4.1 Photosensitizing Dye
The photosensitizing dye is perhaps the most crucial component of a DSSC.
Accordingly, optimization of the dye structure, including variation of features such
as the size, metal centre, ligands, substituents and conjugation of molecules has
attracted significant interest. Studies of thousands of photosensitizers have shown
however, that optimizing the performance of most single dyes to achieve high
efficiencies is extremely difficult. This is because the desirable properties for
efficient electron injection and dye regeneration are often incompatible with those
required for broad visible and near-IR absorption. The ideal dye must have a low
band gap to optimize harvesting of solar photons, a LUMO which is higher in energy
than the semiconductor conduction band to provide a free energy driving force for
electron injection, a HOMO which is lower in energy than the redox mediator
potential to provide a free energy driving force for regeneration of oxidized dye
molecules, and fast electron injection kinetics compared to the excited state
lifetime.[117] Furthermore, for long-term performance, the dye molecules must
display good chemical and thermal stability. Finally, a strong electronic coupling
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between the dye and semiconductor is required for efficient charge separation. This
is normally achieved by appending a conjugated anchoring group to the
chromophore, the design of which is a complicated issue in itself.

1.4.1.1 Anchoring Group
Several types of anchoring groups have been trialled for DSSCs. These ligands must
firstly immobilize the dye on the surface, and ideally, should also be electron
withdrawing to facilitate electron transfer from the dye into the semiconductor. The
binding interaction can occur through physisorption mechanisms such as hydrogen
bonding, although these provide only a weak electronic interaction with the
semiconductor. More commonly, the anchoring group is designed to form a
permanent chemical bond with the semiconductor, and is frequently conjugated in
order to facilitate electron transfer.[118] Chemical moieties which have been employed
for this purpose include sulfonic acids (SO3H),[119] phosphonic acids (PO3H),[120-121]
carboxylic acids (CO2H)[122-124] and catechols [C6H4(OH)2].[125-126] Somewhat
surprisingly, the strongest binders (PO3H and catechols) provide poor performance in
devices, reportedly due to a very fast recombination resulting from the strong
coupling.

1.4.1.2 Dye Molecules
There have been several thousand different sensitizing dyes trialled in DSSCs,
making a complete assessment of sensitizers difficult to provide. Some of the major
classes of dyes and the advantages they possess will be discussed here, with more
detailed information available in a recently published exhaustive review of various
dye systems.[96] Ruthenium organometallic complexes are by far the most extensively
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investigated due to the high power conversion efficiency of these dyes demonstrated
more than two decades ago.[19] The most noted ruthenium complex, the benchmark
N719 dye, shows highly efficient electron injection due to a long lived triplet excited
state, absorption of light over a broad wavelength range and extremely slow
recombination.[62, 117, 127-128] Modification of the bipyridyl ligands with conjugated
substituents has been shown to improve the extinction coefficient and long term
stability of the dye,[129] whilst addition of organic antennae to the dye creates an
extremely high extinction coefficient to allow the dye to be employed in devices with
a requirement for thin semiconductor films.[130-131] Several groups have investigated
adding electron donating groups, including furan,[132] triarylamine[133-134] and
thiophene[135] units to the basic ruthenium polypyridyl structure. This strategy has
been shown to reduce charge recombination by controlling the location of electron
density in the excited state of the dyes, however, the injection yield of the dyes was
often compromised.

Replacement of the central ruthenium species with other heavy metal atoms which
also produce triplet excited states has also been trialled. Transition metal complexes
formed from osmium,[50, 136] copper,[137-138] platinum[139] and iron[140] have all been
examined. The majority of these dyes also produce broad metal-to-ligand charge
transfer absorption bands, however, the photocurrent extracted from such devices
was often poor. This low Jsc was attributed to poor injection and regeneration of the
neutral dye ground state for many systems.

Metal-free organic dyes present very attractive candidates for DSSC sensitizers, with
some significant advantages over the organometallic complexes. These include the
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ease with which they can be synthetically modified, low production costs, the
absence of often scarce metal elements and much higher extinction coefficients. [141]
Coumarin[42] and indoline[142-143] dyes were amongst the first organic species to
demonstrate high device efficiencies, with coumarin species also displaying good
long term stability. Modification of the dye structure led to extensions of the
absorption spectrum towards the near infrared, leading to conversion efficiencies of
8-10 %.[144-145] Carbazole dyes have also been extensively studied in DSSCs.[146-147]
These dyes offer all the advantages of other organic dyes, and have also been heavily
utilized to study the effect of dye structure on charge injection and recombination
owing to the ease with which the length of the conjugated thiophene backbone can be
controlled and alkyl chain substituents of various lengths can be appended.[63, 148]
Perylene[108, 149] dyes have also been examined, and whilst they do not demonstrate
outstanding power conversion efficiency, these dyes have been shown to inject by
direct charge transfer from the ground state to the TiO2 rather than from the excited
state, and therefore offer a valuable tool to examine some unusual photophysical
properties of the sensitizing dye.[150]

Dyes with absorption bands in the infrared region have been particularly sought after
since this is the region in which the solar flux is the strongest. Phthalocyanine dyes
have been examined in this regard as they have a strong absorption in the 700-800
nm region.[151] These dyes are of great interest since they behave as an intermediate
between transition metal complexes and purely organic dyes, with absorption
dominated by the organic framework, but the metal centre impacting the injection
and recombination processes.[152-153] Phthalocyanine dyes suffer from strong π–π
stacking and aggregation, and also experience very fast recombination, which has
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limited their power conversion efficiencies in devices,[154-155] although recent reports
indicate that there remains great promise in this class of dyes. [156] Squaraine dyes
have also shown siginificant infrared absorption in operational devices,[157-158]
although the small bandgap that produces infrared absorption also limits the driving
force for regeneration between the redox mediator and the dye HOMO level.[159] As a
result of this and other issues such as limited injection, the power conversion of the
infared dyes remains low. Other dyes of interest include triarylamines,[160]
merocyanines[161], anthracenes[162], quinones[163] and polymers,[164] which each
provide useful scaffolds for examining the relationship between dye structure and
device function. The structures of some important classes of DSSC sensitizers are
shown in Figure 1.12.

Figure 1.12: The structure of various classes of dyes trialled as sensitizers in DSSCs,
including (a) perylene, (b) phthalocyanine, (c) carbazole, (d) squaraine, (e) coumarin,
(f) indoline, (g) triarylamine, (h) ruthenium complex.
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Porphyrin Dyes as Sensitizing Agents

Emulation of the extraordinary chlorophyll-based photosynthetic light harvesting
apparatus has inspired researchers to investigate synthetically prepared porphyrin
dyes as sensitizers trialled for dye-sensitized light harvesting applications,[165] and
they remain one of the most frequently studied dyes. [41, 166-167] They are attractive for
such purposes as their synthesis is relatively straightforward and their optical and
electronic properties can be tuned via chemical modification of the porphyrin
core,[168] the number of porphyrin units,[169] and the linker between the core and the
inorganic oxide.[170] It was originally assumed that porphyrin dyes would function
identically to other analogous chromophores inside a DSSC, however, extensive
studies of these molecules have shown that they are distinctive, and possess very
different photophysics to the majority of other sensitizers.[27,

171]

Consequently,

porphyrin dyes offer a unique opportunity to understand some fundamental
limitations of DSSCs and trial innovative strategies which manipulate their unusual
photophysical properties.

Porphyrin molecules typically display several strong visible light absorption bands
due to the π–π* electron transitions of the macrocycle. Optical transitions from the
two closely spaced highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO and HOMO + 1) to
degenerate lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMOs) interact strongly to
produce a high energy S2 excited state with a large oscillator strength towards the
blue end of the visible spectrum (Soret band), and a lower energy S1 excited state
with diminished oscillator strength in the red region of the spectrum (Q-band).
Several Q-band absorptions are normally observed due to the vibronic transitions of
the S1 excited state, with the exact number depending on the symmetry of the
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porphyrin core.[172] The position of these absorption bands can be tuned by structural
modifications to the porphyrin molecule, and thus provide an extremely promising
method of maximizing absorption of incident photon flux.

Porphyrin photoluminescence spectra display very small Stokes shifts and appear as
two peaks due to transitions from the S1 state back to different vibronic levels of the
S0 ground state. Interestingly, metalloporphyrins, and in particular many zinc
porphyrins, can display dual fluorescence, that is, emission from both the S2 and S1
excited states, due to the large energy gap between S 2 and S1 excited states causing
slow internal conversion. The relaxation dynamics of excited porphyrin complexes
are well established. Singlet excited state lifetimes are normally ~1 ps from the S2
state and ~2 ns from the S1 state for metalloporphyrins and ~10 ns from S1 for free
base (metal free) molecules. Electrochemically porphyrin molecules are quite stable,
with metalloporphyrins generally displaying two reversible oxidations of the
porphyrin ring to form a radical cation or dication, while free base molecules
generally show at least a single reversible oxidation. The assignment of the free base
species is complicated by the stability of the mono and dications being strongly
influenced by the solvent.[173]

1.5.1 Current Porphyrin Systems
Significant progress has been made towards optimizing the performance of porphyrin
dyes following early work on chlorophyll analogues. Transient absorption studies
indicated that porphyrin dyes can inject efficiently into TiO2, with little differences
observed between the kinetics for TiO2 sensitized with benchmark ruthenium dye
N719 and a zinc porphyrin.[31] It was speculated that the lower power conversion
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efficiency of the porphyrin dyes arose from enhanced recombination with the redox
mediator. Several subsequent studies found that surface aggregation of porphyrin
dyes presents a significant barrier to achieving high performance in these systems by
limiting the injection yield, contradicting the early transient absorption data.[174-175]
Two major strategies were developed in an attempt to prevent aggregation. One
approach focused on co-adsorbing small organic molecules to the surface to increase
the intermolecular spacing of dyes on the surface. As described earlier,
chenodeoxycholic acid has shown to be particularly effective for a wide range of
dyes in this regard. A second approach focuses on modifying the chromophore itself,
appending bulky substituents to the periphery of the porphyrin core to prevent the
dyes coming into close contact. This approach has also proven highly successful in
preventing porphyrin aggregation on the TiO2 surface.[176-177]

Intense efforts have been directed towards optimizing each synthetic facet of the
porphyrin molecule, including the coordinating metal centre, the anchoring group
employed and the substituent groups at the periphery. Several different metal centres
have been employed for porphyrin dyes, including no metal (free base), zinc, copper,
palladium, nickel and cobalt,[178-179] with zinc porphyrins consistently displaying the
highest performance.[167, 180-182] The IPCE extracted from various metal centres varies
widely, and subsequent studies have shown that the metal centre can modulate the
HOMO and LUMO energy levels of the dye, thereby affecting the charge injection
yield.[183]

The anchoring group for porphyrin dyes has also been the subject of great attention.
The chemical nature of the binding group has been varied, with carboxylic and
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phosphonic acids both examined.[184] Although early studies did not find a significant
difference between these groups, it has now been shown that carboxylic acid linkers
provide the greatest efficiency in these dyes.[41, 179] The substitution position of the
binding group on the porphyrin macrocycle has also been shown to have a strong
effect on device performance.[185] Substitution at the β-pyrollic position was found to
be more effective than substitution at the meso positions since the former extends the
π-conjugation of the macrocycle, inducing a bathochromic shift in the absorption
spectrum due to an increased splitting in the frontier molecular orbital energies.[180]
Extension of conjugation in the β-substituted linker magnified this effect, producing
porphyrin-based devices with AM 1.5 efficiencies over 5 %.[186] This strategy was
optimized

further

by

investigating

different

π-fused

systems,

including

quinoxyline,[187] furyl,[188] and napthyl[189] groups as linking ligands, which fused the
β- and meso positions. Fusing the porphyrin at these positions removes the symmetry
in the porphyrin core, leading to a splitting of the π and π* levels and a decrease in
the HOMO-LUMO gap.[27]

The substituent groups at the periphery of the macrocycle also play a crucial role in
maximizing the performance of porphyrin dyes. As previously mentioned, various
groups have shown that bulky substituents such as alkyl chains,[190-191] mesityl
groups[27] or substituted aryl groups[166] have demonstrated the prevention of
aggregation and related performance enhancement. Recently, several groups have
investigated adding an electron donating group as a substituent on the porphyrin.[177,
192-193]

The performance improvements achieved with this approach compared to the

native porphyrin dye can be attributed to a concentration of electron density in the
excited state in the vicinity of the TiO2, promoting injection, and localizing the
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resultant positive charge away from the interface, thereby reducing recombination. [43]
Application of these combined optimizations has led to several different groups
producing porphyrin-based devices with AM 1.5 efficiencies in the 5-8% range,[27,
166, 194]

with recent results demonstrating that the performance of porphyrin DSSCs

can exceed 11 %.[21, 171] The structures of some benchmark porphyrin dyes are shown
in Figure 1.13.

Figure 1.13: The structure of (a) a pioneering synthetic porphyrin dye, and highly
efficient porphyrin dyes (b) YD2, (c) GD2 and (d) Zn-4 published by various groups.

1.5.2 Challenges and Limitations with Porphyrin Dyes
Whilst porphyrins provide effective sensitizers in DSSCs, there are some significant
issues which currently limit their performance. One issue, common to many organic
dyes, is limited light harvesting due to discrete absorption bands. Whilst the
extinction coefficients in these absorption bands can be very high, there are
significant areas of the solar irradiance spectrum that are not covered by the
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absorption spectrum. Most notably, the vast majority of porphyrins do not absorb
light beyond 700 nm. Additionally, the region between the Soret and Q-bands (450
nm-550 nm) also has a low absorption of incident photons. This lack of absorption
significantly constrains the photocurrent which can be obtained from a porphyrinbased DSSC. Several strategies have been initiated in an attempt to harvest an
additional proportion of the incident solar flux using porphyrin dyes, although full
panchromatic sensitization remains elusive.

A second issue with porphyrin dyes is a limited injection yield. Whilst the
benchmark ruthenium dyes inject into the semiconductor almost every time they are
excited, the injection yields of many porphyrin dyes remain poor.[168] The origin of
this poor injection remains unclear, with various groups speculating it may arise from
poor electronic coupling to the semiconductor from either the binding group [179] an
unfavourable dye orientation on the semiconductor surface,[53, 182] or a certain portion
of the dyes on the surface failing to ever inject electrons upon photo-excitation.[34]

Perhaps the largest limitation on the performance of porphyrin dyes is an enhanced
recombination reaction. Early spectroscopy studies did not find any significant
recombination with the dye cation following injection.[31] Instead, it has recently
been confirmed that porphyrin dyes experience an enhanced level of recombination
between electrons in the semiconductor and the acceptor species in the electrolyte.[62,
68]

This enhanced recombination in comparison to other dyes currently restricts the

photovoltage obtained from porphyrin devices to 100-200 mV less than can be
obtained from equivalent devices employing ruthenium sensitizers, although the
exact origin of the recombination remains unclear.
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Research Aims

It is clear from the previous analysis that the major limitation facing porphyrin-based
DSSCs is poor electron injection and enhanced charge recombination in comparison
to other sensitizers. The aspiration of this study is therefore to provide a detailed
understanding of the origin for these limitations. Furthermore, once identified, this
study will initiate the development of innovative strategies to circumvent these
limitations and improve the charge generation and recombination properties of
porphyrin DSSCs.

These objectives will be achieved systematically, firstly identifying or developing
useful probe techniques to measure charge generation and recombination in DSSCs,
then probing a wide range of dye molecules to analyse the relationship between dye
structure and device performance, and finally exploring different mechanisms to
manipulate the structure-function relationship to remove inherent dye limitations.

Deployment of the strategy described above is reflected in the organization of this
thesis. The initial chapters focus on developing and testing specific techniques used
to probe a range of features related to the efficiency of charge generation and
recombination in DSSCs. These include probing the chemical binding of dye
molecules to the TiO2 surface with infrared spectroscopy, analysing the orientation
of dye molecules on the oxide surface with X-ray reflection spectroscopy,
determining the yield of electron injection from excited dye molecules with absorbed
photon-to-current conversion efficiency measurements and probing the lifetime of
injected

charges

recombination.

using

photovoltage

transient

measurements

to

monitor
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Each of these techniques will then be applied to several different dye molecules in
the intermediate chapters, designed specifically to investigate the effect of different
synthetic modifications of the porphyrin core on the charge injection and
recombination processes. Several structural features will be examined, including the
nature of substituent groups, metallation of the porphyrin core, the number of
porphyrin units employed on a chromophore, and the linking group used to
electronically connect the porphyrin dye to the TiO2.

The final chapters will focus on specific strategies used to improve charge injection
and diminish recombination in porphyrin DSSCs, attempting to elucidate the
mechanisms for performance enhancements in each case. These strategies include a
visible light exposure post-treatment of devices, a simultaneous co-sensitization of a
TiO2 surface with multiple porphyrin dyes and modifying various porphyrin dye
structures. Investigations will focus on the role of the electrolyte species, the
existence of synergistic energy and charge transfer pathways between dyes and the
potential to utilize charge transfer pathways to create a more efficient localization of
electron density near the TiO2 interface and holes away from the oxide surface by
creating donor-acceptor type dye molecules.
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Reagents and Materials

Reagents lithium iodide (LiI) (Aldrich), potassium iodide (KI) (Aldrich), rubidium
iodide

(RbI)

(Fluka),

tetrahexylammonium

iodide

(THAI)

(Alrich),

dimethylpropylimidazolium iodide (DMPImI) (Solaronix), iodine (I2) (Merck),
tetrabutylammonuim hydroxide (TBA(OH)) (Alrich), chenodeoxycholic acid
(CDCA) (Alrich), benzoic acid (Aldrich) and tetrabutylammonium perchlorate
(TBAP) (Fluka) were purchased reagent grade and used without further purification.

Solvents tertiary butanol (t–BuOH) (Aldrich), acetonitrile (ACN) (Alrich),
dichloromethane (DCM) (Alrich), valeronitrile (VN) (Aldrich), methoxyacetontrile
(MAN) (Aldrich), γ-butyrolactone (GBL) (Aldrich) and propylene carbonate (PC)
(Aldrich) were purchased in an anhydrous state and used without additional
distillation or drying procedures. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) (Aldrich) was dried over
sodium in a solvent pot, with benzophenone used to indicate the moisture content.
Anhydrous THF was collected from this solvent pot by distillation immediately prior
to usage.

Glass microscope slides were purchased from Asahi and cut to size. Fluorine-doped
tin oxide (FTO) coated glass (Rs ≤ 10 Ωsq -1) (Nippon Sheet Glass) and indium-doped
tin oxide (ITO) coated glass (Rs ≤ 10 Ωsq -1) (Delta Technologies) were cut to
appropriate sizes, sonicated in isopropanol for 10 minutes and exposed to UV light
and ozone for 15 minutes prior to use. Several TiO2 pastes were employed depending
on the specific measurement requirements. Transparent (Nanoxide-T, Solaronix) and
reflective (Nanoxide-300, Solaronix) pastes were used for doctor blading, whilst a
second transparent paste (Nanoxide-SP/HT) was employed for screen printing.
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2.1.1 Sensitizing Dyes
Porphyrin compounds were prepared within the Intelligent Polymer Research
Institute (University of Wollongong) by Dr Pawel Wagner. The photophysical
properties of these dyes were compared to a benchmark ruthenium polypyridyl dye
N719, purchased from Solaronix and used without further purification. Structures for
the major compounds of interest in this study are shown in Figure 2.1. Synthesis
details for several of these compounds have been previously reported.[1-3]

Figure 2.1: Chemical structures for the major compounds of interest prepared
internally for this study.
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Dye Sensitized Solar Cell Construction
2.2.1 Semiconductor Film Preparation

FTO-glass was cut into 2 cm strips, then cleaned by sonication in isopropanol for 10
minutes and subsequent exposure to UV light and ozone for 15 minutes. TiO2 paste
was deposited onto cleaned substrates using a doctor-blade technique. The number of
scotch tape masking layers employed was used to vary film thickness. Transparent
TiO2 layers were dried for 20 minutes under ambient conditions in an Airtech 90
filtered air cleanbox (Extech Equipment). Additional TiO2 layers, if employed, were
deposited after rotating the FTO substrate 180°. Scattering TiO2 layers were dried in
the cleanbox under ambient conditions for 24 hours. Dried films were sintered using
a ramped temperature profile with a series of increasing temperatures and hold times
(Figure 2.2) to remove the cellulose filler and sinter particles into a nanoporous film.
Sintered films were cut into individual 1.5 x 1.7 cm pieces and excess TiO2 was
removed with a glass slide to produce a ~0.4 x 0.4 cm active area. Film areas were
accurately determined by optically scanning substrates and calculating the TiO 2 area
from the digital image with reference to a calibrated micrometer standard. TiO2
thickness was measured using a Dektak 150 profilometer (Veeco).

Figure 2.2: The ramped temperature profile used to sinter TiO2 films in this study.
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Dye Sensitization

Films were reheated to 450 °C for 30 minutes following TiO2 area measurements to
remove adsorbed water and organic contaminants. After cooling to 120 °C films
were fully immersed in 2 × 10-4 M THF solutions of porphyrin dyes for time periods
ranging from 30 mins to 2 hours depending on the specific dye. N719 standards were
sensitized by immersing films in a 3 × 10-4 M ACN/t–BuOH (1 : 1) solution mixture.
All dye solutions were stored in the dark during sensitization, then subsequently
rinsed with 2–5 drops of acetonitrile and dried with nitrogen gas.

2.2.3 Electrolyte Filling and Device Sealing
Counter electrodes were prepared by sputter coating an 8 nm platinum layer onto
ITO-glass using an Edwards Auto 306 sputter coater with a sputtering power of
40 W. Holes were drilled into the corner of the counter electrodes, which were then
cleaned by sonication in isopropanol for 10 minutes and subsequent exposure to UV
light and ozone for 15 minutes and heated to 120 °C to remove moisture. Following
dye sensitization the counter electrode and FTO anode were sealed together around
the TiO2 film using a 25 μm hot-melt polymer gasket (Hymilan). The area enclosed
by the polymer seal was ~0.6 cm x 0.6 cm. An iodide/triiodide (I-/I3-) redox
electrolyte was injected into sealed space through the counter electrode hole using
vacuum filling. The counter electrode hole was then sealed with a glass slide and hotmelt polymer. An illustration of a typical completed device is shown in Figure 2.3.
Both electrodes were coated with lead-free solder using a USS-9200 ultrasonic
soldering system (MBR Electronics) in order to provide good electrical contacts for
characterisation.
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Figure 2.3: An illustration of the components and orientations of a typical dye
sensitized solar cell fabricated in this study.
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Characterisation Techniques
2.3.1 UV-visible Spectrophotometry

UV-vis spectra of all porphyrin compounds were obtained between 300 nm and 750
nm with the spectral acquisition range extended out to 850 nm for the N719 dye.
Solution state UV-vis spectra were measured on a Shimadzu UV 1601
spectrophotometer

connected

to

a

PC

running

UV-vis

Probe

software.

Measurements were performed on 5 × 10-6 M porphyrin solutions in THF, with
samples contained in 1 cm path-length quartz cuvettes.
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2.3.1.1 Sensitized Film Absorption
Solid

state

measurements

were

performed

on

a

Shimadzu

UV

3600

spectrophotometer fitted with an ISR-3100 integrating sphere accessory and
connected to a PC running UV-vis Probe software (version 2.10). Microscope cover
slides were placed over the sensitized films, and 1 drop of a standard I-/I3- redox
electrolyte mixture was injected under the slide to match refractive indices in the
optical pathway to device conditions. The transmission of an FTO-glass substrate
was also measured to allow for correction of reflective losses from this surface.

2.3.2 Photoluminescence Spectroscopy
Fluorescence spectra were measured on a Spex Fluorolog 3-22 spectrofluorimeter
connected to a PC running Jobin Yvon DataMax software. The excitation slit and
emission slit widths were kept identical for all measurements. Samples were excited
with a xenon lamp, and the resultant emission spectra were detected using a
Hamamatsu R928 photomultiplier tube held at a potential of 900 V. Solution state
measurements were acquired for 1 × 10-5 M porphyrin solutions in THF.

Samples

were contained inside 1 cm path-length quartz cuvettes, with the excitation and
emission slits fixed at 5 nm. Samples were excited at 520 nm, with resultant emission
spectra detected at an angle of 90° with respect to the excitation beam.

2.3.2.1 Sensitized Film Photoluminescence
Photoluminescence spectra of dye sensitized TiO2 films were measured using
excitation and emission slit widths of 5 nm. Sensitizers were excited at 520 nm, with
samples contained in a model 1933 thin film receptacle and emissions detected at an
angle of 30° with respect to the excitation beam to minimise stray and reflected light.
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2.3.3 Electrochemical Characterisation
Electrochemical characterisation studies were performed using an eDAQ potentiostat
to deliver a ramped voltage and an eDAQ e-corder 201 to interface the potentiostat
with a PC. Experimental conditions were controlled using AD Instruments EChem
Software (version 2.0.7). Cyclic voltammetry (CV) studies were performed using a
three electrode cell comprised of a platinum disc working electrode (8 mm2 active
area), a platinum mesh auxiliary electrode and an Ag/Ag+ reference electrode
constructed by dipping a silver wire into an 0.01 M AgNO3 solution containing 0.1
M TBAP. CV measurements were performed on 5 × 10-4 M porphyrin solutions and
1 × 10-3 M ferrocene solutions at a scan rate of 100 mVs-1 using 0.1 M TBAP as the
supporting electrolyte. The ferrocene redox potential was then used to transform the
Ag/Ag+ reference potentials to a well-characterized, stable standard (Fc/Fc+). The
drift in the Ag/Ag+ potential with respect to Fc/Fc+ was typically observed to be ~10
mV. Solutions were purged with nitrogen prior to recording voltammograms in order
to remove any dissolved redox-active gases. After CV acquisition the working
electrode was rinsed with acetone, sonicated for 5 minutes in 1 M NaOH and
polished using a slurry created from 0.2 μm silica powder. The apparatus used to
obtain electrochemical measurements is shown schematically in Figure 2.4.

2.3.3.1 Sensitized Film CV Measurements
A three electrode cell consisting of a dye sensitized TiO2 film (~1 cm2 active area) as
the working electrode, platinum mesh as the auxiliary electrode and a silver wire as
the reference electrode was employed for all measurements on sensitized films. CVs
were obtained in ACN with 0.1 M TBAP as the supporting electrolyte. Solvent was
purged with nitrogen prior to recording a voltammogram.
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Figure 2.4: A schematic representation of the three electrode cell and associated
hardware units employed for electrochemical characterization.

2.3.4 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was performed using a Shimadzu
IRPrestige-21 spectrometer connected to a PC running IR Solution software.
Measurements were performed using a MIRacle 15 mm diameter germanium
attenuated total reflection (ATR) attachment. Dry nitrogen was used to purge the
crystal throughout all measurements. A micrometer clamp was used to apply
mechanical force between the sample and crystal to obtain optical contact. Spectra
were acquired with a resolution of 2 cm-1 and a Happ-Genzel apodization function. A
multipoint baseline corrections and Savitzky-Golay smoothening function (15 points)
were subsequently applied to the raw data to obtain final FTIR spectra.
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2.3.5 Photovoltaic Performance Testing
Photovoltaic performance testing was performed using a feedback controlled solar
simulator which illuminated devices with a 100 mW cm -2 simulated air mass (AM)
1.5 light source (Oriel), calibrated using a certified silicon diode equipped with a
KG5 filter (PECCELL). Devices were illuminated through an 8 x 8 mm mask in the
sample holder, defining an aperture slightly larger than the active area. [4] Current
density – voltage (J–V) curves were acquired using a Keithley 2400 source measure
unit to measure the output current and to linearly sweep the voltage applied to
devices from -0.05 V and 0.85 V at a scan rate of 25 mVs-1. The Jsc, Voc, current
density at peak power (Jpp) and voltage at peak power (Vpp) were calculated from the
J–V curves, allowing subsequent determination of the fill factor. Each of these points
is illustrated on an idealized J–V curve in Figure 2.5. Solar-to-electrical energy
conversion efficiencies were then determined from Jsc, Voc , the fill factor and the
applied light intensity.

Figure 2.5: An idealized current density – voltage curve for a solar cell showing the
short circuit current density (Jsc), open circuit voltage (Voc), and current density and
voltage values at the peak operating power (Jpp and Vpp respectively.
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2.3.6 Incident Photon-to-Current Conversion Measurements
@5;67@FB:AFA@FA5GDD7@F5A@H7DE;A@788;5;7@5K 'EB75FD3I7D7D75AD676GE;@9
3:A?74G;>FE7FGB5A@E;EF;@9A83J7@A@>3?B3@63?A@A5:DA?3FAD7CG;BB76I;F:
EADF;@98;>F7DE;9GD7  +:7 >;9:F 473? I3E 8A5GE76;@FA3EBAFE;L7E?3>>7DF:3@
F:767H;5735F;H73D73GE;@93?;5DAE5AB7>7@E +:7E:ADF5;D5G;F5GDD7@FD7EBA@E7A8
67H;57EI3ED75AD6763E38G@5F;A@A8F:7?A@A5:DA?3F;5I3H7>7@9F:;@@?EF7BE
GE;@93"7;F:>7K  EAGD57?73EGD7G@;F +:7E7H3>G7EI7D75A@H7DF76FA3@ '
EB75FDG?I;F:D787D7@57FAF:7D7EBA@E7A8353>;4D3F76E;>;5A@6;A67'##

Figure 2.6: The experimental arrangement used to measure IPCE spectra in this
study.

2.3.7 Electron Lifetime and Diffusion Coefficient Measurements
Electron lifetimes and diffusion coefficients were measured using stepped lightinduced measurements of photocurrent and photo-voltage transients (SLIM-PCV).[5]
Measurements were performed using a 635 nm diode laser (Coherent, LabLaser)
illuminating the entire DSSC active area, achieved by expanding the laser beam with
a lens and placing a variable aperture in front of the DSSC. The absorption
coefficient of the dyes in this study were all small at this wavelength, thus a uniform
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electron generation was able to be produced throughout the entire TiO2 film.
Photocurrent and photovoltage transients were induced by the stepwise small
(≤10 %) change of the laser intensity between two steady state conditions. Initial and
final laser intensities were controlled with a PC using a digital-to-analogue converter.
Induced transient decays from one steady state to the other were measured by a fast
multimeter (AD7461A, Advantest). The experimental set-up for these SLIM-PCV
measurements are shown schematically in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: A schematic illustration of the experimental arrangement used to
measure voltage and current transients in this study.

Diffusion coefficients at short circuit were determined following a previously
reported approach beginning with Equation 2.1:[6]
⎛ L2
D= ⎜
⎜
⎝4

⎞
⎟ tH
⎟
⎠

(2.1)

where tH is the time to extract half of the excess electrons (the difference between the
electron concentration under initial and final light intensities) and L is the thickness
of the TiO2 electrode. The excess electron concentration was determined from an
integration of the current transient. Transients were fitted with a single exponential
function, exp(-t/2c), establishing the relationship tH = 0.6932c. The diffusion
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coefficient could then be determined from the time constant for the current transient
decay and the known thickness of the TiO2 electrode.

The electron lifetime at open circuit was determined by solving the continuity
equation for charge density, n(t), in a DSSC, summarized here as:

∂n(t )
∂t

= G (t ) −

n(t )



(2.2)

where G(t) is the electron generation rate and  is the electron lifetime. If the timeindependent electron density is neglected, that is, the generation rate at the initial
laser intensity (t < 0) is set to zero, then G(t) is dropped from Equation 2.2 and the
electron concentration is derived by solving a simple differential equation:
⎛ −t ⎞
⎟
n (t ) = Δn exp ⎜⎜
⎟

⎝
⎠

(2.3)

where Δn is the difference between the initial and final electron densities. Recalling
that the Voc scales with ln(nlight / ndark) (Equation 1.3), if Δn is small, then Δn ≈
Δln(Δn/ndark) and the Voc scales linearly with n(t), allowing it to be replaced in
Equation 2.3. The electron lifetime is therefore equal to the time constant obtained by
fitting the open circuit voltage transient to a single exponential function.

Measurements were repeated using various initial laser intensities to determine the
light intensity dependence of lifetimes and diffusion coefficients. The electron
density at each laser illumination intensity was determined using a previously
reported charge extraction method.[7] This technique induces open circuit conditions
in the DSSC samples under illumination by applying a compensating bias from a
potentiostat (HA5001, Hokuto Denko). Custom LabView software code is then used
to simultaneously remove the componsetaing bias and turn off the illumination from
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the laser diode. Removal of the bias switches the device from open to short circuit,
whilst removal of the light intensity ensures no additional charge generation in the
device. The current transient extracted under short circuit conditions was then
integrated, with the electron density calculated from the amount of charge extracted
and the geometric dimensions of the TiO2 electrode.

2.3.7.1 Measurement of Electron Lifetime Under Dark Conditions
Electron lifetimes were also measured under dark conditions using a recently
reported technique,[8] which mirrors the principles of the SLIM-PCV measurements
detailed in section 2.3.7. DSSC samples were connected to a galvanostat (HA5001,
Hokuto Denko) and a digital multimeter (ADC5401, Advantest) arranged in parallel,
with the galvanostat employed to control the current flowing into the cells under
reverse bias and the multimeter used to measure the potential difference across the
DSSC electrodes in the dark. The galvanostat was controlled through a digital-toanalogue converter with a response time of less than 0.1 ms. Devices were placed
under reverse bias in the dark such that electron density flowed from the galvanostat
into the TiO2 film and subsequently recombined with the electron acceptor species in
the redox electrolyte until a steady state was achieved. A small fraction of the dark
current amplitude was then stepped down using the galvanostat and the
corresponding induced voltage transient was recorded by the multimeter. The voltage
transient was fitted by an exponential function identical to that shown in equation 2.3
(Section 2.3.7.), were t is the decay time and  is the lifetime, obtained from the fitted
constant. The electron density induced in the film by the galvanostat was measured
using the same charge extraction technique described in Section 2.3.7, although the
DSSC was not initially under illumination for these measurements.
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2.3.7.2 Interpretation of Values Obtained Using Transient Measurements
The rate of electron transfer from the TiO2 conduction band to the electron acceptor
species in the electrolyte is the dominant reaction that determines the open circuit
voltage of dye sensitized solar cells near 1 sun illumination. As mentioned in Section
1.3.4 of Chapter 1, recombination between oxidized dye molecules and TiO2
electrons, or between electrons in the FTO contact and the redox electrolyte also
exists to some extent, however, their impact in efficient cells is typically negligible. [9]
The basic equation governing the dominant charge recombination process in the
DSSC can therefore be summarized as:[9]
I3- + e- TiO2  I- + I2

-

(2.4)

This process can either be followed by a second electron transfer step to convert I2

-

into two I- molecules, or by self association of two I2- molecules to form I3- and I-.
Previous work has shown that equation 2.4 is typically rate limiting,[10] thus the rate
of charge recombination in a DSSC (neglecting the other minor channels) is:
υrecombination = k I3- [I3-] n

(2.5)

Where k I3- is the rate constant of recombination, [I3-] is the triiodide concentration
and n is the electron density. Since all measurements in this thesis are performed
with an identical I3- concentration, the influence of this term on the rate of charge
recombination can be neglected. Finally, by noting that the electron lifetime
discussed in Section 2.3.7 is simply the inverse of the rate constant for
recombination, the expression below can be developed:
υrecombination =

n



(2.6)
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Equation 2.6 demonstrates that the electron lifetime in a DSSC can be used to
compare the charge recombination kinetics in different devices, provided they are
compared at exactly the same electron density. Thus measurements of the electron
density at which electron lifetime measurements are acquired are crucial to allow
comparison between devices.

It is important to note that the above treatment requires the devices under comparison
to have identical TiO2 conduction band potentials. Shifts in this level will affect the
Fermi level in the TiO2 assuming identical electron densities, and introduce an excess
free energy gradient to drive charge recombination. This will lead to a different
measured electron lifetime, however, this process is not related to an intrinsic
difference in the rate of charge recombination between TiO2 electrons and the redox
electrolyte, but simply arises from different thermodynamic conditions between the
devices under comparison. Thus measurements of electron lifetime are generally
accompanied by a determination of the relative conduction band potentials between
devices to correct for any shifts between samples.

Finally, it should be noted that interpretation of data obtained from photovoltage and
photocurrent transients can be quite complex. The major complication arises from
the fact that a significant proportion (greater than 90 %) of electrons in the TiO 2
reside in sub-band gap trap states rather than existing as freely mobile electrons in
the conduction band.[11] Since the affect of trap occupancy on the measured charge
recombination and transport behaviour is dependent on the intensity of the light used
to probe the system,[12] transient measurements actually provide intensity-dependent
effective values of the electron diffusion coefficient, Dn, and lifetime τn, rather than
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the free electron values, D0 and τ0 respectively.[13] Analysis of the influence of traps
in these DSSCs has shown that the relationship between these parameters can be
described by:[14]
∂n ⎞

⎛
t
⎟ 0
n = ⎜⎜ 1 +
∂nc ⎟⎠
⎝
∂nt
⎛
Dn = ⎜⎜ 1 +
∂nc
⎝

(2.7)

−1

⎞
⎟ D0
⎟
⎠

(2.8)

where the term ∂nt / ∂nc represents the variation in the trapped (nt) and free (nc)
electron density with changes in the TiO2 Fermi level. Consequently, comparison of
electron lifetimes and diffusion coefficients for different devices obtained using
transient measurements should only be compared at identical TiO2 electron densities
to remove the affects of illumination on the effective values measured by the
transient technique.

2.3.8 Sub-Nanosecond Transient Absorption Spectroscopy
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3

CHAPTER 3:
PROBING INJECTION AND RECOMBINATION IN
PORPHYRIN SENSITIZERS
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Introduction

Charge transfer processes at the dye-TiO2 interface play a key role in determining the
efficiency of DSSCs. These reactions include photoinduced electron injection from
the dye excited state into the TiO2 conduction band, a fast recombination between
TiO2 electrons and oxidized dye molecules, and a slower recombination reaction
between TiO2 electrons and the acceptor species in the redox electrolyte. Previous
studies have shown that porphyrin-based DSSCs experience significant limitations
with each of these charge transfer process. Electron injection has been found to
proceed with a yield of less than unity, with previous work suggesting this may be a
result of either poor kinetic competition with dye relaxation to the ground state[1] or
non-injecting dyes, which lower the injection yield.[2] A fast recombination process
has also been observed in porphyrin DSSCs which limits the charge separation yield
and reduces the photocurrent extracted from devices.[3-4] Finally, it has been observed
that porphyrin dyes suffer from elevated levels of recombination with the redox
mediator in comparison to ruthenium complex dyes.[5-6] This increased
recombination substantially limits the photovoltage. The demonstration of porphyrin
DSSCs with record efficiencies of 11-12 %[7-8] suggests that such limitations are not
intrinsic to porphyrin dyes. However, in order to design efficient porphyrin dyes, the
origin of injection and recombination limitations must be understood. This requires
the deployment of tools which can probe these processes in fully operational devices.

The technique which is most commonly employed to monitor the injection process is
transient absorption spectroscopy with femtosecond pump laser pulses (fs-TAS)[9-10]
since it directly monitors both the injection kinetics and the overall yield. [11] Other
techniques which have been employed include time-resolved fluorescence
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quenching[12] and time-resolved microwave conductivity measurements.[13] These
methods present advantages with simplified data acquisition, however, they probe
injection indirectly and require more care with subsequent analysis. In this chapter
we attempt to probe injection behaviour by employing both a time-resolved (subnanosecond transient absorption (sub-ns TA) spectroscopy) and a steady-state
(absorbed photon-to-current conversion efficiency, APCE) technique to probe both
the kinetics and yield of electron injection in porphyrin DSSCs. These techniques,
which are described more completely in this chapter, study the injection on different
time scales. Furthermore, they represent both a direct measurement that is timeintensive (sub-ns TA), and an indirect method that has much faster acquisition times,
thereby providing complimentary information on the injection process.

Charge recombination in DSSCs has also been heavily studied,[3, 14-15] with the major
pathway occurring between TiO2 electrons and the redox mediator acceptor
species.[16-17] Transient absorption spectroscopy is often used to monitor this reaction
directly,[18-19] although recently several small amplitude dynamic relaxation
techniques such as intensity modulated photovoltage spectroscopy (IMVS) [20] and
impedance spectroscopy[21] have been developed to analyse this charge transfer
reaction using simplified measurements. For this study, one such technique, known
as stepped-light induced measurements of photocurrent and photovoltage (SLIMPCV),[22] has been selected. This technique, described in detail in Chapter 2, allows
the recombination process to be monitored with a simplified experimental set-up and
fast acquisition times. Furthermore, it induces a uniform electron generation profile
throughout the entire TiO2 thickness, allowing for greatly simplified data analysis.
The technique also obtains useful data across a wide range of device conditions,
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allowing the influence of several different parameters on the recombination reaction
to be easily probed.

In this chapter, the determination of electron injection yields for various porphyrin
dyes using both sub-ns TA spectroscopy and APCE measurements is discussed. The
results are then compared to previous measurements obtained by collaborators to
determine the accuracy and the validity of each technique. The recombination
reaction in a wide range of porphyrin dyes is also analysed using stepped-light
induced measurements of photocurrent and photovoltage (SLIM-PCV)[22] to examine
the influence of various structural features on the rate of recombination. This data is
then used to infer some general design rules to explain trends amongst the dyes.

3.2

Experimental
3.2.1 Dyes Employed in this Chapter
3.2.1.1 Dyes Used for Injection Studies

A series of four porphyrin dyes with an identical core structure but differences in the
coordinating metal centre and the conjugation in the linking group were prepared to
analyse the effect of these two parameters on injection. The core structure of the
basic macrocycle is shown in Figure 3.1. A previous study on these dyes by
collaborators at Imperial College in England showed clear differences in the injection
kinetics between dyes.[1]
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Figure 3.1: The general porphyrin structures used to probe injection behaviour. The
coordinating metal and linker conjugation can be varied to produce 4 different dyes;
ZnNC (M = Zn, n = 2), ZnC (M = Zn, n = 1), FbNC (M = H2, n = 2) and FbC (M =
H2, n = 1).
3.2.1.2 Dyes Used for Recombination Studies
In addition to the four dyes used to study injection behaviour, a further four dyes
were probed in order to understand the recombination reactions in porphyrin-based
DSSCs. The structure of these dyes is shown in Figure 3.2. These dyes create an
extensive system to probe the influence of the coordinating metal centre and the
binding group structure on the recombination process in porphyrin-based DSSCs.

Figure 3.2: The additional porphyrin structures used to probe recombination
behaviour in porphyrin-based DSSCs.
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3.2.2 Optical Measurements for APCE Calculations
After measuring the photovoltaic performance and IPCE spectra of devices
sensitized with various porphyrin dyes, solid state optical measurements were
performed using the integrating sphere accessory of the Shimadzu 3600 UV-visible
spectrophotometer as described in Chapter 2. Initial attempts to compute the APCE
measured the transmission DSSCs constructed from all four dyes, a reference
containing TiO2 and electrolyte only and a reference containing a bare TiO2 film.
Transmission measurements were obtained by placing the DSSCs on the outside of
the integrating sphere. Diffuse reflectance was then measured by placing the devices
in the path of the light beam at the exit to the integrating sphere. In this arrangement
the specular reflection returns along the incident pathway and is lost from the
detector unit through the entry slit. However, the specular reflectance was isolated by
inverting the reference and sample beams using the UV-vis Probe software. Since the
reference beam is offset at an 8° angle to the surface normal, the specular reflection
remains inside the sphere in this optical arrangement. Subtraction of the previously
measured diffuse reflection can then isolate the specular reflection component. The
detector positions and angular relations between sample and reference beams for
these three measurements are illustrated in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: The geometric arrangements used to measure the (a) transmission, (b)
diffuse reflectance and (c) specular reflectance of DSSCs.
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For APCE spectra determined using the optical model in Equation 3.11, DSSCs were
disassembled following IPCE measurements by applying heat to separate the TiO2
working electrode and platinum counter electrodes. The sensitized TiO2 films were
then rigorously rinsed with acetonitrile to remove any traces of electrolyte. The
transmission of the sensitized films was measured using the integrating sphere
accessory on the Shimadzu UV-vis 3600 spectrophotometer. Before each
measurement, microscope cover slides were placed over the sensitized films, and a
drop of an 85:15 acetonitrile/valeronitrile mixture was injected under the slide to
simulate the environment of an operational DSSC. The transmission of an FTO-glass
substrate and the specular reflectance of a platinized counter electrode were also
measured to allow for correction of reflective losses from these surfaces. These
measurements were then combined to compute the light harvesting efficiency of the
dyes using Equation 3.11.

3.2.3 Dye Desorption Measurements
Solutions of porphyrin dyes (2 x 10-4 M) were prepared in dry tetrahydrofuran
(THF). UV-vis absorption spectra were measured immediately after diluting the
stock solutions ten-fold in order to minimise quantitative errors due to evaporation of
the volatile solvent. Extinction coefficients were calculated for the Q-bands of each
porphyrin using the Beer-Lambert law with the known solution concentration. Large
area TiO2 films were then sensitized from the 2 x 10-4 M porphyrin stock solutions
following the standard procedures outlined in Chapter 2. The geometric area was
calculated from film dimensions determined under a microscope using a length scale
determined with reference to a calibrated glass micrometer, whilst film thicknesses
were measured using a Dektak profilometer.
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The dye was desorbed into solution from each sensitized film by placing them in
vials containing a 20 % solution mixture of 10 % aqueous tetrabutylammonium
hydroxide and dry THF. The films were briefly sonicated in the basic solution to
ensure complete removal of all adsorbed dye molecules. The UV-vis spectra of each
desorbed dye solution was measured immediately to minimize evaporation, and the
surface coverage, dye, was then computed from the absorbance of the desorbed dye
solution, Adesorb, the desorption volume, Vdesorb the TiO2 film area and thicknesses,

TiO2 and dTiO2 respectively, and the extinction coefficient of the dye, dye:

Γ dye

=

Adesorb Vdesorb

 dye  TiO d TiO
2

3.3

(3.1)

2

Probing Injection Using APCE Measurements
3.3.1 Photovoltaic Performance of Model Compounds

The photovoltaic performance parameters of thin-film DSSCs prepared with the
model dyes shown in Figure 3.1 are reported in the table in Figure 3.4. This figure
also displays the current density – voltage curves (Figure 3.4(c)) and IPCE spectra
(Figure 3.4(d)) for these devices in addition to the UV-visible spectra of the Q-band
region (Figure 3.4(a)) for the four dyes. The measurements show a clear trend in the
photocurrent extracted from the four dyes, with zinc dyes ZnNC and ZnC producing
a higher Jsc than their free base counterparts FbNC and FbC, whilst dyes with a
conjugated benzoic acid linker produced higher Jsc values than their non-conjugated
counterparts. The low photocurrents are indicative of injection limitations for these
dyes, in agreement with the previous work on this dye system. The IPCE spectra
exhibit current production in the same region as the absorption bands from the UVvis spectra of each dye, suggesting that injection occurs after ground state excitation
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in an identical manner for all dyes. The verification of similar photophysical
injection pathways with different yields for this process confirms that these dyes
form an ideal probe system to investigate the precision of techniques which probe
injection yields.

Figure 3.4: The (a) solution state UV-visible absorption spectra (Soret bands not
shown), and (b) photovoltaic performance parameters, (c) current density – voltage
curves acquired under illumination (solid) and in the dark (dashed), and (d) IPCE
curves for DSSCs constructed using porphyrin sensitizers ZnC (green), ZnNC (red),
FbC (brown) and FbNC (pink).

3.3.2 APCE Theory
The absorbed photon-to-current conversion efficiency (APCE) of a DSSC is the ratio
of electron flux measured as photocurrent to the photon flux absorbed by the dye.
This parameter is closely related to the incident photon-to-current efficiency (IPCE),
however only photons which are absorbed by the dye are considered. The APCE is
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thus obtained by scaling the IPCE by the light harvesting efficiency of the dye. Using
the definition of IPCE from Equation 1.1:

APCE ( ) =

LHE ( ) × inj ×  coll
LHE ( )

= inj ×  coll

(3.2)

The charge collection efficiency, coll, is derived from the rate competition between
charge extraction and charge recombination. Under conditions where the TiO2 film is
thin with respect to the electron diffusion length (~20 μm), collection losses are
negligible and the collection efficiency is close to unity. Substituting this into
Equation 3.2, the APCE is observed to be dominated by the charge injection yield:

APCE ( ) Thin TiO2

≈

inj

(3.3)

3.3.3 APCE Technique Development
To obtain the APCE for these devices it is first necessary to compute the light
harvesting efficiency (LHE) of the dyes under operational conditions. This value can
normally be computed from the dye absorption coefficient and TiO2 film thickness,
however, the former value is difficult to quantitatively determine for fully assembled
devices. Instead, an attempt was made to construct the light harvesting efficiency by
measuring all the light components that are not absorbed by the dye:

LHE

= 1 − TDSSC − Rdiff , DSSC − Rspec , DSSC

(3.4)

where TDSSC is the transmission of the device, and Rdiff, DSSC and Rspec, DSSC are the
diffuse and specular reflectivity of the device respectively.
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Figure 3.5: Light harvesting efficiencies (LHEs) calculated from the transmission,
diffuse reflectance and specular reflectance of porphyrin DSSCs constructed using
sensitizers ZnC (green), ZnNC (red), FbC (brown) and FbNC (pink).

The LHE spectra obtained in this manner for the four dyes of interest are shown in
Figure 3.5. The LHE spectra match the shape of the UV-vis spectra in Figure 3.4(a).
LHE values are ~0.9 in the Soret band of each porphyrin, suggesting full absorption
of incident photons in this band as would be expected from the very high extinction
coefficients (~105 M-1cm-1). However, the baseline LHE at 700 nm and beyond, a
region in which there is no dye absorption from any porphyrin dye, still shows LHE
values of ~0.5 for all dyes. This clearly reflects a flaw in either the experimental
technique or the method used to reconstruct the LHE, since the absorbance in this
region should be close zero. It is possible that unaccounted absorption by the
platinum counter electrode or an underestimation of the diffuse reflectance due to the
sample placement outside the integrating sphere could account for this discrepancy.
Since accounting for optical losses from the electrodes proved complicated, it was
decided that an optical model of a DSSC requiring only measurements of the
sensitized films would produce a more accurate reconstructed LHE spectrum.

Towards this purpose, the DSSC was modelled as a series of infinitesimally thin
layers of dye sensitized TiO2 and electrolyte in a similar approach to that previously
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reported for tandem DSSCs.[23] The reduction in intensity of light incident on this
dye/electrolyte stack, with correction for absorbance by the electrolyte, can then be
easily computed, with the LHE of the dye, LHEforward, then extracted. Since the
platinum counter electrode has a significant reflectance value, an additional
contribution, LHEbackward, must also be introduced to account for this additional
absorbance of reflected light. The optical model of a DSSC used to compute the LHE
is illustrated in Figure 3.6. The light intensity after each interface is simply reduced
by the transmittance level of the layers through which the light has passed, thus:

Figure 3.6: An optical model of the light path through a sealed DSSC constructed to
compute the light harvesting efficiency of the dye in operational devices.
I D = TFTO I 0 , and I out = TFTO TD TE I 0

(3.5)

The overall reduction in light intensity induced by absorption from the
dye/electrolyte Stack, Ir, is therefore given by:
I r = I D − I out = (TFTO I 0 − TFTO TD TE I 0 )

(3.6)

However, light reduction in the stack is caused by absorption from the dye and the
electrolyte. To calculate LHEforward, the electrolyte absorption contribution must be
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extracted from this value by introducing  D, the fraction of absorbance which arises
from the dye alone. The LHE of the initial light pass can then be easily computed:

LHE Forward =

T I (1 − TD TE ) D
Photons Absorbed by the Dye
= FTO 0
I0
Incident Photons
LHE Forward = TFTO (1 − TD TE )  D

(3.7)

Since it was assumed that the dye/electrolyte stack consists of infinitesimally thin
layers, the order of the layers is not important and the absorption fraction of the dye
in the stack is simply represented by an overall fraction.

D =

AD
ATOTAL

=

AD
AD + AElectrolyte

(3.8)

The absorbance by the electrolyte, AE can be determined from an external
measurement with a pathlength equal to the TiO2 film thickness. Scaling this
measurement by the porosity of the TiO2, P, (since this is the actual volume occupied
by the electrolyte in the device) then gives the parameter AElectrolyte = AEP. Finally, the
transmission terms from Equation 3.7 are converted into absorption terms consistent
with equation 3.8 through their logarithmic relationship ( T = 10 − A ) to give:

[

LHE forward = TFTO 1 − 10 −( AD + AE P )

]A

D

AD
+ AE P

(3.9)

To calculate LHEbackward, an identical approach to that used for LHEforward was
employed, however, the electrolyte absorption is treated slightly differently as light
now passes through both the dye/electrolyte stack and a bulk electrolyte layer. If this
bulk layer has a thickness of L, and the electrolyte stack has a thickness of w, then
AE, bulk is simply the absorbance of the TiO2 thickness, AE scaled to the pathlength L.
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It is then easily shown using the same approach as that for LHEforward that:

LHEbackward = TFTO RPt 10 −( AD

+ AE P + 2 AE

L
w

)

(1 − TD TE )

AD
AD + AE P

(3.10)

The total light harvesting efficiency of the dye is then obtained from an addition of
LHEforward (Equation 3.9) and LHEbackward (Equation 3.10):

(

LHEtotal = LHE forward 1 + RPt 10 − ( AD

+ AE P + 2 AE

L
w

)

)

(3.11)

The LHE for the porphyrin series was recalculated using the model in Equation 3.11,
with the LHEtotal and LHEbackward spectra obtained shown in Figure 3.7. In contrast to
the data obtained using the previous approach (Figure 3.5), the LHEtotal spectra
baseline values at 750-800 nm are now very close to zero, although the spectral
shapes still match the UV-vis spectra and the maximum values simply reflect the
transmission of the FTO-glass, indicating quantitative absorption in the Soret bands.
Significant LHEbackward contributions were detected in the Q-bands, confirming the
need to account for this parameter in the weakly absorbing wavelength regions.

The IPCE spectra for these dyes and ruthenium dye N719 are shown in Figure 3.7(c),
with the APCE spectra obtained by normalizing these curves by the LHE total spectra
shown in Figure 3.7(d). The APCE values are relatively invariant across the
absorption range of the dyes, indicating wavelength independent injection yields as
would be expected. The average APCE value for the N719 reference is ~100 %,
matching the reported injection yield of this standard dye.[13] This implies that the
APCE values measured here can produce accurate estimates for the injection yield of
highly efficient dyes. The average APCE values for the four porphyrin dyes follow
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the order ZnC > ZnNC > FbC > FbNC, matching the Jsc trend from Figure 3.4, and
demonstrating that this technique appears to produce at least qualitative accuracy in
determined injection yields when comparing different dyes.

Figure 3.7: The (a) total light harvesting efficiency (LHEtotal) of dyes after multiple
light reflections, (b) additional light harvesting efficiency observed after reflection
off the counter electrode (LHEbackward), (c) IPCE of operational devices, and (d)
computed APCE curves for DSSCs constructed using porphyrin sensitizers ZnC
(green), ZnNC (red), FbC (brown) and FbNC (pink). IPCE and APCE curves for
ruthenium dye N719 (black dashed line) are included as an internal standard.

3.3.4 Comparison to External Measurements
The accuracy of the injection yields determined from APCE measurements was
examined by comparison to values measured for these dyes with alternative
techniques by collaborators in Japan (Table 3.1). Further details regarding these
experimental techniques can be found in references [24] (fs-TAS) and [25] (TRMC).
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Table 3.1: A comparison of the electron injection yields calculated using APCE to
those measured by collaborators employing alternative techniques for selected dyes.
Calculated Injection Yield

Measurement
Technique
ZnC

ZnNC

FbC

FbNC

APCE

0.48

0.09

0.03

0.01

fs-TAS[a]

0.37

0.14

0.27

0.05

TRMC[b]

0.40

0.12

0.12

0.02

[a] Femtosecond transient absorption (fs-TAS) measurements performed by Associate Professor
Akihiro Furube at AIST (Tsukuba, Japan).
[b] Time-resolved microwave conductivity (TRMC) measurements performed by Dr Ryuzi Katoh
at AIST (Tsukuba, Japan).

Injection yields computed from APCE measurements agree with those computed by
two independent techniques within an error of 15 % for ZnC, ZnNC and FbNC. The
notable exception is FbC, which has a significantly lower value computed by APCE
than by the other two techniques, although the two external techniques are also not in
agreement for this dye. The origin for this discrepancy is revealed further in this
chapter. It is therefore concluded that the optical model developed here in
conjunction with the use of thin TiO2 films can produce APCE values which reflect
the injection yield of dyes in operational devices with a 15 % error.

3.4

Probing Injection Using Sub-ns Transient Absorption Spectroscopy
3.4.1 Theory

Transient absorption has been employed to monitor the reactions of excited states
and radical species for a wide range of different chemical species. The technique
consists of two stages; first a pump laser excites the ground state of a molecule, then
a probe beam is used to monitor the absorption of the photoexcited species. This
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technique has been heavily employed to monitor the lifetime of the dye cation
absorption signal in DSSCs. If this signal is probed on very fast time scales (100 fs –
100 ns) then the cation absorption is indicative of electron injection since the time
scale is generally too fast to observe any recombination.

In addition to monitoring injection kinetics, the dye cation absorption signal is
quantitative and is directly proportional to the injected electron concentration
through parameters including the absorbed pump intensity and the dye cation
extinction coefficient. If an internal reference with a known injection yield is
employed, then the absorption signals from several different dyes can be corrected
for their dye cation extinction coefficients and compared to the magnitude of the
internal standard to determine their injection yields.

3.4.2 Sub-ns Transient Absorption Measurements
The sub-ns transient absorption (sub-ns TA) signals obtained after excitation at 532
nm are shown for N719 and two of the four porphyrin probe dyes (ZnNC and FbC)
in Figure 3.8. Each dye was probed at the wavelength of maximum absorption for the
cationic species to produce the best signal to noise ratio. The photoluminescence of
each dye-sensitized TiO2 film was fully quenched inside the time resolution of the
sub-ns TA instrument, confirming that the origin of the signals is the dye cation and
not the excited state of dyes that did not inject.

The kinetics of the dye cation absorption signals were unchanged by pump laser
intensity in the range tested. It has been reported that the recombination kinetics can
be artificially altered if the excitation intensity is unrealistically high compared to
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Figure 3.8: The sub-ns TA kinetics for TiO2 films sensitized with (a) FbC (λpump =
532 nm, λprobe = 750 nm), (b) ZnNC (λpump = 532 nm, λprobe = 685 nm) and (c) N719
(λpump = 532 nm, λprobe = 800 nm). Each film was probed at several different pump
laser intensities, with signals corrected for the dye absorption at the pump
wavelength. (d) A comparison of the sub-ns TA kinetics for FbC (brown), ZnNC
(blue) and N719 (red) at the same pump intensity.

standard operating conditions, creating an abnormally high level of electron density
in the TiO2 and producing an elevated concentration gradient which accelerates the
recombination back reaction compared to standard solar cell operating conditions.[26]
Since no changes in kinetics were observed with different excitation intensities, the
results indicate the pump intensity is sufficiently low to avoid artificial acceleration
of recombination. A comparison of the spectra for the three dyes show that the
porphyrin cation signals decay within the 0-10 ns time period, whilst the N719
signal is still growing, indicating a slower component of injection for the latter dye.
Since N719 is known to have a 100 % injection yield, the cation absorbance
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magnitude of this dye at a state steady value (70 ns) is taken to represent 100 %
injection. To determine the injection yields of the two porphyrin dyes, the
relationship between this parameter and the transient absorbance, ΔA, is invoked:[27]

inj =

N A ΔA
 cation (1 − 10 − ATiO 2 ) N 0

(3.12)

where cation is the cation extinction coefficient, ATiO2 is the absorbance of the
sensitized film at the pump laser wavelength, N0 is the pump laser photon flux and
NA is Avagadro’s number. ATiO2 is easily measured and N0 is the same for all dyes
examined, thus cation must be determined for the porphyrins to compute inj. Since
this measurement is not trivial, relative values of cation were computed using values
of inj, ATiO2 and N0 measured with the TRMC technique by Japanese collaborators.
Normalizing these computed values to N719 produced relative cation values of 2.8
and 2.5 for ZnNC and FbC respectively (actual values were 17,000 and 15,000
M-1cm-1 respectively). Correcting the sub-ns TA kinetics for these cation values
produced the signals in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9: A comparison of the sub-ns TA kinetics for FbC (brown), ZnNC (blue)
and N719 (red) at the same pump intensity after correcting for the extinction
coefficients of the two porphyrin cation species. All signals were corrected for the
dye ground state absorption at the pump wavelength (532 nm).
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3.4.3 Comparison to External Measurements
After correcting the signals for the relative cation values, the injection yields of the
dyes can be obtained by comparing the signal magnitude to that of the 100 % N719
reference. These values are compared to injection yields measured by APCE, fs-TAS
and TRMC in Table 3.2. Since the signal absorbance changes in the 1-10 ns time
domain, comparisons were made in this initial period (at 1 ns) and after a steady state
had been reached (70 ns). The values show excellent agreement with the other
measurements in both time domains except for the steady state measurement of FbC.
This disagreement with APCE data, noted earlier, is revealed to be a decay of the
cation signal between the time resolution of the fs-TAS measurement (100 fs – 1 ns)
and the TRMC and APCE measurements (50 ns and steady state respectively).
Values from the sub-ns TA measurements, which span both time domains, agree
with all other measurements at the appropriate time resolutions. This result verifies
the accuracy of both this technique, and that of the APCE method developed earlier,
demonstrating that either can be used to accurately probe injection in DSSCs.
Table 3.2: A comparison of the electron injection yields calculated using sub-ns TA
spectroscopy to those measured by APCE and by collaborators employing alternative
techniques for selected dyes.
Calculated Injection Yield
Dye

After 70 ns or more

After 1 ns
sub-ns
TAS

fs-TAS [a]

sub-ns
TAS

TRMC [b]

APCE

ZnNC

0.11

0.14

0.08

0.12

0.09

FbC

0.23

0.27

0.13

0.12

0.03

N719

0.7

1.0

1.0

-

1.0

[a] Femtosecond transient absorption (fs-TAS) measurements performed by Associate Professor
Akihiro Furube at AIST (Tsukuba, Japan)
[b] Time-resolved microwave conductivity (TRMC) measurements performed by Dr Ryuzi Katoh
at AIST (Tsukuba, Japan)
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Recombination Measurements for Zinc and Free Base Porphyrins
3.5.1 Photovoltaic Performance Data

The recombination behaviour of porphyrin dyes was investigated using the four dyes
employed for the injection studies in addition to another zinc and free base porphyrin
pair, GD2 and Fb-GD2 (Figure 3.2). The current density – voltage curves measured
for all dyes are compared in Figure 3.10, with photovoltaic performance parameters
recorded in Table 3.3. The variation in Jsc relates to different injection yields as
measured previously; however, it is also notable that all the zinc dyes studied exhibit
higher Voc values than the free base dyes. This lower Voc could reflect a difference in
the recombination rate, although the Voc, which arises from the electron density at
open circuit, is dependent on the dye injection yields, charge transport, the TiO 2
conduction band potential (ECB) and recombination. The dye systems must therefore
be examined more closely in order to isolate the effects of recombination alone.

Figure 3.10: Current density – voltage curves measured under illumination (solid
lines) and in the dark (dashed lines) for DSSCs constructed using porphyrin
sensitizers GD2 (grey), Fb-GD2 (blue), ZnC (green), ZnNC (red), FbC (brown) and
FbNC (pink).
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Table 3.3: Photovoltaic performance parameters for several different porphyrin
sensitizers selected to examine the effect of the coordinating metal on performance.
Dye

Voc
(mV)

Jsc
(mA/cm2)

FF

η (%)

FbNC

451

0.194

0.519

0.045

ZnNC

553

0.66

0.66

0.353

FbC

521

1.00

0.607

0.316

ZnC

625

4.26

0.627

1.67

GD2

625

6.76

0.706

2.82

Fb-GD2

535

2.57

0.688

0.97

3.5.2 SLIM-PCV Measurements of Porphyrin Dyes
3.5.2.1 Effect of Chromophore Metal Coordination
To separate TiO2 ECB shifts, electron transport and recombination effects more
clearly, photocurrent and photovoltage transients induced by small amplitude
stepped-light modulations were measured as described in Chapter 2. The electron
lifetimes and diffusion coefficients determined from these SLIM-PCV measurements
are shown in Figure 3.11. The electron density accumulated at each laser
illumination level was determined by charge extraction measurements. Electron
lifetimes were also obtained under dark conditions by injecting electron density into
the TiO2 films using a galvanostat then monitoring the decay of these electrons over
time with the device stored in the dark according to a recently published method.[28]
These dark lifetimes were compared to those obtained under illumination from a
diode laser in Figure 3.11.
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There were no shifts in either the slope or y-intercept of the Voc vs electron density
(ED) plots observed for any of the dyes (Figure 3.11(c)). Since the redox potential of
the I-/I3- mediator was constant in each case, the Voc vs log(ED) plot is indicative of
the TiO2 Fermi level. The equivalent slopes of each plot suggest identical
distributions of TiO2 density of trap states,[29] thus the energy gap between the TiO2
Fermi level and TiO2 ECB will be the same for all dyes at matched electron densities.
The Voc vs log(ED) plots therefore indicate the relative positions of the TiO2 ECB
level for each device. Given no shifts were observed in these plots for any of the dyes,
it is concluded that the variation in Voc between zinc and free base dyes cannot be
explained by conduction band shifts.

The diffusion coefficients for all the dyes were also found to be invariant when
compared at the same Jsc values (Figure 3.11(a)). The photocurrent is employed here
as an indicator of the electron density at short circuit as this parameter is difficult to
measure with the charge extraction technique for dyes with poor performance. This
approach has been shown to provide an accurate estimate of the short circuit electron
density.[16] Since the diffusion coefficients of all dyes measured (the Jsc of FbNC was
too low to obtain data) were identical, the different electron densities and device Voc
values for this probe system cannot be attributed to charge transport variations.
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Figure 3.11: The (a) diffusion coefficient vs Jsc, (b) electron lifetime vs electron
density and (c) Voc vs electron density for a series of zinc and free base porphyrin
dyes measured in the dark (open symbols) and under illumination (solid symbols).

In contrast to the ECB levels and diffusion coefficients, the electron lifetimes, defined
as the time constant for recombination, varied widely between different dyes (Figure
3.11(b)). The electron lifetimes of free base dyes, Fb-GD2 and FbC were clearly
shorter than those of the zinc dyes, indicating enhanced recombination in the free
base dyes compared to their zinc analogues GD2 and ZnC. However, the remaining
free base dye, FbNC, showed a comparable lifetime to its zinc counterpart ZnNC.
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The electron lifetimes measured under dark conditions closely match those measured
under laser illumination for all dyes tested. In general, comparing the same parameter
measured under dark and light conditions must be approached with caution as the
electron generation profiles may not be uniform across the entire TiO2 thickness in
each case.[30-31] However, the techniques employed here use mild excitation
conditions, resulting in equivalent uniform electron density profiles across the TiO 2
film. Therefore the dark and light measurements probe almost identical interfacial
environments. Any differences in electron lifetimes between these two conditions are
therefore indicative of dye cation recombination since the laser measurement excites
the dye and thus includes dye cation recombination, whereas the dark measurements
reflect recombination between TiO2 electrons and I3- only. Since the dark and light
lifetimes are identical for each dye, it is concluded that the differences in electron
lifetimes arise from a reaction with the redox mediator acceptor species rather than
with the dye cation.

Measurement of electron lifetime under dark conditions also allows the native
recombination for a TiO2 surface with no adsorbed dye to be probed. Figure 3.11
indicates that electrons in the bare TiO2 device have a longer lifetime than those in
devices with any of the dyes. This result clearly implies that all porphyrin dyes
studied increase the rate of recombination between TiO2 electrons and the redox
mediator when they are adsorbed to the oxide surface. This is consistent with
previous observations,[6, 32] and suggests that the dyes enhance the interaction of the
acceptor species I3- with electrons at the TiO2 surface, promoting charge
recombination. Dyes with zinc metal centres must exhibit weaker interactions to
account for their longer electron lifetimes. Furthermore, dyes that employ conjugated
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linkers with electron density close to the TiO2 could enhance the surface
concentration of I3- and exhibit reduced lifetimes. This hypothesis is consistent with
the longer electron lifetime observed for FbNC, the free base dye with a nonconjugated linker.

3.5.2.2 Effect of Chromophore Binding Group
To investigate the effect of the binding group on the recombination of porphyrin
DSSCs, a series of dyes employing an identical zinc tetraxylylporphyrin (ZnTXP)
core structure with different binding groups were analysed (Figure 3.12).

Figure 3.12: Chemical structures and labels employed for zinc porphyrin probe dyes
with different binding groups. Full structures are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.

The photovoltaic performance of the dye system, shown in Table 3.4, indicates small
differences in the Voc values of the different dyes. GD2 and P347 exhibit similar but
smaller Voc values than P344 and ZnC, both of which show similar values. This may
suggest that the recombination properties are influenced by the binding group. To
probe this further, the electron lifetimes and diffusion coefficients determined from
SLIM-PCV measurements of these dyes were measured (Figure 3.13).
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Table 3.4: Photovoltaic performance parameters for several different porphyrin
sensitizers selected to examine the effect of the binding group on performance.
Dye

Voc
(mV)

Jsc
(mA/cm2)

FF

η (%)

GD2

603

8.41

0.675

3.42

ZnC

625

6.91

0.663

2.86

P344

621

7.91

0.670

3.29

P347

603

6.44

0.668

2.59

Figure 3.13: The (a) diffusion coefficient vs Jsc, (b) electron lifetime vs electron
density and (c) Voc vs electron density for a series of zinc porphyrin dyes with
different binding groups.
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The Voc vs log(ED) plots exhibit invariant slopes and y-intercepts, indicating
identical TiO2 ECB values for all dyes. Similar to the previous measurements, the
diffusion coefficients are identical for each of the four dyes at equivalent Jsc values,
indicating that no differences in recombination can be attributed to variation in the
charge transport properties of each device. The electron lifetimes of GD2 and P347
are almost identical, which matches well with the identical Voc values obtained for
the DSSCs. The remaining dyes, P344 and ZnC exhibit similar electron lifetimes
which are slightly longer than those of the other two dyes, again matching well with
device Voc measurements. It therefore appears that the binding group can have a
small impact on the recombination properties of porphyrin DSSCs.

3.5.3 Probing Interactions Between Dyes and I3SLIM-PCV results indicate a difference in electron lifetime between zinc and free
base porphyrins. It was postulated on page 108 that both dyes attract the acceptor
species I3- to the TiO2 surface, but that this attraction is weaker for the zinc dyes. To
explore this further, zinc and free base dyes GD2 and Fb-GD2 were mixed with the
standard electrolyte such that the ratio of dye molecules to I3- was 1:1 in solution. A
calculation on this system suggests that each TiO2 particle contains approximately
200 dye molecules and 3-5 I3- molecules; however this ratio is difficult to achieve
experimentally for UV-vis studies. It is noted however, that a 1:1 ratio should
underestimate any effects if they indeed exist. The absorption spectra of zinc dye
GD2 was compared to that of its free base analogue Fb-GD2 in the presence of the
redox electrolyte (Figure 3.14). GD2 exhibited a 10 nm bathochromic shift in its
absorption spectrum after addition of the electrolyte, indicating an interaction with
the electrolyte. In contrast, the absorption spectrum of Fb-GD2 remained unchanged
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in the presence of electrolyte, even after increasing the amount of I3- by a factor of
10. This implies that the ground state of the free base dye has no interaction with I3-.
Repetition of this experiment for sensitized TiO2 films showed identical results to the
solution state measurements.

The difference in perturbations of the spectra of the two dyes by the electrolyte
suggests that the zinc atom of GD2 is interacting with at least one of the species in
the standard electrolyte. To probe the exact nature of the interaction, the UV-vis
spectra of GD2 in the presence of each individual electrolyte component were
measured (Figure 3.15). The Li+ and DMPIm+ spectra have been omitted for clarity,
but negligible changes were observed in the presence of either of these two ions. The
spectra clearly show that an interaction between the dye and the nitrogen base tertbutyl pyridine (TBP) produces a bathochromic spectral shift, since removal of this

Figure 3.14: The Q-band region of the solution state UV-visible absorption spectra
for (a) GD2 and (b) Fb-GD2, and TiO2 films sensitized with (c) GD2 and (d) FbGD2 in the presence and absence of standard I-/I3- electrolyte.
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species from the electrolyte causes the GD2 spectrum to return to its original shape.
This may be the origin of the spectral perturbation observed in Figure 3.14. No
interaction between the dye and tetrahexylammonium (THA+) cations was detected
in the UV-vis spectra, thus this cation was selected as the iodide counterion to isolate
the effect of I3- alone on the GD2 spectrum.

Figure 3.15(b) indicates that increasing the ratio of dye molecules to I3- molecules
with no other interacting species present produces a systematic reduction in the
intensity of the absorption band and a strong bathochromic spectral shift. The effect
of I3- on the dye absorption spectrum is more pronounced than the effect of TBP on
the dye spectrum, requiring much less I3- per mole of dye to perturb the spectrum by
an equivalent amount. This result indicates that the zinc atom in GD2 complexes

Figure 3.15: The solution state UV-visible absorption spectra for (a) GD2 in the
presence of various electrolyte components, and (b) in the presence of various
concentrations of an I3- solution.
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with the electrolyte acceptor species I3-, and, coupled with the absence of similar
interactions for free base porphyrin Fb-GD2, may explain the different
recombination levels between zinc and free base porphyrins.

3.5.4 Surface Coverage Measurements
Since it appears that I3- interacts with zinc dye molecules and it was postulated
earlier that the porphyrin dyes attract I3- (p 108), the amount of each dye adsorbed to
the TiO2 surface is important. The surface coverages of all dyes examined in this
chapter were therefore measured, and are recorded in Table 3.5 along with the
absorbance of desorbed dye solutions and the TiO2 area and thickness used to
calculate the coverages. In conjunction with the attraction of I3- by these dyes and the
interaction of the zinc dyes with I3-, this data can be used to explain the differences in
electron lifetime between dyes detected with SLIM-PCV measurements.

Table 3.5: The surface coverages of various porphyrin dyes on mesoporous TiO2.
The absorbance of the desorbed dye solutions and the area and thickness of each
TiO2 film used to calculate the coverages are also displayed.
Absorbance in Q-bands
Dye

Surface
Coverage

Thickness
(m)

(mol cm-2 μm-1)

520 nm

565 nm

600 nm

650 nm

Area
(cm2)

FbNC

0.125

0.049

0.041

0.031

0.382

3.64

1.6

ZnNC

-

0.152

0.049

-

0.391

3.3

1.6

FbC

0.146

0.095

0.058

0.027

0.386

3.78

1.4

ZnC

-

0.153

0.064

-

0.377

3.55

1.5

FbGD2

0.224

0.145

0.086

0.033

0.364

3.96

2.3

GD2

-

0.283

0.104

-

0.399

4.88

2.2

P344

-

0.197

0.11

-

0.386

3.69

1.8

P347

-

0.16

0.076

-

0.404

3.43

1.5

N719

0.185

0.179

-

-

0.382

3.53

2.6
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The longer lifetime of the zinc dyes in comparison to their free base analogues is
attributed to a trapping of I3- species by the zinc atom, preventing the acceptor
species from approaching the TiO2 surface as illustrated in Figure 3.16. This theory
is supported by the perturbation of the absorption spectrum of zinc porphyrin probe
dye GD2 in the presence of I3-. Amongst the zinc dyes, GD2 has the shortest electron
lifetime, which is attributed to the high surface coverage of this dye that attracts a
larger proportion of I3- than the other dyes. This surface coverage argument is
consistent with the free base dye lifetimes, since Fb-GD2 shows the shortest lifetime
and has the highest surface coverage to attract the most I3-. Since UV-vis
measurements demonstrated that the free base dye Fb-GD2 does not interact with I3in the ground state, the interaction with I3- is likely to arise from Colombic forces
between the triiodide anion and the positive oxidized dye molecules. Removal of the
conjugation in the linker prevents the charge distribution in the oxidized dye
molecules from extending to the linker and the vicinity of the TiO2 surface, thus
preventing I3- from being attracted to the TiO2 and resulting in a longer FbNC
lifetime in comparison to the other free base dyes. As noted earlier, there are

Figure 3.16: An illustration of the proposed origin for enhanced recombination in
free base porphyrin dyes compared to their zinc analogues. A first order
approximation suggests there are 200 dye molecules and 3-5 I3- molecules per TiO2
particle, although the ratio is altered for clarity in this illustration.
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approximately 200 dye molecules and 3-5 I3- molecules surrounding each TiO2
particle, implying that inhibiting even a single I3- molecule approaching the surface
by any of the numerous dye molecules could have a significant impact on the
recombination in each TiO2 particle.

3.6

Conclusions

This chapter has described two different methods which can be used to probe the
injection behaviour of porphyrin dyes. The first technique involved APCE
measurements, calculated by normalizing the IPCE spectra of devices by the light
harvesting efficiency of the dyes molecules. This required the development of an
optical model of a DSSC to calculate the light harvesting efficiencies for a probe dye
system composed of four porphyrin molecules. The APCE spectra of thin-film
devices were demonstrated to be accurate assessments of the injection yields for each
dye by comparison with independent measurements by collaborators. The second
technique employed sub-nanosecond transient absorption (sub-ns TA) spectroscopy
to monitor both the yield and the kinetics of electron injection. By correcting the
porphyrin dye cation spectra with external data to account for the different cation
extinction coefficients and comparing the signals to an internal standard, the
injection yields of the porphyrin dyes were shown to match both the APCE
measurements developed earlier and the independent measurements by collaborators.
Furthermore, this technique revealed that measurements performed with different
time resolutions can return different values for the injection yields of porphyrin
molecules.
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The chapter also described the results of an investigation into the recombination
properties of several porphyrin dyes. Significant differences in the electron lifetimes
determined from SLIM-PCV measurements were detected between porphyrin dyes
adsorbed to TiO2, particularly between free base and zinc dyes. These differences
were consistent with the J – V properties of the devices. The electron lifetime for a
device with no sensitizing dye present was longer than that of devices prepared from
all dyes, suggesting that the recombination process between I3- and TiO2 electrons is
enhanced by the presence of porphyrin molecules adsorbed on the oxide surface. The
higher lifetime of the zinc dyes compared to their free base analogues was attributed
to trapping of I3- by the zinc atom, preventing the acceptor species from approaching
the TiO2 surface as confirmed by UV-vis measurements of the interactions between
I3- and zinc and free base porphyrins. A combination of attraction of I3- by the dyes,
the extent of which is dependent on the dye surface coverage, and the coordinating
metal preventing the approach of I3- to the TiO2 surface was consistent with the
trends in the recombination behaviour of all the porphyrin dyes.
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4

CHAPTER 4:
SURFACE INTERACTIONS BETWEEN
PORPHYRIN DYES AND TITANIUM DIOXIDE
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Introduction

Achieving efficient charge separation and preventing subsequent recombination is a
key step in producing highly efficient DSSCs. Since these processes occur
exclusively at the dye-semiconductor interface, a detailed understanding of
interactions between dye molecules and the oxide surface is highly desirable.
AI7H7D F:7 EB75;8;5 5:7?;53> ;@F7D35F;A@E 47FI77@ F:7 6K7 3@6 E7?;5A@6G5FAD
I:;5:67F7D?;@7F:7679D77A8 7>75FDA@;5 5AGB>;@93@6F:7D78AD7F:7D3F7A87>75FDA@
;@<75F;A@8DA?F:7B:AFA7J5;F766K7;@FAF:75A@6G5F;A@43@6A8F:7+;& 1 23D7EF;>>
BAAD>KG@67DEFAA6 *;@57;FI3EE:AI@;@:3BF7DF:3FBADB:KD;@6K7E7JB7D;7@57
E;9@;8;53@F ;@<75F;A@ 3@6 D75A?4;@3F;A@ >;?;F3F;A@E 3@K 366;F;A@3> =@AI>7697 A8
5A@6;F;A@E F:3F;@8>G7@57F:7E7BDA57EE7E3D7:;9:>K67E;D34>7;@AD67DFAG@67DEF3@6
EG5:>;?;F3F;A@E  @B3DF;5G>3D direct measurements of dye orientation and molecular
packing on the semiconductor surface and the chemical interaction between binding
groups on the dye molecules and surface hydroxyl groups on the oxide remain
limited. An increased knowledge of such information is highly desirable given their
effect on key interfacial processes, including the barrier width for through-space
charge tunnelling,[2] alignment of the dipole moment of the dye,[3] the local electric
field at the interface[4] and undesired recombination reactions.[5]

Previous work investigating organic molecule orientation on semiconductor surfaces
has been confined predominantly to high vacuum studies on single crystal substrates
with synchrotron light sources, using techniques such as near edge X-ray absorption
fine structure (NEXAFS), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),[6] and polarised
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)[7] to study the orientation of basic
carboxylic acid molecules on single crystal TiO2 surfaces.[8-9] These studies
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consistently report that molecules employing carboxylate groups bind with a tilt
angle between 0 and 20° to the surface normal. However, these studies employ
highly specialised apparatus combined with simple dyes and ideal oxide surfaces.
Measurements of the preferred orientations of porphyrin dyes on planar surfaces
have also been attempted,[10-11] although these studies provide information on ideal
self-assembled

monolayers

rather

than

the

complex

dye

structures

and

multicrystalline surfaces employed in dye sensitized devices. *;?;>3D>KF:7@3FGD7A8
F:75:7?;53>4A@68AD?76GBA@6K7E7@E;F;L3F;A@A8E7?;5A@6G5F;@9AJ;67E:3E477@
BD7H;AGE>K 7JB>AD76 1

 2

 +:7 ?3<AD;FK A8 F:7E7 EFG6;7E :3H7 7?B>AK76 ;@8D3D76

EB75FDAE5ABK FA BDA47 F:7 ;@F7D35F;A@E 47FI77@ +;&  3@6 BDA47 ?A>75G>7E I;F:
53D4AJK>;535;64;@6;@99DAGBE 1

 2

+:;EE3?7F75:@;CG7:3E3>EA477@7JF7@676FA

7J3?;@7F:75:7?;53>4A@68AD?3F;A@BDA57EE;@BADB:KD;@6K7E1

 2

:AI7H7DEG5:

EFG6;7E:3H7FKB;53>>KBDAH;676BAAD>K D7EA>H76 + )EB75FD3G@34>7FA6;EF;@9G;E:
47FI77@E7H7D3>6;887D7@F5:7?;53>4;@6;@9?A67EI;F:I:;5:F:76K753@BAF7@F;3>>K
3@5:ADFAF:7+;& EGD8357

In this chapter an attempt is made to address the limitations in the current
measurements of both the nature of the chemical bond formed at the oxide surface
and the orientation adopted by dye molecules after adsorption. For this purpose,
infrared spectroscopy is employed to probe the bond formation process by
monitoring the changes in the binding group stretching vibrations after adsorption to
the oxide surface. This is the same process followed by previous researchers;
however, the use of a synchrotron light source will be employed for the first time in
this study. The extreme brightness of synchrotron radiation allows the infrared beam
to be focused to a very small spot size, providing the optimal conditions for the
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acquisition of high resolution spectra which have the potential to distinguish between
multiple binding modes. In order to probe the orientation of dye molecules, a novel
process based upon X-ray reflectometry (XRR) measurements has been developed.
XRR is known to be an extremely promising technique for examining organic
molecules adsorbed on atomically flat surfaces, and has been employed to examine
self-assembly processes[21] and monolayer structural properties[22] on silicon and gold
surfaces with great success. In this chapter, the development of a technique applying
XRR measurements of planar dye-sensitized surfaces to determine the orientation
and molecular density of adsorbed porphyrin dyes is reported.

4.2

Experimental
4.2.1 Dyes Employed in this Chapter

Several different porphyrin dyes have been utilized for measurements in this chapter.
The chemical structures of these molecules are shown in Figure 4.1. The infrared
spectroscopy analysis compared the signals obtained from porphyrin dyes P199,
ZnNC, FbC, GD1, GD2 and N719 in order to examine the influence of different
porphyrin structural features on the nature of the chemical bond formed upon dye
sensitization. The XRR studies of dye orientation on the TiO2 surface utilized several
model porphyrin dyes which are expected to have different dye layer thicknesses
when adsorbed to the surface. These included monoporhyrin dye P199 and two
dimers (P10 and P18) which differ in the position at which the monomer units are
attached to each other. The properties of all porphyrin dyes were compared to the
benchmark N719 ruthenium dye for both measurement techniques, since the TiO2
adsorption properties have been heavily studied for this dye[23-24] and it could
therefore be utilized as a standard for this study.
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Figure 4.1: Chemical structures for the porphyrin compounds studied in this chapter.

4.2.2 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy with Synchrotron Radiation
Infrared spectra for solid dyes were collected on a Shimadzu benchtop instrument as
described in Chapter 2. However, FTIR spectra for dyes adsorbed to mesoporpous
TiO2

electrodes

were

acquired

at

the

Australian

Synchrotron

infrared

microspectroscopy beamline. Sensitized films were analysed using a Bruker Vertex
V80v Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer coupled with a Hyperion 2000
microscope equipped with a liquid nitrogen cooled narrow-band MCT detector.
Samples were measured using attenuated total reflection (ATR) mode with a 100 μm
germanium crystal. Spectra were acquired with OPUS 6.5 software using a
20 μm × 20 μm aperture with 256 co-added sample scans per film and 256 co-added
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435=9DAG@6E53@EI7D7D7?73EGD7638F7D7H7DKE3?B>7E D7EA>GF;A@A8 5?
I3E7?B>AK768AD3>>E3?B>73@6435=9DAG@6?73EGD7?7@FE

4.2.3 X-ray Reflectivity Measurements
4.2.3.1 Atomic Layer Deposition of TiO2 Thin Films
+:;@+;& 8;>?E I7D79DAI@A@E;>;5A@

I387DEGE;@938>AIFKB7:AFI3>>76

 3FA?;5 >3K7D 67BAE;F;A@ # D735FAD 8DA? *$ $;5DA5:7?;EFDK 4K
5A>>34AD3FAD D 7DDK +D;3@; 3F F:7 GEFD3>;3@ %G5>73D *5;7@57 3@6 +75:@A>A9K
&D93@;E3F;A@%*+& *G4EFD3F7EI7D7BAE;F;A@76435=FA435=;@F:7:AFLA@7A8
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4.2.3.2 X-ray Reflectivity Measurements
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8D7E:>K BD7B3D76 +;&  8;>?E I;F: @A 6K7 5A3F;@9 3E I7>> 3E F:7 E3?7 EGD8357E
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I7D7 D78;@76 ;@ F:7 EFDG5FGD3> ?A67> GE;@9 F:7 #7H7@47D9$3DCG3D6F ?7F:A6 FA
?;@;?;L7 χ H3>G7E EG??3DKA8F:7?73EGD7?7@FBDA57EE;EE:AI@;@;9GD7

$! E5:7?3F;5;>>GEFD3F;A@A8F:7?73EGD7?7@FBDA57EEGE76FABDA47F:7
F:;5=@7EEA86K7>3K7DEA@E7@E;F;L76+;& EGD8357EGE;@9/D3KD78>75FA?7FDK
4.2.4 Structural Modeling
Visualization of the surface orientations for each dye was achieved by computer
generated models of the chromophores and the titania substrate. The geometry of
each dye was optimized in addition to that of a TiO2 nanocluster using Chem 3D
Ultra (Version 11) with an MM2 theory level. The dyes were attached to the TiO 2
nanocluster with a bridging bidentate binding mode. Binding tilt angles were varied
until the modeled structure displayed a perpendicular height from the TiO 2 surface
within 5 % of the dye thickness values measured with X-ray reflectometry. The
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molecular footprint of the modeled structures was calculated by projecting the full
width and breadth of the computed structures onto the TiO2 surface.

4.3

Infrared Analysis of Porphyrin Binding Modes
4.3.1 Guidelines Used to Identify Binding Modes with Infrared Spectroscopy

Carboxylic acid binding moieties possess two equivalent oxygen atoms in their
deprotonated states, each of which is capable of binding to the titanium atoms on a
TiO2 surface either individually or in conjunction with the other oxygen atom. This
gives rise to several different types of potential binding arrangements, some of which
are illustrated in Figure 4.3. It has been previously shown that the type of binding
group can affect the binding mode for dye-sensitized surfaces,[26] with these
differences predicted to have an impact on the electron injection and recombination
processes in operational devices. Thus it is critical that a method to clearly delineate
between different binding modes for porphyrin dyes is available.

Figure 4.3: Some possible modes by which dyes possessing a carboxylic acid
functional group can bind to a TiO2 surface.
General guidelines to determine the chemical binding modes of carboxylic acid
molecules using their FTIR spectra have previously been established.[27] The critical
parameter in such studies is the position of the carboxylate stretching frequencies,
both symmetric and asymmetric.[27-28] In particular, the difference between the
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symmetric and asymmetric stretching frequencies (ΔνCOO-) for the dye adsorbed to an
oxide surface in comparison to the natural carboxylate salt is the primary analytical
tool for determining the binding mode of the dyes. According to this approach, the
binding modes for porphyrin dyes adsorbed to mesoporous surfaces can be
determined in three steps. Firstly, the position of the carboxylate stretches in the
ionic (salt) form of the dyes must be determined. The positions of the same stretches
when the dyes are adsorbed to TiO2 are then located, and a comparison of the energy
spacing between these peaks in the ionic and adsorbed forms then determines the
binding mode.[27]

4.3.2 Determination of Carboxylate Peak Positions for Binding Ligands
Porphyrin chromophores produce quite complex FTIR spectra, which can make a
direct determination of the carboxylate peak positions difficult. Consequently, in this
study the approximate position of the carboxylate stretches for various binding
groups were first determined by measuring FTIR spectra for simple molecules
employing a benzoic acid, malonic acid or cyanoacrylic acid functional group. The
structure of these model compounds and a comparison of their FTIR spectra in the
acid and ionic forms is shown in Figure 4.4. The spectra for the fully protonated acid
forms are included to reveal the position of the carbonyl (C=O) groups for each
molecule and to verify its absence in the salts.
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Figure 4.4: A comparison of the FTIR spectra for porphyrin binding groups (a)
benzoic acid, (b) malonic acid and (c) cyanoacrylic acid in both the acid (green) and
salt (red) forms. (d) The chemical structures for each binding group.
The carbonyl peaks appearing around 1700 cm-1 for the acid forms of each dye are
not present in the salt spectra, indicating full conversion of the acids to the ionic form
for each molecule. The appearance of broad absorption bands, which were not
observed in the free acid forms of the dyes were assigned as the carboxylate stretches
of the ionic forms. This assignment was clear for the benzoic acid molecule,
however, there were multiple possible asymmetric stretches detected for both the
malonic acid and cyanoacrylic acid molecules. Furthermore, the malonic acid group
employs two carboxylate moieties, thus it is possible that two sets of peaks are
present for this molecule. For each binding group the symmetric carboxylate stretch
(COO-sym) was observed around 1380 cm-1, whilst the asymmetric stretch (COO-assym)
was observed in the regions around either 1550 cm-1 or 1630cm-1. Exact peak
assignments for each molecule are shown in Table 4.1. It is noted that these peak
positions are in general agreement with previous studies employing dyes with these
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binding groups.[15, 18-19] The positions of the carboxylate stretches in these simple
model compounds can now be employed as a guideline for the expected carboxylate
stretching positions in the more complicated spectra of the complete porphyrin dyes.

Table 4.1: Assignment of the symmetric and asymmetric carboxylate stretching
peaks for different binding groups employed to anchor porphyrin dyes to TiO2.
Carboxylate Stretches (Salt Form)
Binding Group

Symmetric
-1
Stretch (cm )

Asymmetric
-1
Stretch (cm )

Benzoic Acid

1409

1549

140

Malonic Acid

1384

1515 or 1628

131 or 234

Cyanoacrylic
Acid

1380

1603 or 1639

223 or 259

Δ

COO-

4.3.3 Determination of Carboxylate Binding Peaks for Porphyrin Dyes
Several of the porphyrin dyes of interest in this study and the standard ruthenium
reference dye N719 were converted to their ionic form to determine the position of
the carboxylate stretches of their binding groups. The FTIR spectra of the acid, ionic
form and equivalent porphyrin chromophore units (the base porphyrin molecule
without the pendant binding groups) are shown in Figure 4.5 for three representative
dyes (FbC, GD2 and P199). The structures of these dyes were shown in Figure 4.1,
and they are selected here to represent differences in the binding groups,
coordinating metal and substituent groups. The spectra of the chromophore units
were included to highlight IR bands resulting from the porphyrin macrocycle
vibrations, whilst the acid-form spectra are again included to highlight the position of
the C=O carbonyl stretch to confirm the salt spectra is fully converted to its ionic
form.
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Figure 4.5: A comparison of the FTIR spectra for porphyrin dyes (a) FbC, (b) GD2
and (c) P199 in both the acid (pink) and salt (green) forms. The core chromophore
unit with no binder attached is also shown (blue) for each dye.

The porphyrin spectra are quite complex, and full assignments of the origin of every
peak will not be provided in this study. In summary, the major peaks arise from
aromatic carbon-carbon stretches, porphyrin ring stretches, and in-plane and out-ofplane bending modes for both carbon and nitrogen bonds in the ring. In most cases
the carboxylate stretching modes are quite obvious from a comparison of the salt
spectra and the chromophore spectra, especially given the earlier probing of the
model acid binding ligands which highlight the areas in which they should appear.
For some molecules, definitive assignment of a single set of stretching peaks was
ambiguous, with more than one possible combination for the symmetric and
asymmetric stretching bands identified. Only the most likely set are indicated for the
representative dyes in Figure 4.4, however, all possible combinations are listed for
the full set of dyes examined in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Assignment of the symmetric and asymmetric carboxylate stretching
peaks for several porphyrin dyes in salt form.
Carboxylate Stretches (Salt Form)
Porphyrin
Complex

Symmetric
-1
Stretch (cm )

Asymmetric
-1
Stretch (cm )

P199

1388

1635

247

ZnNC

1367

1547

180

FbC

1364

1551

187

GD1

1357
1486

1578
1621

221
135

GD2

1372

1640

268

N719

1354

1618

264

Δ

COO-

4.3.4 Binding Mode Determination for Porphyrin Dyes
Once the carboxylate stretching modes had been determined, it was then possible to
analyse the spectra of porphyrin dyes adsorbed to TiO2. These spectra were acquired
at the Australian Synchrotron since the brightness of the synchrotron source allows a
very small spot size to be employed, ensuring a probe area 20 times smaller than on
conventional instruments. This feature ensures a flat surface is probed with good
mechanical contact between sample and probe despite the macroscopic roughness of
the mesoporous film. The spectra are presented in comparison to those acquired for
the salts in order to highlight any shifts in the carboxylate stretches, which is the
basis for assigning various binding modes. These spectra are shown in Figure 4.6 for
two representative dyes (FbC and P199).
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Figure 4.6: A comparison of the FTIR spectra for porphyrin dyes (a) FbC and (b)
P199 in the salt form (black solid line) and adsorbed to TiO2 (orange dashed line).

As for the earlier assignments of carboxylate stretches for the salts, it was difficult to
unambiguously assign stretching bands for the GD1 adsorbed dye. Assignments for
the other dyes were more straightforward, with carboxylate stretches consistent with
either the salt form of the dye or the simple binding groups measured earlier.
However, it is recognised that the intense peak at 1600 cm -1 for all dye spectra,
attributed to an aromatic C=C stretch, is typically sharp as observed in previous
porphyrin dye spectra.[29-30] The broad nature of the band for several dyes measured
here may imply the presence of more than one type of COO–asym stretch contributing
to peak broadening, although this aspect and its associated complications has been
ignored in this analysis.
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All of the carboxylate peak assignments for both the salts and the adsorbed dyes have
been summarised in Table 4.3 along with the spacing between the symmetric and
asymmetric carboxylate stretches, Δ

COO,

which is the main parameter through

which the binding modes of the dyes can be inferred. Table 4.3 indicates that for
each dye there is a set of peaks, which display a smaller spacing between carboxylate
stretching modes for the adsorbed dye than for the dye in salt form. This is indicative
of bidentate binding, where both oxygen atoms in the carboxylate group are involved
in binding to TiO2. The two possible candidates for bidentate binding are a chelating
mode where the two carboxylate oxygen atoms coordinate to a single surface
titanium atom, or a bridging mode where the carboxylate oxygens both bind to
separate Ti atoms on the oxide surface as has been proposed in previous work.[26, 31]

Table 4.3: Symmetric and asymmetric carboxylate stretching peak positions for
porphyrin dyes adsorbed to mesoporous TiO2 surfaces and the corresponding
assignment of the dye binding modes.
Binding Assignment

Dyes Adsorbed to TiO2
Porphyrin
Complex

Symmetric
-1
Stretch (cm )

Asymmetric
-1
Stretch (cm )

P199

1384

ZnNC

Δ

Δ

(TiO2)

(Salt)

Binding
Mode

1612

228

247

Bidentate

1385
1382

1523
1532

138
150

180
187

Bidentate
Bidentate

GD1

1366
1485

1574
1610

208
125

221
135

Bidentate
Bidentate

GD2

1388

1610

222

268

Bidentate

N719

1359

1594

235

264

Bidentate

FbC

COO

COO

Previous exhaustive work on carboxylic acids suggests that compounds which
display a small spacing ( Δ

COO-

< 100 cm-1) often (though not always) exhibit
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values in this study are all between

120 cm-1 and 240 cm-1, thus it is difficult to distinguish between the two possible
binding modes from the value of Δ

COO-

alone. In an attempt to distinguish between

the two binding modes it is noted that previous studies analysing carboxylate binding
to TiO2, have shown evidence that the chelation mode is unstable.[26, 32-33] Whilst this
is not definitive evidence against chelation in the present study, it does imply that the
most likely binding mode for each compound studied is bridging bidentate.

4.3.5 Linking Binding Analysis to Device Performance
Whilst the exact nature of the bidentate binding mode remains ambiguous, it is clear
that the major binding modes for all dyes analysed were similar. It is therefore
concluded that differences in injection and recombination behaviour measured for
devices sensitized with these porphyrin dyes in Chapter 3 cannot be attributed to
variations in the dye-semiconductor electronic coupling due to different chemical
binding modes.

4.4

X-ray Reflectometry Analysis of Dye Orientation and Packing
4.4.1 X-Ray Reflectometry Theory

X-ray reflectometry is a powerful tool to investigate the structure and surface of
nanoscale thin films. The technique measures a change in the intensity of an incident
X-ray beam after it is scattered off the electron cloud of the surface molecules
according to Snell’s Law (Figure 4.7):

n1 cos1 = n1 cos1

(4.1)
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Figure 4.7: An illustration of the change in intensity for an X-ray beam of intensity
Iinc after scattering off the electron cloud of a flat surface.
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Area per Molecule (Å 2 ) =

re Z
d (SLD )

(4.8)

4.4.2 X-Ray Reflectometry Measurements of TiO2 Substrates
+;& 8;>?E67BAE;F763F

°I7D7FKB;53>>K atomically smooth, displaying surface

roughness of Ra ~0.3 nm measured by AFM (Figure 4.8(a)). Films prepared under
these deposition conditions were amorphous, with previous studies of such surfaces
demonstrating no evidence of crystallinity.[34] 'D7B3D3F;A@A85DKEF3>>;@7BA>K?ADB:E
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I3E3>EA;@H7EF;93F76I;F:F:7A@E7FA85DKEF3>>;E3F;A@A8#+;& 8;>?E 8AG@6FA47
3=7K835FAD38875F;@9F:7 EGD8357 DAG9:@7EE Although the anatase TiO2 polymorph is
the most representative for an operational DSSC, atomically smooth surfaces are
typically required for analysis using X-ray reflectometry 3E 7H7@ E>;9:F EGD8357
DAG9:@7EE I;>> ;@6G57 E;9@;8;53@F 6;88GE7 D78>75F3@57 D7EG>F;@9 ;@ 3 >AEE A8 F:7
;@F7D87D7@57E;9@3> Since onset of crystallisation for TiO2 strongly affects the surface
roughness,[35] amorphous films were considered the best substrates for this study.

Figure 4.8(b) shows a series of X-ray reflectivity profiles for an amorphous ALD
TiO2 film, continuously re-measured under ambient conditions for 45 hours. The
observed evolution in film structure was completely removed following heating of
the film at 150 °C for 1 hour. The film was attributed to adsorption of a nanoscale
water layer, a process consistent with previous experimental [36-37] and theoretical[3839]

studies of TiO2 surfaces. The structural parameters for the TiO2 film, including the

thickness, surface roughness and scattering layer densities required a 2-layer
modeling approach to create an accurate fit to the experimental data. All data fitting
was performed at ANSTO by Professor Mike James, who also assisted with XRR
measurements. The model indicated a 104.7 Å TiO2 layer with a mass density of 3.78
g/cm3 and a 5.5 Å adsorbed water layer. Refinement of subsequent spectra indicated
an unchanged TiO2 layer with the water layer increasing in thickness at a rate of ~0.1
Å/hour (Figure 4.8(b) inset). It was recently shown that the use of XRR to accurately
determine the structure of molecular surfaces requires the prevention of nanoscale
water adsorption.[40] To avoid the deposition of water observed on the TiO2 films in
this study, each substrate was transferred directly from the ALD deposition chamber
to an evacuated vacuum flask and cooled under a nitrogen atmosphere prior to
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further treatment. Following this procedure, initial reflectivity data for bare TiO2
films cooled in an inert environment could be accurately modeled using only a single
layer approach, indicating negligible surface adsorption of water.

Figure 4.8: (a). Atomic force microscopy image of the ALD TiO2 film surface. (b).
X-ray reflectivity spectra for an amorphous ALD TiO2 film after exposure to ambient
conditions over 45 hours. The inset shows the evolution in thickness of the adsorbed
water layer over the same period.

4.4.3 X-Ray Reflectometry Measurements of Dye Sensitized Surfaces
Figure 4.9 shows observed and fitted X-ray reflectivity data for an N719-sensitized
ALD TiO2 film. Accurate fitting of the observed reflectivity data for this substrate
(by Professor James) required a 2-layer model. The refined structural parameters of
this film are listed in Table 4.4. The dye layer was determined to be 8.7 Å thick and
was clearly detected due to the high scattering length density (SLD) contrast between
the TiO2 substrate and the organic surface layer. Under conditions of high SLD
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contrast between layers, XRR measurements can resolve film thicknesses with an
error of 0.2 Å or better. The dye layer SLD is consistent with reported values for
organic monolayers on solid substrates,[21] and the film thickness is in good
agreement with recent work concerning this dye.[41] The dye area on the surface
determined from XRR measurements was 194 Å2/molecule, which is comparable to
the value of 160 Å2 previously reported for N719 adsorption studies on a rutile (100)
surface.[42] Considering the length, breadth and width of the N719 molecule are each
approximately 7 Å, the measured dye thickness confirms the dye adsorbs as a
monolayer on the surface.

Figure 4.9: Observed (data points) and calculated (solid line) X-ray reflectivity
profiles for (a) P199, (b) N719, (c) P10 and (d) P18 dyes adsorbed on freshly
prepared ALD TiO2 films.
Figure 4.9 also shows the observed and calculated reflectivity profiles for
monoporphyrin dye P199 adsorbed on an amorphous ALD TiO2 film. The porphyrin
dye layer was 13.0 Å thick with an SLD of 10.6 × 10-6 Å-2 (Table 4.4). The
calculated area per molecule of 101 Å2 equates to a surface coverage of 1.6 × 10-10
mol/cm2, which is consistent with reported monolayer coverages for similar
porphyrin dyes on planar substrates.[11] The smallest molecular dimensions of the
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Table 4.4. Refined structural data for dye molecules adsorbed on amorphous ALD
TiO2.
Molecule

No
Dye[a]

Dye Formula

N719

P199

P10

P18

C58H86O8N8S2Ru

C51H35N5O2Zn

C104H77N9O2Zn2

C104H77N9O2Zn2

Dye Layer
Thickness (Å)

5.5 [b]

8.7

13.0

23.0

17.4

Dye Layer
SLD (×106 Å-2)

11.0

10.6

10.1

9.5

9.2

Surface
Roughness (Å)

2.1

5.4

5.8

4.1

5.0

Thickness of
TiO2 (Å)

104.7

86.8

111.2

82.9

111.8

TiO2 Layer
SLD (×106 Å-2)

30.9

30.6

31.8

31.0

30.3

Interfacial
Roughness (Å)

2.1

2.7

3.4

3.0

3.5

Mass density of
Dye (g/cm3)

–

1.20

1.15

1.08

1.05

Area per
molecule (Å2)

–

194

101

118

148

[a] Typical values of as-deposited ALD TiO2.
[b] The values quoted for the top layer are not for an adsorbed dye, but water adsorbed on the surface.
This water layer was removed prior to subsequent sensitization with dyes for the other samples.

?A>75G>7EI:;5:6A@AF include the binding ligand, are a width of 16 Å and a
breadth of 9 Å. The measured 13 Å thickness therefore indicates that the dye is
present as a monolayer. Rigorous washing of the dye layer does not remove it from
the substrate, indicating chemisorption of dye molecules to the TiO2 surface rather
than a weak physisorption interaction. The longest dimension of the P199 molecule,
which includes the binding moiety, is 22 Å. The 13 Å dye layer thickness therefore
clearly indicates that the bound porphyrin molecules are not oriented perpendicular
to the surface, but are tilted (this adsorption geometry is presented graphically in
Figure 4.11 later in this chapter). XRR spectra continuously collected from the P199-
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sensitized TiO2 film over a 14 hour time period indicate negligible changes to both
the dye layer SLD and thickness during the first 4 hours after dye adsorption. Water
adsorption, either inside or on top of the dye layer, would significantly alter the
observed dye layer scattering length density or thickness. This result therefore
indicates that surface water adsorption is negligible for porphyrin dye layers in this
study, suggesting a passivation of the TiO2 surface upon dye sensitization.

XRR data obtained for TiO2 films sensitized with porphyrin dimers P10 and P18 are
also presented in Figure 4.9 and Table 4.4. Since both the dimers and monoporphyrin
P199 employ the same TiO2 binding group, surface interactions and orientations are
expected to be similar in each case. The refined SLD and surface roughness values
for P10 and P18 (Table 4.4) were similar to those for P199, indicating that each of
the adsorbed dye monolayers were of similar mass densities and densely packed. The
P18 dye layer possessed a thickness of 17.4 Å, an increase of 30 % with respect to
the P199 monomer, while the P10 dye layer was determined to be 23.0 Å, an
increase of 75 % with respect to the monomer. These values are in excellent
agreement with expected behaviour, since the longest molecular dimension of the
monomer and each dimer are significantly different due to the different position of
the second porphyrin unit in the dimers. The linear dimer exhibits the largest dye
layer thickness and the branched dimer displays an increase with respect to the
monomer, but a lower thickness than P10 due to the position of the second porphyrin
unit causing the dimer to adopt a “bent” configuration. These results demonstrate that
changes in the molecular dimensions of dye molecules adsorbed on planar TiO2
surfaces can be accurately determined using X-ray reflectometry.
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4.4.3.1 Reproducibility of X-ray Reflectometry Measurements
+A;@H7EF;93F7F:7D7BDA6G5;4;>;FKA8/))?73EGD7?7@FEF:7EFDG5FGD3>B3D3?7F7DEA8
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Figure 4.10: Observed (coloured points) and calculated (black solid lines) X-ray
reflectivity profiles for GD2 dye adsorbed on a freshly prepared ALD TiO2 film
before (blue) and after a 15 minute immersion in acetonitrile (red).
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4.4.4 Determination of the Orientation of Dyes on TiO2
Visualization of the molecular surface orientation was achieved by computational
modeling using Chem 3D Ultra (version 11). Geometry optimized dyes were
attached to a TiO2 surface, with binding tilt angles varied until the modeled structure
displayed a perpendicular height from the TiO2 surface within 5 % of the measured
dye thickness. Conversion of the XRR film thickness into accurate molecular
orientations is dependent on a narrow distribution of individual dye orientations. For
the N719 molecule, its spherical dimensions, in addition to the three points of
attachment to the TiO2 surface which has been adopted here following the recent
report of such behavior,[45] significantly constrains the tilt angle variation of the
molecules and ensures a narrow distribution of molecular orientations for this dye.
The distribution in individual dye orientations is also expected to be small for the
porphyrin samples due to potential π-stacking interactions which induce aligned
monolayers on flat surfaces.[11] @3DDAI6;EFD;4GF;A@I3E5A@8;D?76 7JB7D;?7@F3>>K
;@ F:7E7 E3?B>7E 4K >AI EGD8357 DAG9:@7EE H3>G7E )3   P 5A?B3D34>7 FA F:7
3FA?;53>>KE?AAF:+;& EG4EFD3F7)3
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E53FF7D;@9 A88 F:7 6K7 EGD8357 Molecular orientations can therefore be computed
from the observed XRR dye thickness values with confidence.

The computed height of N719, measured perpendicular to the TiO2 surface, was 9.0
Å (Figure 4.11). This value closely matches the dye layer thickness measured with
XRR. Furthermore, the modeled geometry is in good agreement with recently
reported surface structures for this dye.[45] The molecular footprint of the modeled
structure was 170 Å2/molecule with a calculated SLD of 9.3 × 10-6 Å-2, in close
agreement with the experimental data in Table 4.4. This indicates a surface packing
of one molecule per modeled molecular volume, a result consistent with the spherical
nature of the dye molecule, which prevents the formation of surfaces that are more

Figure 4.11: Computed orientation models generated using the dye layer thickness
determined from XRR measurements for (a) P199 (b) N719, (c) P10 and (d) P18 on
TiO2. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted from each structure for clarity.
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densely packed in any particular spatial dimension. The correlation of the computed
structure with previous studies suggests that visualization of the dye orientation can
be successfully produced from XRR structural data using the above method.

+:7AD;7@F3F;A@H;EG3>;L3F;A@8ADBADB:KD;@6K7 ;9GD7

3;@6;53F7E36K7

>3K7D5A@EFD3;@76FA3F:;5=@7EEA8  P36ABFE34;@6;@9F;>F3@9>747FI77@F:7B>3@7
A8F:7?35DA5K5>73@6F:7+;& EGD8357B>3@7A8NU N The computed tilt angles
are consistent with previous examinations of porphyrin monolayers on Au (111) and
Si (100) surfaces.[46] As in this study, which examined the orientation of similar zinc
tetraaryl-substituted porphyrin dyes on planar gold surfaces, is noted that a binding
angle close to 45° could reflect either a tight distribution of angles around this value
or a nearly random distribution of orientations about the molecular axis. For the
porphyrin dyes analyzed in this study, binding angles more acute than ~20° are
impractical due to the bulky phenyl substituents. It is therefore concluded that these
results indicate porphyrin molecules with a relatively tight distribution of binding
angles between 35°–40°.

+:;EE;9@;8;53@FF;>FBDA6G57E3BDA<75F768AAFBD;@FA8  Å2 per isolated molecule on
the surface, significantly larger than the experimental value of 101 Å 2 per molecule
determined from the XRR data. This difference provides direct evidence for close
packing of the dye molecules on the TiO2 surface. Given the planar nature and
significant lateral width (16 Å) of the macrocycle, multiple porphyrin molecules can
potentially pack into the projected volume occupied by neighbouring molecules. For
the computed P199 orientation, approximately 3 molecules with an intermolecular
spacing of 3–4 Å must overlap into the volume of another molecule to reproduce the
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observed film thickness of 13.0 Å and SLD of 10.1×10-6 Å-2. This packing
arrangement (Figure 4.12) equates to a molecular footprint of 113 Å2 per molecule,
within 10% of the value determined from XRR measurements. Such intermolecular
distances are typical of porphyrin layers with π–π stacking interactions.[47-48]

Molecular orientations for P10 (Figure 4.11(c)) and P18 (Figure 4.11(d)) were also
computed from the observed dye layer thickness values determined from XRR data.
Molecular footprints calculated for P10 and P18 were 450 Å2 and 540 Å2
respectively due to significant lateral width projections on the surface. Comparison
with the area per molecule determined from X-ray reflectivity data (118 Å2 and 148

Figure 4.12: The calculated packing structure for P199 molecules on an ALD TiO2
film. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity.

Å2 respectively) again indicate that approximately 3 molecules are required to pack
into the modeled molecular footprint in each case in order to satisfy the observed
film thickness and SLD values (Table 4.4). The models also indicate that bAF:6;?7D
?A>75G>7E3D736EAD476I;F:34;@6;@9F;>F3@9>7A8NU N F:7E3?73EF:3F8ADF:7
?A@A?7D ;9GD7 
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4.4.5 Linking Binding Analysis to Device Performance
Although the probe systems measured here are far removed from the conditions of
fully assembled DSSCs, the dye orientation and molecular packing information
obtained with this XRR technique has the potential to provide valuable insight into
the charge transfer processes occurring in the dye-sensitized devices in which these
materials are utilized. The probe dyes examined in this study have all been employed
in dye-sensitized solar cells (see Chapter 8).[50] The porphyrin sensitizers are known
to suffer from enhanced charge recombination,[51-52] a problem which was shown in
Chapter 3 to originate from the porphyrin dyes interacting with the acceptor species
in the redox electrolyte and allowing them to more readily approach the
semiconductor surface. This effect is somewhat neutralized in the dimer molecules,
and almost completely absent for the ruthenium N719 dye. Examining the calculated
orientations, N719 molecules form dense monolayers due to their spherical shape
allowing a very high packing density on the surface. This prevents the approach of
the acceptor species to the semiconductor surface, thereby reducing the probability of
charge recombination. Furthermore, the dye binds with the negative CNS- ligands
covering the outer dye surface, thus providing both a steric and a Coulombic
shielding of the TiO2 surface from the approach of negatively charged acceptor
species. In contrast, the porphyrin dyes are neutral and have no analogous Coulombic
shielding. The XRR results indicate the monomer forms closely stacked rows in one
dimension across the surface; however, the aromatic substituents introduce
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significant steric hindrance, which prevents these rows adopting close side-by-side
packing with each other. There is therefore likely to be significant space between the
porphyrin rows into which the electrolyte species can penetrate towards the surface.
The dimer molecules have similar packing to the monomer; however, the
significantly increased height of these molecules from the surface introduces a new
steric barrier to the electrolyte acceptor species. This barrier would lower the
probability of these species reaching the TiO2 surface, accounting for the reduced
recombination observed for these dimers. The XRR data produced here provides
supporting evidence for the blocking effect observed in dye-sensitized solar cells
using these molecules in Chapter 8, and could provide a useful tool to understand
similar effects in alternative dye systems.

4.5

Conclusions

This chapter has reported the infrared spectroscopy measurements performed on a
range of different porphyrin and reference dyes in several different states, including a
free acid form, a salt form and adsorbed to mesoporous TiO2 surfaces. The
carboxylate stretching frequencies were determined by comparing the FTIR spectra
of the salts to the spectra for porphyrin chromophores and model binding ligands.
The binding modes of the dyes have been assigned by comparing the distance
between the carboxylate stretching frequencies for the adsorbed dyes to those of the
dye in salt form. All of the compounds examined in this study appear to display a
bidentate binding mode, which is most likely of the bridging form due to the reported
instability of the chelation mode. No differences in binding modes were detected for
any of the dyes studied, suggesting that the variation in the injection behaviour of
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DSSCs prepared from these dyes cannot be explained by a variation in the dyesemiconductor electronic coupling due to different chemical binding interactions.

A new method to determine the orientation and packing density of organic dyes
adsorbed on planar TiO2 surfaces using X-ray reflectometry (XRR) under ambient
conditions has also been reported in this chapter. Bare ALD TiO2 substrates were
susceptible to nanoscale water adsorption, however this water was eliminated by
cooling substrates in an inert environment prior to immersion in dye solutions and
measurement of reflectivity data. Adsorbed dye layers were unambiguously detected
and displayed structural properties highly consistent with those of organic
monolayers. Sensitized film structures were accurately fitted using a 2-layer
approach, with low surface roughness values, clear Kiessig fringes and low
background reflectivities indicating relatively uniform alignment of dye molecules
on the surface. A systematic increase in the dye size was reflected by a
corresponding increase in measured dye layer thickness. Adsorbed dye orientations
were computed using theoretical calculations constrained by the measured dye layer
thickness. Each porphyrin dye measured was adsorbed at an orientation of 35–40°
with respect to the surface plane, in good agreement with previous results.
Furthermore, the combination of XRR data and molecular modeling indicated that
the porphyrins form densely packed surfaces with an intermolecular spacing of 3–4
Å, consistent with π–π stacking interactions. The results of this study confirm the
ability of this technique to accurately resolve variations in dye layer thickness and to
utilize these results to determine the orientation of organic dyes adsorbed to TiO2.
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5

CHAPTER 5:
LIGHT INDUCED PERFORMANCE
ENHANCEMENTS IN A ZINC PORPHYRIN DYE
SENSITIZED SOLAR CELL
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Introduction

The most notable limitations for porphyrin dyes in DSSCs include restricted electron
injection yields and an enhanced recombination between injected electrons and the
acceptor species in the I-/I3- redox mediator.[1-3] Strategies to remove such limitations
have driven the development of several new porphyrin dyes,[4-8] however, many
porphyrin sensitizers still experience injection and recombination limitations, which
are not completely understood. A detailed knowledge of these restrictions is
necessary to develop new porphyrin sensitizers that reach their full potential.

During the course of photovoltaic testing of various porphyrin dyes for this study, it
was fortuitously discovered that exposure to light during such measurements induced
significant changes in the performance of the DSSCs. For a small range of porphyrin
sensitizers, this light exposure produced significant performance increases which
appeared to be irreversible. The light-induced performance enhancements appeared
to remove some of the injection or recombination problems normally experienced by
these dyes. It was therefore decided that a more detailed study of the changes
occurring under light exposure could provide increased insight into the origin of
injection and recombination limitations in porphyrin dyes and potential avenues by
which these limitations can be removed.

The exposure of DSSCs to light for various time periods has produced several
interesting effects, including performance enhancements and recovery after thermal
aging.[9-10] The origin of this effect remains ambiguous, indeed the complex
behaviour of DSSCs in response to light exposure appears to be highly dependent on
the specific dye. Previous reports have proposed a range of explanations, including
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enhanced electron transport from the creation of shallow energy TiO2 electronic
states with a ruthenium polypyridyl dye,[10] a positive conduction band shift and
photo-production of surface states in the TiO2 for a perylene dye,[11] or a
rearrangement of the dye molecules under illumination for a dendritic oligothiophene
ruthenium sensitiser.[12] Greater understanding of the relationship between dye
structure and these light exposure effects is desirable in order to understand the
nature of the original limitations removed by light exposure and to allow design of
dyes which do not require such post-treatments to achieve high efficiencies.

In this chapter, the effect of a short light exposure treatment on a zinc DSSC is
examined, and the origin of the changes in photovoltaic performance parameters
following light exposure are investigated. Experiments are performed to
systematically examine the effect of light exposure on the injection and
recombination of the porphyrin sensitizer using the APCE and SLIM-PCV
techniques described in Chapter 3 and the infrared spectroscopy and X-ray
reflectivity techniques described in Chapter 4.

5.2

Experimental
5.2.1 Dyes Employed in this Chapter

Several different zinc porphyrin dyes have been utilized for measurements in this
chapter. The chemical structures of these molecules are shown in Figure 5.1. The
majority of work has been performed on zinc dye GD2 since it exhibits the largest
performance enhancements under illumination. Porphyrin dyes GD1, T1, P347 and
P159 were then employed in order to examine the influence of different binding
groups on the performance enhancements observed after light exposure.

Charge Generation and Recombination in Porphyrin Based DSSCs
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Figure 5.1: Chemical structures for the porphyrin compounds studied in this chapter.

5.2.2 Light Exposure Treatment
The light exposure post-treatment applied to DSSCs consisted of illumination by a
100 mW cm-2 simulated AM 1.5 light source at open circuit for one hour. The
temperature of the solar cells during this treatment was not controlled, and cells were
estimated to reach temperatures of approximately 40-60 °C. The devices were
allowed to cool for 10 minutes following light exposure to ensure any observed
changes in device performance were not influenced by elevated temperatures. After
treatment, DSSCs were stored in the dark prior to all further measurements.

5.2.2.1 Variation in the Illumination Spectrum
Variations in the illumination spectrum were achieved by placing filters in front of
the DSSC. A 475 nm long pass filter and 800 nm short pass filter were used to
remove the UV and infrared light from the solar spectrum respectively.
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5.2.3 Device Fabrication
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5.2.4 Device Characterization
Current density – voltage curves, IPCE spectra and SLIM-PCV measurements were
performed according to the procedures outlined in Chapter 2. APCE spectra were
determined using the technique developed in Chapter 3, whilst FTIR spectra and Xray reflectivity measurements were acquired using the techniques developed in
Chapter 4. Transient absorption measurements were performed by collaborators, with
experimental details briefly described here.

5.2.4.1 Nanosecond Transient Absorption Spectroscopy
Nanosecond transient absorption kinetic traces were acquired by Dr Attila Mozer at
the University of Wollongong. Measurements were obtained by photo-exciting GD2
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DSSCs through the FTO/TiO2 surface with a Q-switched Nd-YAG laser (Indi,
Spectra Physics) and monitoring the change in the transmission of a probe beam at
700 nm using a photo-receiver (Fento) and a Tektronix oscilloscope (nominal
combined bandwidth of 200 MHz). A Xenon lamp and a band pass filters (40
FWHM) before the sample and a monochromator and a 532 nm notch filter after the
sample was used as a probe. The pump laser repetition rate was 10 Hz;
measurements performed at 1 Hz showed no difference in the kinetics.

5.2.4.2 Femtosecond Transient Absorption Spectroscopy
Femtosecond transient absorption kinetic traces were acquired by Mr Kenji Sunahara
at the National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST) in
Japan. Measurements were performed using pulses from a regenerative/multipath
double-stage amplifier system coupled with a Ti:sapphire pump laser (130 fs fwhm
pulse width, 0.8 mJ/pulse intensity, 1 kHz repetition; Spectra Physics, Hurricane)
combined with two optical parametric amplifiers (OPAs) (Spectra Physics, OPA800). GD2 DSSCs were probed at 3440 nm using the output from another OPA
(Quantronix, Topas). The probe was detected with a Si, InGaAs, or MCT
photodetector after passing through a monochromator (Acton Research, SpectraPro150) and the transient absorbance was determined from the pulse intensity with and
without the excitation pulse.

5.3

GD2 Photovoltaic Performance Response to Light Exposure

DSSCs were prepared from porphyrin dye GD2 using thin (~2 μm) TiO2 films
according to standard procedures and their current – voltage (J–V) characteristics
were immediately recorded. DSSCs were then treated with a one hour light exposure
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at open circuit and the J–V characteristics were re-measured (Figure 5.2). Device
photocurrents are limited compared to previous reports for this dye[2, 13] due to the
use of thin TiO2 films. The 1 hour light exposure led to a 6 % increase in the Jsc in
conjunction with a simultaneous 5 % increase in both the Voc and fill factor, leading
to a 16 % enhancement of the power conversion efficiency. The simultaneous
improvement in the Jsc, Voc and the fill factor of devices after light exposure is
unprecedented for light treatments of DSSCs.

Figure 5.2: Current density – voltage curves measured for as prepared (black) and
light exposed (red) GD2 DSSCs under AM 1.5 illumination (solid lines) and in the
dark (dashed lines). The photovoltaic performance parameters of both devices are
shown in the inset.
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Figure 5.3: Average open circuit voltage (Voc), short circuit current density (Jsc), fill
factor and power conversion efficiency of DSSCs immediately after preparation
(day 0), and subsequently re-measured on day 1, 7 and day 11 for as-prepared (black)
and light exposed (red) devices.
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5.3.2 Temperature and Wavelength Dependence of Treatment
To test the influence of heat generation on the light exposure effect, devices were
heated in an oven at 60 °C in the dark for 1 hour, or heated in the dark and then
exposed to a light treatment (Table 5.1). An efficiency increase of ~10 % was
observed for the cells subjected to a pure heat treatment, whilst devices that were
heated then subjected to a light exposure treatment exhibited efficiency
improvements of ~25 %. The influence of UV and infrared wavelengths on the light
exposure effect were determined by exposing devices to a light treatment with the
infrared wavelengths removed from the AM 1.5 spectrum with an 800 nm short pass
filter or the UV wavelengths removed with a 475 nm long pass filter. Performance
enhancements achieved in devices with an unfiltered light exposure treatment were
found to be identical to those treated with an IR cut-off filter. DSSCs exposed to a
light treatment using a UV cut-off filter also displayed efficiency improvements of
~30 %, despite exposure to visible and infrared

Table 5.1: The photovoltaic performance parameters measured for GD2 DSSCs in
response to various post treatment regimes.
Treatment
Regime
Heated at 60°C,
then light
exposure
Heated at 60°C,
stored in the
dark
Light exposure
with IR filter
Light exposure
(No filter)

Voc (mV)

Jsc
(mA/cm2)

FF

 (%)

Increase in η
(%)

685

10.51

0.70

5.04

26.3

690

9.98

0.70

4.81

24.6

10.15

0.64

4.35

9.30

10.07

0.66

4.49

12.5

10.79

0.64

4.68

36.4

10.04

0.67

4.63

40.7

10.71

0.70

5.08

71.6

10.87

0.62

4.59

39.1

675
670
680
685
680
680
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wavelengths only (data not displayed). This result suggests that the light exposure
effect observed for porphyrin dye GD2 can be produced with only visible light
illumination of the DSSCs.

5.3.3 Effect of Light Exposure on the Injection Yield
The incident photon-to-current conversion efficiency (IPCE) was measured for GD2
DSSCs before and after a light exposure treatment. The IPCE was found to
significantly increase across the entire absorption spectrum of the dye after a lightexposure post-treatment (Figure 5.4(a)), corresponding to a measured increase in the
Jsc of ~15%. Absorbed photon-to-current conversion efficiency (APCE), computed
by correcting the IPCE using the light harvesting efficiency (LHE) of the dyed films
(details in Chapter 3), was also measured for the same devices. The APCE increased
from an average of 65 % for the untreated device to ~ 90 % following light exposure,
with an N719 reference device displaying its known APCE of 100 % (Figure 5.4(b)).
The light-induced enhancement was also observed to be uniform across a wide
spectral range, indicating both the Soret and Q-band absorptions are affected in an
identical manner. As discussed in Chapter 3, charge collection losses are negligible
in the thin film devices, thus the enhanced APCE must result from an amplified
electron injection yield. Since the LHE of the dye is unaffected by the light-soaking
treatment it is clear that the measured increase in IPCE following illumination of
GD2 devices is driven by an enhancement in the electron injection yield of the dyesensitized system.
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Figure 5.4: (a) Incident photon-to-current conversion efficiencies (IPCE) and (b)
absorbed photon-to-current conversion efficiencies (APCE) for as prepared (black)
and light exposed (red) GD2 DSSCs. N719 (green) is included as a reference.

To further investigate the electron injection process, femtosecond transient
absorption (TA) signals were measured for fully assembled devices with a standard
electrolyte (0.1 M LiI) and a Li+ rich electrolyte (0.7 M LiI) by Mr Kenji Sunahara, a
collaborator at AIST in Japan. The Li+ rich electrolyte has been employed here since
it has been previously shown to maximize the injection yield in DSSCs by inducing a
positive shift of the TiO2 conduction band and increasing the overlap between the
dye LUMO and the TiO2 acceptor orbitals.[14] Thus a comparison of the light-induced
changes in the injection yield for the two electrolytes provides information on
whether the injection yield is limited by the dye itself or by other device conditions
such as the TiO2 conduction band potential. Femtosecond TA signals, acquired by
exciting devices at 532 nm and probing at 3440 nm, are shown in Figure 5.5. At 3440
nm, photons are primarily absorbed by electrons in the TiO2 in the absence of dye
aggregates,[15] allowing a direct measurement of the injection process. The TA
signals were divided by the absorbed pump intensity, 1-10-A, where A is the
absorbance of the dye-sensitized film at 532 nm. This correction allows a
simultaneous determination of the kinetics and relative yield of electron injection.
Comparing the GD2 results before and after light exposure indicates that the electron
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injection kinetics are unaffected for both electrolytes, however, the magnitude of the
signal is altered following light exposure. For the standard electrolyte, the signal
magnitude increases, suggesting an enhanced electron injection yield consistent with
the APCE measurements. However, the devices which employed the Li + rich
electrolyte exhibited the opposite trend, showing a decrease in the electron injection
yield after light exposure. This result suggests that the presence of Li + ions has a
strong impact on the light exposure mechanism.

Figure 5.5: Transient absorption kinetic traces probed at 3440 nm before and after
light exposure for GD2-sensitsed DSSCs prepared with (a) standard and (b) Li+ rich
electrolytes.

5.3.4 Effect of Light Exposure on Recombination
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Figure 5.7: (a) Electron diffusion coefficient vs Jsc, (b) electron lifetime vs electron
density and (c) Voc vs electron density and (d) electron diffusion length vs electron
density prior to (black) and following (red) light exposure for two identical GD2
DSSCs.
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5.3.5 Effect of Light Exposure on Dye-TiO2 Surface Interactions
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5.3.6 Influence of Dye Surface Loading
Since the previous temperature and wavelength dependence studies in Section 5.3.2
suggested that the light exposure effect is induced by visible light it is likely that the
effect is linked to the photo-excitation of the porphyrin dye. To explore this
hypothesis further, the dye surface coverage was reduced by ~50 % by lowering the
dye-sensitization time from 2 hours to 5 minutes. The reduced dye DSSCs were then
subjected to the same 1 hr light exposure treatment. J–V curves for the reduced dye
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loadings are shown in Figure 5.9 and photovoltaic performance parameters are
reported in Table 5.2. Light exposure of the reduced dye devices produced a Jsc
enhancement of 24 %, a 6 % increase in the Voc and an unchanged fill factor, leading
to a 32 % enhancement of the power conversion efficiency. The Voc increase is
similar to that observed with full dye surface coverage, however the light-induced
photocurrent enhancement is notably larger, leading to a larger relative increase in
the initial device efficiency for the reduced dye device. This result suggests that the
dye coverage has a significant influence on the mechanism through which the
injection yield is increased after light exposure.

Figure 5.9: Current density – voltage curves measured under AM 1.5 illumination
for full and reduced dye loadings before and after light exposure for GD2 DSSCs
with different dye loadings. The dark J-V curves are shown as dashed lines.

The possibility that porphyrin dye molecules may adsorb to exposed areas of the
FTO electrode and enhance shunt currents was also considered. Absoprtion of light
by such molecules could lead to their gradual photodestruction over time. This would
in turn remove the shunt currents and enhance the device performance. However,
DSSCs prepared with dense TiO2 blocking layers to insulate the FTO surface showed
identical behaviour after light exposure to those prepared without such layers. It was
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therefore concluded that the source of the light-induced performance enhancements
was not the removal of porphyrin molecules adsorbed on the FTO.

Table 5.2: Photovoltaic parameters measured prior to and following a 1 hour light
exposure for GD2 DSSCs with different dye loadings.
Dye
Loading

Voc (mV)

Jsc
(mA/cm2)

Fill
Factor

 (%)

Conditions

Full

616

7.33

0.658

2.97

As Prepared

Reduced

585

5.37

0.707

2.22

As Prepared

Full

647

7.74

0.684

3.43

Light Exposure

Reduced

625

6.64

0.703

2.92

Light Exposure

Electron lifetimes and diffusion coefficients for these devices were determined with
the SLIM-PCV technique (Figure 5.10) to further understand the influence of the dye
coverage on the light exposure mechansim. The Voc vs electron density plot exhibits
no shift in either the slope or intercept before and after light exposure, indicating
identical TiO2 ECB levels before and after light exposure for both dye loadings
(Figure 5.10(c)). The trends in electron lifetime and diffusion coefficients following
light exposure are also identical for both dye loadings, with the reduced dye diffusion
coefficients equivalent to the full dye loading case, and the electron lifetime slightly
reduced (Figure 5.10(b)). This shorter lifetime for the reduced dye devices indicates
that a steric blocking effect is present in the full dye devices. Thus when the amount
of dye diminishes the blocking effect is diminished by presenting a more sparsely
packed TiO2 surface which more readily allows I3- acceptor species to approach the
TiO2 and enhancing recombination. This result may suggest that the light-induced
photocurrent enhancement which occurs with a much larger relative magnitude for
the reduced dye devices also originates from the more sparsely packed surface and a
similar movement of chemical species around a more accessible TiO2 surface.
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Figure 5.10: (a) Electron diffusion coefficient vs Jsc, (b) electron lifetime vs electron
density and (c) Voc vs electron density prior to (black) and following (red) light
exposure for GD2 DSSCs with full (squares) and reduced (circles) dye loadings.

5.4

Influence of Electrolyte Cations on the Light Exposure Effect

The nature of the cations employed in the electrolyte is known to have a significant
impact on charge transfer processes in DSCCs,[15, 17-18] indeed lithium cations were
earlier shown to influence the injection yield after light exposure of GD2 DSSCs
(Figure 5.5). To investigate the role of electrolyte components on the light exposure
mechanism, DSSCs were prepared with three different electrolyte compositions: a
standard mixture, a dimethylpropylimidazoluim (DMPIm+) rich electrolyte which
contained no lithium or tert-butylpyridine, and a lithium rich electrolyte which
employed no DMPIm+ or tert-butylpyridine. The ionic strength of the cations was
maintained at 0.7 M in all cases.
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Photovoltaic Data

The J–V curves for DSSCs constructed from each electrolyte prior to and following a
light exposure treatment are shown in Figure 5.11, with photovoltaic performance
parameters recorded in Table 5.3. The Voc and Jsc for as-prepared devices composed
from the DMPIm+ electrolyte were both lower than those prepared with the standard
electrolyte. As-prepared devices constructed from the Li+ electrolyte exhibited a

Figure 5.11: Current density – voltage curves measured under illumination (a)
before, and (b) after light exposure for GD2 DSSCs sensitised with standard (green),
DMPIm+ rich (red) and Li+ rich (purple) electrolytes. Dark J-V curves are shown as
dashed lines.

Table 5.3: Photovoltaic parameters measured before and after light exposure for
GD2 DSSCs prepared using standard, DMPIm+ rich and Li+ electrolytes.
Electrolyte

Voc
(mV)

Jsc
(mA/cm2)

Fill
Factor

 (%)

Conditions

Standard [a]

634

7.12

0.709

3.20

As Prepared

DMPIm+ [b]

612

5.94

0.653

2.37

As Prepared

Li+ [c]

350

8.61

0.601

1.81

As Prepared

Standard

665

7.57

0.710

3.58

Light Exposed

DMPIm+

598

8.72

0.659

3.44

Light Exposed

Li+

494

6.78

0.697

2.34

Light Exposed
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significantly reduced Voc but produced a higher Jsc than those prepared with the
standard electrolyte. After light exposure the DMPIm+ Voc was reduced by ~3 %,
however the Jsc was increased by ~50 %. The standard electrolyte exhibited a 5 %
increase in the Voc with a simultaneous 5 % increase in the Jsc, whilst the Li+
electrolyte exhibited a ~50 % increase in the Voc accompanied by a corresponding
~20 % reduction in the Jsc. It is therefore clear that the effect of light exposure on
GD2 is highly dependent on the cations present. However, the Voc and Jsc trends for
each electrolyte are likely due to a combination of the light exposure treatment,
changes in the TiO2 ECB and variations in recombination kinetics.

5.4.2 SLIM-PCV Measurements
To isolate the effect of light exposure, transient photovoltage and photocurrent
decays were measured using the SLIM-PCV technique. Electron lifetimes and
diffusion coefficients derived from these measurements are presented in Figure 5.12.
The electron lifetime for the standard electrolyte is higher than that of both other
electrolytes, with the DMPIm+ rich electrolyte exhibiting a slightly higher electron
lifetime than the Li+ rich electrolyte at matched electron density. The Li+ electrolyte
also displays the lowest diffusion coefficient, with the DMPIm + electrolyte
exhibiting the highest diffusion coefficient and the standard electrolyte producing a
value between these two extremes. Voc vs electron density plots, indicative of the
TiO2 ECB value, demonstrate that devices prepared from the Li+ electrolyte have the
most positive ECB, whilst those prepared from the DMPIm+ electrolyte have the most
negative ECB. The standard electrolyte exhibits an ECB between these two extremes.
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Figure 5.12: (a) Diffusion coefficient vs Jsc, (b) electron lifetime vs electron density,
and (c) Voc vs electron density before (solid symbols) and after (open symbols) light
exposure for GD2 DSSCs sensitized with standard (green), DMPIm+ rich (red) and
Li+ rich (purple) electrolytes.

Light exposure of these devices produces an increase in the electron lifetime for each
electrolyte. The diffusion coefficients of the standard and DMPIm+ electrolytes are
reduced after light exposure, whilst that of the Li+ electrolyte is increased. The Voc vs
electron density plot indicates that the ECB for the Li+ electrolyte exhibits a
significant negative shift upon light exposure, whilst the DMPIm+ experiences a
positive ECB shift. There is no change to the TiO2 conduction band upon light
exposure of the standard electrolyte as previously observed in Figure 5.7(c)).

The photovoltaic performance of each device can be rationalized based on these
results. The overall trends in electron lifetime, diffusion coefficients, Jsc and Voc in
response to light exposure are summarized in Table 5.4, with possible causes of these
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trends discussed in further detail below. For as-prepared devices, the low Voc of the
Li+ electrolyte arises from a combination of the most positive ECB position and the
shortest electron lifetime. The DMPIm+ has the most negative ECB, however, the
electron lifetime for this device is much shorter than those prepared from the
standard electrolyte, resulting in a lower electron density at open circuit, and
consequently a lower Voc than the standard electrolyte. The Jsc trends are directly
related to the comparative ECB positions since modulations of this energy level
directly alter the driving force for injection (ΔGinj) as the same dye is employed for
all three electrolytes. The Li+ electrolyte, with the most positive ECB and largest ΔGinj
therefore produces the highest Jsc, whilst the DMPIm+ electrolyte, with the most
negative ECB and smallest ΔGinj produces the lowest Jsc. Following light exposure,
the Voc for the Li+ device increases due to a negative ECB shift and an increased
electron lifetime. The DMPIm+ Voc is reduced due to significant positive ECB shift,
somewhat offset by a simultaneous increase in the electron lifetime. The standard
electrolyte experiences an increased Voc due to an increase in the electron lifetime
with no change in the ECB position. The Jsc values for the Li+ and DMPIm+
electrolytes can be accounted for by the ECB shifts following light exposure. The
negative shift for the Li+ electrolyte reduces ΔGinj and results in a reduced Jsc, whilst
the positive ECB shift for the DMPIm+ electrolyte has the opposite effect. The
elevated Jsc for the standard electrolyte has been previously explained as an increase
in the injection yield, although this is not related to a change in ΔGinj as the ECB
position is unchanged by light exposure.

The major influence of the light exposure treatment across these three electrolytes
appears to be a significant shift in the conduction band potential. The relative
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conduction band positions for the as-prepared electrolytes likely results from the
comparative Li+ concentration in each electrolyte, since this ion is known to produce
a positive shift in ECB. The negative shift in ECB induced in the Li+ electrolyte by
light exposure then suggests that Li+ is being removed from the surface, since there
are no negative potential determining species, which could adsorb to the TiO 2. This
premise is supported by the observed increase in the diffusion coefficient following
light exposure since removal of adsorbed Li+ ions from the TiO2 surface upon light
exposure would increase the local concentration of mobile ions and result in
improved ambipolar diffusion, exactly as observed. Similarly, the positive ECB shift
induced in the DMPIm+ electrolyte by light exposure implies that a positive potential
determining species must be adsorbed to the TiO2, in this case DMPIm+ ions. The
decreased diffusion coefficient following light exposure of this electrolyte is also
consistent with this cation movement. The unchanged ECB for the standard
electrolyte can be explained by competing ECB shifts as one potential determining
species (Li+) is removed from the TiO2 surface and replaced with another (DMPIm+),
leading to a minimal overall change. The origin of observed changes in various
photovoltaic parameters following light exposure for DSSCs prepared using the three
different electrolytes are summarized in Table 5.4.

It is significant to note that although the Jsc trends for each electrolyte are clearly
consistent with changes in ΔGinj after light exposure, the Jsc for as-prepared devices
with the Li+ electrolyte (8.61 mA cm-2) and light exposed devices containing the
DMPIm+ electrolyte (8.72 mA cm-2) are almost identical despite a large difference in
the ECB for the two cases. Furthermore, the Li+ electrolyte still has a more positive
ECB than the DMPIm+ electrolyte after both devices have been treated with light
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exposure, however the Jsc for the Li+ electrolyte (6.78 mA cm-2) is significantly
lower. Since all other electrolyte cases are consistent with a Jsc dominated by the
driving force for injection, this result implies that the presence of lithium ions
impairs injection from the GD2 dye, despite improving the thermodynamic driving
force for this process. This is consistent with the femtosecond transient absorption
measurements in Figure 5.5.

Table 5.4: The origin of observed trends in various photovoltaic parameters
following light exposure for GD2 DSSCs prepared using standard, DMPIm+ rich and
Li+ electrolytes.

Parameter

D

τ

Jsc

Voc

Standard Electrolyte

DMPIm+ Electrolyte
Trend

Dominant
Cause

Decrease

DMPIm+
adsorbs to
TiO2, less
mobile ions
and Dambipolar
lower

Increase

Less I3- in
surface
region
(blocking
from
DMPIm+)

Increase

No change
in ΔGinj.
Li+ inhibits
injection,
removal of
Li+ lifts Jsc

Increase

Increased
τ, no
change in
ECB

Trend

Dominant
Cause

Decrease

Li+ forms
complex
with tBP,
DMPIm+
adsorption
dominates

Li+ Electrolyte
Trend

Dominant
Cause

Increase

Adsorbed Li+
removed, more
mobile ions and
Dambipolar higher

Increase

DMPIm+
surface
adsorption
blocks I3-.
Also
ΔGrecombine
decreased

Increase

Removal of Li+
from surface
also removes I3-

Increase

ΔGinj
increased

Decrease

ΔGinj decreased

Decrease

Positive ECB
shift
(slightly
mitigated by
increased τ)

Increase

Increased τ and
negative ECB
shift

The influence of Li+ ions was investigated further by replacing them in the standard
electrolyte with alternative alkali metal cations which perform similar functions but
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have varying affinities for the TiO2 surface. Photovoltaic performance parameters for
as-prepared and light exposed devices containing a standard electrolyte, or a standard
electrolyte in which the Li+ is replaced with potassium or rubidium are shown in
Table 5.5 below. Also shown are results from the DMPIm + electrolyte, included as a
reference with no alkali metal cations.

Table 5.5: Photovoltaic parameters measured before and after light exposure for
GD2 DSSCs prepared using electrolytes with various alkali metal cations.
Electrolyte

Voc
(mV)

Jsc
(mA/cm2)

Fill
Factor

η (%)

Conditions

Standard-Li+

589

6.20

0.671

2.45

As prepared

Standard-K+

603

5.06

0.669

2.04

As prepared

Standard-Rb+

607

4.67

0.667

1.89

As prepared

DMPIm+ Rich

621

4.42

0.731

2.01

As prepared

Standard-Li+

594

7.33

0.644

2.80

Light exposure

Standard-K+

594

6.84

0.642

2.61

Light exposure

Standard-Rb+

594

7.26

0.617

2.66

Light exposure

DMPIm+ Rich

594

6.72

0.642

2.56

Light exposure

The Voc values for as-prepared devices are progressively higher as the size of the
alkali cations becomes greater, reaching a maximum when no alkali metal cations are
present. The Jsc of devices show the opposite trend, exhibiting decreasing values in
the order Jsc,

Li+

< Jsc,

K+

< Jsc,

Rb+

< Jsc,

DMPIm+.

Voc vs electron density plots

constructed from photovoltage transient measurements confirm that these trends
originate from a negative shift in the TiO2 ECB as the potential determining cations
become larger and show less affinity for adsorption on the TiO2 surface. However,
after light exposure, each of the electrolytes displays identical Voc values.
Furthermore, the Jsc of each electrolyte are also similar, exhibiting values within a
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10 % range of each other. The properties of as-prepared devices are clearly
dependent on the identity of the alkali metal cation, whilst light exposure of these
devices produces remarkably invariant common final photovoltaic properties
regardless of the alkali metal cation employed. This result implies that each different
adsorbed alkali cations are removed from the TiO2 surface under light exposure
regardless of their size, resulting in a device with properties dominated by the
DMPIm+ ions in the electrolyte after light exposure. This finding supports the earlier
results suggesting a surface cation exchange between Li+ and DMPIm+ under light
exposure.

5.5

Influence of Electrolyte Solvent on the Light Exposure Effect

Since the DMPIm+ electrolyte shows the largest change upon light exposure (50 %
improvement in the Jsc), devices were prepared using this electrolyte to further probe
the Li+ and DMPIm+ cation exchange process. To examine the origin of the DMPIm +
insertion process, the properties of the electrolyte solvent were varied.

5.5.1 Photovoltaic Data
The photovoltaic performance parameters prior to and following light exposure of
devices prepared with the DMPIm+ electrolyte in various solvents are recorded in
Table 5.6. Corresponding IPCE and J–V curves are displayed in Figure 5.13. The Jsc
and Voc values of as-prepared devices show a remarkable dependence on the
electrolyte solvent. Acetonitrile (ACN) devices exhibit the lowest Jsc, whilst the
higher viscosity solvents γ-butyrolactone (GBL) and propylene carbonate (PC) show
a much greater photocurrent from as-prepared devices. However, this higher current
is offset by a lower Voc for the GBL device, with the other three solvents showing
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approximately the same Voc. After light exposure the ACN-based device shows its
standard Jsc increase and Voc decrease for the DMPIm+ electrolyte. The
methoxyacetonitrile (MeO-ACN) device shows the same trends, although the
changes are greater than for the ACN device. In contrast, the GBL and PC devices
show large reductions in both the Jsc and Voc following light exposure. Significant
changes in the IPCE spectral shape after light exposure for these solvents (data not
shown) suggests this is mainly due to dye degradation under illumination.

The photovoltaic performance parameters of the as-prepared GBL device are
strikingly similar to those of the ACN device after light exposure. No changes in the
shape of the IPCE spectra were detected when the solvent is changed, indicating that
the dye molecules are not chemically or electronically altered by the change in
solvent. This result suggests that altering the solvent can achieve the same
photovoltaic effect as light exposure for this dye.

Figure 5.13: IPCE and J-V curves for as prepared GD2 DSSCs constructed using the
DMPIm+ electrolyte with different solvents (ACN = blue, MeACN = red, GBL =
green, PC = orange). The respective data for light exposed devices (ACN solvent) is
displayed as a reference (bold blue line).
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Table 5.6: Photovoltaic performance parameters measured before and after light
exposure for GD2 DSSCs prepared using the DMPIm+ electrolyte in various
solvents.
Solvent

Voc
(mV)

Jsc
(mA/cm2)

Fill
Factor

η (%)

Conditions

ACN

607

5.24

0.597

1.90

As prepared

MeO-ACN

621

6.51

0.675

2.73

As prepared

PC

607

6.95

0.709

3.29

As prepared

GBL

589

8.52

0.665

2.99

As prepared

ACN

580

9.11

0.646

3.41

Light exposure

MeO-ACN

382

9.31

0.570

2.03

Light exposure

PC

211

3.10

0.521

0.090

Light exposure

GBL

159

1.13

0.504

0.340

Light exposure

5.5.2 SLIM-PCV Measurements
To further verify that the system properties are similar for as-prepared GBL and light
exposed ACN devices, the electron lifetime and TiO2 conduction band potentials
were compared (Figure 5.14). The higher Jsc and lower Voc in as-prepared devices
with GBL and PC are accompanied by increases in the electron lifetime and positive
shifts in the TiO2 ECB. The lifetime and TiO2 ECB of the as-prepared GBL device are
very similar to those of the light exposed ACN device, consistent with the
photovoltaic performance data suggesting changing the solvent can produce a similar
system to light exposure of ACN devices (Figure 5.14).

It is clear that employing a solvent with higher viscosity and dielectric constant
(GBL and PC) produces similar effects to those of light exposure in an ACN-based
system, where the DMPIm+ ions adsorb to the TiO2 surface. To determine if this
result is intrinsic to the system or if the light exposure effect is simply accelerated
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Figure 5.14: (a) Electron lifetime vs electron density, (b) diffusion coefficient vs Jsc
and (c) Voc vs electron density for as-prepared GD2 DSSCs constructed using the
DMPIm+ electrolyte with different solvents (ACN = blue, MeACN = red, GBL =
green, PC = orange). The respective data for a light exposed device (ACN solvent) is
displayed as a reference (open circles).
due to a longer dye cation lifetime caused by slower diffusion of I- to the dye
molecules in the higher viscosity solvents,[19] the lifetime and conduction band
potential of devices prepared in the GBL electrolyte were measured in the dark prior
to any illumination using a recently published method. [20] After acquisition of a J–V
curve under AM 1.5 illumination, these lifetime and ECB values were re-measured in
the dark, and were then finally re-measured again under illumination from a diode
laser (Figure 5.15).

The electron lifetime and TiO2 ECB measured in the dark prior to any illumination are
significantly different from the same parameters re-measured following J–V testing.
Conversely, after J–V testing (~2 min AM 1.5 illumination), the electron lifetime and
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Figure 5.15: (a) Electron lifetime versus electron density and (b) Voc versus electron
density measured in the dark prior to any light exposure (solid circles), then under
illumination (open squares) and in the dark (solid squares) after J-V measurements at
AM 1.5 illumination for GD2 DSSCs prepared using the DMPIm+ electrolyte with
GBL as a solvent.

TiO2 ECB are very similar when measured in the dark or under laser illumination,
suggesting that there are no intrinsic reasons for the dark and illuminated lifetime to
be different for this dye/electrolyte system. The difference in the dark lifetime
measured before and after J–V testing suggests that the device does not
spontaneously form the light exposed state but that 2-3 minutes of light exposure
during J–V testing causes a change in the device properties. This implies an identical
mechanism produces the high performance state in both ACN and GBL devices, with
this mechanism simply being accelerated for the more viscous GBL solvent. This
accelerated light exposure effect is likely due to an increased dye cation lifetime in
the more viscous GBL solvent as previously speculated.

5.6

Light Exposure Effect in Alternative Dyes

The cation exchange mechanism responsible for light-induced performance
enhancements in GD2 DSSCs is apparent from the above measurements; however, as
we have only examined this single dye it is not yet clear whether this cation
exchange mechanism is unique to this dye or whether it can be harnessed to boost the
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performance of other sensitizers. To gain more insight into the Li + removal process
and why it originally limits injection in GD2 DSSCs, a series of porphyrin dyes with
different peripheral moieties and binding groups were prepared.

The photovoltaic performance parameters before and after light soaking in various
electrolytes is shown for a similar dye employing the cyanoacrylic acid binding
group (GD1) in Table 5.7. The electron lifetime, diffusion coefficient and TiO2 ECB
values for this dye are compared to those of GD2 DSSCs in Figure 5.16. The trends
in electron lifetime, diffusion coefficient and TiO2 ECB are identical for GD1 and
GD2, both in the DMPIm+ electrolyte and the Li+ electrolyte. This suggests that the
cation exchange mechanism which produces the trends is common to both dyes
under light exposure. In standard electrolyte, the GD1 Voc is enhanced by the light
exposure treatment relative to its as-prepared value; however, the Jsc is decreased.
The Voc enhancement is consistent with the cation exchange mechanism which
replaces surface Li+ with DMPIm+, a much bulkier cation which can more effectively
block recombination between TiO2 electrons and the redox mediator. In GD1

Table 5.7: Photovoltaic parameters measured before and after light exposure for
GD1 DSSCs prepared with standard, DMPIm+ rich and Li+ rich electrolytes.
Electrolyte

Voc
(mV)

Jsc
(mA/cm2)

Fill
Factor

η (%)

Conditions

Standard

567

4.80

0.669

1.82

As Prepared

DMPIm+

503

2.61

0.576

0.756

As Prepared

Li+

373

8.07

0.535

1.61

As Prepared

Standard

594

4.22

0.697

1.75

Light Exposure

DMPIm+

530

6.95

0.637

2.35

Light Exposure

Li+

359

6.36

0.560

1.28

Light Exposure
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Figure 5.16: (a) Chemical structures, (b) diffusion coefficient vs Jsc, (c) electron
lifetime vs electron density and (d) Voc vs electron density before (solid symbols) and
after (open symbols) light exposure for GD1 (red) and GD2 (black) DSSCs prepared
with DMPIm+ (squares) and Li+ (circles) electrolytes.

devices, the Li+ electrolyte does not appear to affect the injection yield. This can be
confirmed by comparing the Jsc for as-prepared GD1 devices with the Li+ electrolyte
(8.07 mA cm-2) and light exposed devices composed from the DMPIm+ electrolyte
(6.95 mA cm-2), as was performed earlier for GD2 DSSCs. For GD1 the Li+ current
is higher, consistent with the much more positive ECB which provides a larger driving
force for injection. This is in contrast to the GD2 case, where the as-prepared Li+ Jsc
was limited and was not higher than the light exposed DMPIm+ Jsc despite a much
larger Ginj. The major difference between the dyes is the presence of multiple
carboxylic acid groups on the binding ligand, thus additional dyes were prepared to
focus on this aspect.
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Across three other zinc porphyrin dyes tested (T1, P347 and P159, structures shown
in Figure 5.1), adding bulky tertiary-butyl or even octyl substituents at the meso
position did not affect the trends in electron lifetime, diffusion coefficient and TiO2
ECB following light exposure (Figure 5.17). These trends were always accompanied
by an increased Voc in standard electrolyte, consistent with the cation exchange
mechanism which replaces surface Li+ with DMPIm+. However, when testing dyes
with benzoic acid (P347), cyanoacrylic acid (GD1) or the multiple carboxylate
malonic acid binding group (GD2, T1 and P159), only dyes which employed the
malonic acid binder showed simultaneous Jsc increases after light exposure.
Examining the Jsc for as-prepared devices with the Li+ electrolyte and light exposed
devices composed from the DMPIm+ electrolyte showed that the currents scaled

Figure 5.17: (a) Chemical structures, (b) diffusion coefficient vs Jsc, (c) electron
lifetime vs electron density and (d) Voc vs electron density before (solid symbols) and
after (open symbols) light exposure for P159 (green), P347 (red) and T1 (purple)
DSSCs prepared with DMPIm+ (squares) and Li+ (circles) electrolytes.
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with changes in Ginj for devices with a single carboxylate group only, but those with
the malonic acid binding group had lower than expected Jsc values when the Li+
electrolyte was employed. These results clearly suggest that Li + ions limit the
injection in the dyes with a malonic acid binder, a limitation which disappears when
the Li+ is removed from the surface after light exposure.

5.7

Mechanism of the Light Exposure Effect

The light-induced Jsc enhancement arises from the removal of Li+ which limits the
injection yield in dyes with multiple carboxylate groups. It is hypothesized that one
of these groups associates with Li+ ions rather than forming a bond to the TiO2. The
group must be deprotonated, since no carbonyl functionalities were observed in the
FTIR spectrum (Figure 5.8). Removal of the surface Li+ allows the second COOgroup to form a bond with the TiO2 and enhance the injection yield by increasing the
electronic coupling with the TiO2 surface. The binding mode of the second
carboxylic acid must be the same as the first, since no differences were observed in
the FTIR spectra of GD2-sensitized films before and after a light exposure treatment.
This mechanism is illustrated in Figure 5.18.

Figure 5.18: The proposed mechanism for simultaneous increases in the Jsc, Voc and
fill factor of GD2 DSSCs after a 1 hour light exposure treatment.
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Conclusions

This chapter has explored the nature and origin of significant improvements in the
photovoltaic performance of zinc porphyrin DSSCs after a 1 hour light exposure. A
significant improvement to all photovoltaic parameters of GD2 DSSCs was observed
after light exposure, with the increased Jsc attributed to improved charge injection
and the enhanced Voc attributed to an improved electron lifetime. FTIR and X-ray
reflectometry measurements indicate no major change of the dye binding mode or
dye morphology after light exposure. The injection was found to be limited by Li +
association with the dye. Detailed examinations of photovoltage and photocurrent
transients for devices prepared using various electrolyte compositions indicated that
each of these features originate from a light induced exchange of cations in the
electrolyte. Under illumination, Li+ ions are removed from the TiO2 surface and
replaced with DMPIm+ ions, a process which enhances the electron lifetime by
decreasing recombination with the redox mediator. Variation of the solvent viscosity
indicated that the initial performance of devices could be increased to levels close to
those achieved after light exposure, a result caused by an accelerated cation exchange
in more viscous solvents. These results indicated that the light exposure effect is
initiated by formation of dye cation molecules following photo-excitation of the dye
molecules. The peripheral moiety and linker group on the porphyrin chromophore
were both varied, with light-induced Jsc enhancements only measured for dyes
possessing two carboxylic acid groups. It was concluded that light exposure can
produce increases in the Voc of any dye with open space at the TiO2 surface such as
planar or poorly stacked molecule due to the electrolyte cation exchange. For dyes
with multiple carboxylate binding groups and injection limitations such as the
porphyrins studied here, improvements in the injection yield may also be possible.
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PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENTS IN A
PORPHYRIN DYE MIXTURE
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Introduction

The majority of dye sensitized solar cells employ a single photosensitizer, however,
studies of thousands of sensitizers have shown that optimizing the performance of
single dyes to achieve high efficiencies is difficult. In particular, achieving ideal
electron injection and dye regeneration kinetics whilst maintaining broad visible and
near-IR light absorption presents a major challenge.[1] A mixed dye system in which
the specific functions of a sensitizer are distributed between the various constituents
presents an interesting concept for device design. This concept would allow
sensitizers such as porphyrins, which have specific limitations with either the
injection or recombination processes, to circumvent these limitations by allowing
another more suited dye to perform these functions. This is a different strategy to
most previous studies involving multiple sensitizers, which have focused on
extension of the sensitizer absorption into the near-IR.[2-4] However, combining dyes
also creates several new potential photophysical pathways, which include energy
transfer between dyes,[5] electron or hole injection from one dye to another[6] and
chemical reactions between the dyes.[7] These interactions can be harnessed in a
synergistic fashion to improve injection,[8] light harvesting[9-10] or to limit
recombination.[11] Porphyrin molecules, with their well known interactions in
processes such as photosynthesis, would be ideal for this DSSC concept, although
previous attempts to improve both devices current and voltage by direct cosensitization have failed.[12]

In this chapter, the influence of simultaneously co-sensitizing TiO2 with two
porphyrin molecules on the photovoltaic performance of DSSCs is investigated.
Experiments are performed to systematically examine the effect of co-sensitization
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on the injection and recombination of the porphyrin sensitizer and its interactions
with the TiO2 surface the SLIM-PCV technique described in Chapter 2, the APCE
and sub-ns transient absorption methods described in Chapter 3 and the infrared
spectroscopy technique detailed in Chapter 4. The possible origin of synergistic
interactions between dye molecules is also briefly discussed.

6.2

Experimental
6.2.1 Dyes Employed in this Chapter

A series of four porphyrin dyes previously examined in Chapter 3, which possess an
identical core structure but differences in the coordinating metal centre and the
conjugation in the linking group were analysed in this chapter. The structure of these
dyes is shown again in Figure 6.1 for convenience. Since the work in Chapter 3

Figure 6.1: Chemical structures for the porphyrin compounds studied in this chapter.
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demonstrated that these dyes have different injection and recombination behaviour
they provide an ideal system to examine the effects of distributing these functions
between different porphyrin dyes.

6.2.2 Dye Sensitization
All mesoporous oxide films were sensitized according to the procedures outlined in
Chapter 2, however, there were some additional features of sensitizing solutions and
oxides employed for the work in this chapter.

6.2.2.1 Mixture Ratios
Sensitizing solutions for the dye mixtures were prepared by combining 2 × 10-4 M
THF solutions of both individual porphyrin dyes in several different ratios. These
mixture solutions were then used for dye immersion for a 2 hour time period.

6.2.2.2 Coadsorber Addition
Coadsorber molecules were dissolved directly into 2 × 10-4 M THF sensitizing
solutions of individual

porphyrin dyes in various concentrations. Again, this

combined dye/coadsorber solution was used for dye immersion for a standard 2 hour
time period.

6.2.3 Semiconductor Film Preparation
All sensitization of TiO2 mesoporous electrodes was performed according to the
procedures outlined in Chapter 2. However, in order to probe the photoluminescence
of devices on sensitized surfaces it was necessary to adsorb the dyes to a different
oxide, since injection from the dyes deactivates the excited state on TiO2. Zirconium
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oxide (ZrO2) was employed for this purpose since its high band gap prevents electron
injection as an excited state deactivation mechanism. ZrO2 films were prepared by
depositing a colloidal paste provided by collaborator Professor James Durrant at
Imperial College onto FTO-glass substrates using the doctor-blading technique. The
subsequent sintering regime and dye sensitization process were then performed using
identical conditions to those employed for TiO2 films.

6.2.4 Surface Coverage Measurements in Dye Mixtures
The dye was desorbed into solution from each sensitized film by placing them in
vials containing a 20 % solution mixture of 10 % aqueous tetrabutylammonium
hydroxide and dry THF. The films were briefly sonicated in the basic solution to
ensure complete removal of all adsorbed dye molecules. The concentration of FbC
was calculated using its absorbance and known extinction coefficient at 524 nm,
since ZnNC has negligible absorbance at this wavelength. This concentration was
then used to predict the absorbance expected at 559 nm from FbC alone:

CFbC =

Amix (524 )

 FbC (524)

AFbC (559) = CFbC ×

εFbC (559)

(6.1)

(6.2)

The residual absorbance of the mixture at 559 nm was subsequently assigned to
ZnNC, whose surface concentration was then calculated accordingly:

CZnNC =

Amix (559 ) − AFbC (559 )

 ZnNC (559 )

(6.3)
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TiO2 concentrations were converted into surface coverages using the desorption
volume (Vdesorb) and the TiO2 film area and thickness, TiO2 and dTiO2 respectively:
Γ dye

=

C dye Vdesorb

 TiO d TiO
2

(6.4)

2

6.2.5 Device Characterization
Current density – voltage curves, IPCE spectra and SLIM-PCV measurements were
performed according to the procedures outlined in Chapter 2. APCE spectra and subns transient absorption spectra were determined using the techniques discussed in
Chapter 3, whilst FTIR spectra were acquired using the technique developed in
Chapter 4.

6.3

Characterization of the Porphyrin Dye Mixture
6.3.1 Selection of Dyes for Co-sensitization Studies

DSSCs constructed from several porphyrin dyes have been investigated in Chapter 3.
It was found that dyes with a conjugated linker exhibit better electron injection,
whilst dyes with zinc coordination suffer less recombination than their free base
analogues. In order to explore the concept of distributed injection and recombination
functions in a mixed dye device, a system in which the conjugated linker
functionality is present on a free base dye (FbC) could be combined with a zinc dye
lacking a conjugated linker (ZnNC). Combining these two dyes on the same TiO2
surface was thought to create an ideal system for encouraging electron injection from
the free base porphyrin molecule and regeneration interactions with the redox
mediator through the zinc molecule, thus maximizing the optimal properties of each
dye.
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6.3.2 Photophysical Characterization
The photophysical properties of the two dyes were probed in order to elucidate their
respective HOMO and LUMO energy levels. These photophysical measurements are
shown in Figure 6.2. UV-vis spectra show the typical strong Soret bands at 420 nm
(εZnNC = 5.2 × 105 M-1cm-1; εFbC = 2.1 × 105 M-1cm-1), with ZnNC exhibiting two
Q-bands at 559 nm (ε = 2.1 × 104 M-1cm-1) and 598 nm (ε = 7.6 × 103 M-1cm-1)
and FbC exhibiting the characteristic four Q-bands at 524 nm (ε = 1.9 × 104 M-1cm1

), 566 nm (ε = 1.4 × 104 M-1cm-1), 601 nm (ε = 8.2 × 103 M-1cm-1) and 654 nm (ε

= 3.8 × 103 M-1cm-1). The photoluminescence spectra of the dyes both exhibit two
vibronic transitions each with small Stokes shifts (~20 nm), indicative of
fluorescence from the S1 singlet excited state (Figure 6.2(b)). The electrochemistry of

Figure 6.2: The photophysical properties of ZnNC and FbC, including (a) UV-vis
spectra, (b) photoluminescence spectra, (c) cyclic voltammograms, and (d) the
relative energy levels of the two dyes in comparison to TiO2.
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the dyes was probed with cyclic voltammetry. ZnNC displayed two reversible peaks
with redox potentials of 0.33 V and 0.53 V (vs the ferrocene/ferrocenium redox
couple) and FbC exhibited a single quasi-reversible oxidation at 0.56 V vs Fc/Fc+
(Figure 6.2(c)). These redox features were attributed to oxidations of the porphyrin
ring to form a radical cation or dication, although the assignment for FbC is
complicated by the stability of the mono and dications being somewhat uncertain.[13]

The HOMO energy for each dye was calculated from the oxidation onset potentials
Eonsetox of the anodic peak with the lowest potential was used) according to a
commonly employed method:[14]

+
Ionisation Potential (HOMO) = E onset
oxidation (vs Fc/Fc ) + 4.5588 eV

(6.5)

To calculate the bandgap, onset of absorption for the lowest energy band in the UVvis spectrum was converted to energy units using Planks equation E = hυ, thus:

Band gap (eV) =

1240
onset

(6.6)

(nm)

The respective energy levels for ZnNC and FbC are shown in Figure 6.2(d). This
data indicates that both dyes should be capable of efficient electron injection into the
TiO2 conduction band, although the driving force is lower for FbC than for ZnNC.
Furthermore, the offset in energy levels may allow charge transfer processes between
the two dyes, supporting the concept of dye interactions in a co-sensitized device.
Additionally there is a spectral overlap between the emission bands of ZnNC and the
absorption bands of FbC. Consequently this mixed dye system is also ideally suited
for energy transfer from ZnNC to FbC.
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6.3.3 Photovoltaic Data
6.3.3.1 Dye Mixture Ratio Dependence
Preliminary work on the ZnNC/FbC mixed dye system by a predecessor, Dr George
Tsekouras, found that the co-sensitized devices exhibited promising power
conversion efficiencies compared to the individual sensitizers. However, in order to
compare the DSSC properties of the individual dyes to those of the co-sensitized
device, it was first necessary to determine an optimal mixture ratio for the
ZnNC/FbC system. DSSCs were therefore prepared from a ZnNC/FbC mixture
solution in various ratios, and the photovoltaic performance parameters of these
devices were then compared to those of the individual dyes and an N719 reference.
These results are reported in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Photovoltaic performance parameters for DSSCs constructed from a
mixture of porphyrin dyes ZnNC and FbC in various ratios.
Sensitising Dye
(Solution Ratios)

Voc
(mV)

Jsc
(mA cm-2)

Fill
Factor

η (%)

FbC

580

0.95

0.80

0.4

25% ZnNC

640

2.14

0.79

1.1

50% ZnNC

665

2.89

0.78

1.5

65% ZnNC

670

3.29

0.76

1.6

75% ZnNC

660

3.49

0.78

1.8

85% ZnNC

685

3.75

0.76

2.1

95% ZnNC

675

3.01

0.76

1.6

ZnNC

650

1.37

0.74

0.7

N719

775

11.21

0.68

6.0
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It is clear that the power conversion efficiency of each different mixture was higher
than that of either dye individually, increasing from 0.4 % for FbC and 0.7 % for
ZnNC to 2.1 % for the optimal mixture (prepared with an 85:15 ratio of ZnNC:FbC
in solution). Notably, both the Jsc and the Voc of the optimal mixed dye device is
higher than those of both individual dyes, clearly observed from the current density –
voltage curves for these devices (Figure 6.3). The mixed dye DSSC efficiency
exceeds the sum of the two individual dyes, exhibiting an increase by a factor of 3
compared to the best individual dye (ZnNC). Efficiency values for ZnNC and FbC
are limited by poor electron injection,[15] most likely due to the poor overlap of the
dye LUMO orbital with TiO2 conduction band states since they both have sufficient
driving force to inject into TiO2 (Figure 6.2(d)). The magnitude of the Jsc and Voc
enhancements are dependent on the ratio of the two dyes, although as previously
noted, all mixture ratios show superior performance to both individual dyes. This
suggests that even a small amount of each dye has a beneficial impact on the
performance of the other mixture component.

Figure 6.3: Chemical structures for the dyes employed in this study and current
density – voltage curves for devices sensitized with ZnNC (red), FbC (purple) and a
3:1 ZnNC:FbC mixture (green) under AM 1.5 solar illumination (solid lines) and in
the dark (dashed line).
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To analyse DSSC results more precisely, the ratio of the dyes adsorbed on the TiO2
surface is more important than the ratio in the sensitising solution. To calculate this
parameter, the dye was desorbed from the TiO2 surface of each mixed dye device,
with the absorbance of these solutions subsequently measured using UV-visible
spectroscopy to determine this surface ratio. The surface concentration of FbC was
calculated from the peak at 524 nm, since ZnNC has minimal absorbance in this
region (Figure 6.2). This concentration was then used to predict the absorbance at
559 nm from FbC, with residual absorbance at this wavelength assigned to ZnNC,
whose surface concentration was then computed. This process is outlined in more
detail in Section 6.2.3. The surface coverages and mixture ratios determined from
these desorption measurements are displayed in Table 6.2. The dye ratio on the TiO 2
surface is approximately equal to that in the sensitizing solution, probably due to the
similar pKa of the two binding ligands producing a similar affinity of both dyes for

Table 6.2: Relative TiO2 surface coverages for DSSCs constructed from a mixture of
porphyrin dyes ZnNC and FbC in various ratios.
Proportion ZnNC

Surface Coverage (10-9 mol cm-2 µm-1)

in Solution (%)

ZnNC

FbC

TOTAL

Proportion ZnNC
on TiO2 Surface
(%)

0

0.0

6.2

6.2

0

25

1.6

4.6

6.1

26

50

2.9

3.4

6.3

45

65

3.8

2.3

6.1

61

75

4.3

1.8

6.2

69

85

5.5

1.5

7.0

76

95

6.6

0.4

7.0

95

100

6.0

0.0

6.0

100
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the TiO2 surface. The optimal mixture performance occurs when the surface ratio is
76 % ZnNC, which is approximated as 3:1 ZnNC:FbC in all further discussions. It is
clear from the measurements in Table 6.1 that efficiency enhancements in the mixed
dye devices are predominantly driven by a matching increase in the Jsc with an
almost identical mixture ratio dependence observed for both parameters (Figure 6.4).
The Jsc improves from 0.95 mA cm-2 for FbC and 1.37 mA cm-2 for ZnNC to 3.75
mA cm-2 for the 3:1 mixture, accounting for 90 % of the overall performance
enhancement. The ratio dependence is highly repeatable, and may provide critical
insight into the photophysical mechanism of performance enhancement in the mixed
dye device.

Figure 6.4: The variation of DSSC efficiency (solid) and Jsc (dashed line) for mixed
devices constructed using various ratios of ZnNC and FbC.

The incident photon-to-current conversion efficiency (IPCE) spectra of the individual
dyes and that obtained from a 3:1 mixture of ZnNC:FbC are compared in Figure 6.5.
The IPCE increases equally across all wavelengths for the mixed dye device,
showing enhancements in the absorption regions of both dyes. Significantly, this
indicates that both dyes display improved performance in the mixture compared to
their performance as individual sensitizers
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Figure 6.5: Incident photon-to-current conversion efficiencies (IPCEs) for devices
sensitized with ZnNC (red), FbC (purple) and a 3:1 ZnNC:FbC mixture (green).

6.3.3.2 Effect of Coadsorbers on Individual Dyes
A number of physical phenomena could lead to enhanced performance in the
mixture, such as closer packing of the porphyrins on the TiO2 inhibiting
recombination or prevention of aggregation that can often induce excited state
quenching and prevent electron injection. However, the total dye surface coverage
measured for the individual porphyrins and mixtures in desorption experiments
exhibited minimal differences, with coverages of (6.5 ± 0.5) × 10-9 mol cm-2 μm-1
determined for FbC, ZnNC and each different dye mixture (Table 6.2). Therefore,
combining the dyes has very little detectable effect on the packing density on TiO2.

To investigate the possibility of aggregation initially limiting the performance of
ZnNC or FbC DSSCs, small molecule coadsorbers were added to sensitizing
solutions of the individual dyes. The first coadsorber used was chenodeoxycholic
acid (CDCA), which is known to prevent aggregation in porphyrin systems.[16] The
structure of this molecule is shown in Figure 6.6. However, CDCA may be a stronger
binder than the dyes due to its different binding group and thus simply remove them
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Figure 6.6: The chemical structure of chenodeoxycholic acid (CDCA), used as a
coadsorber to prevent aggregation in DSSCs.

from the surface. Consequently benzoic acid, the binding moeity on both dyes, was
employed as a second coadsorber since it has a similar affinity for the TiO 2 surface.
The performance of both dyes in the presence of various amounts of these
coadsorbers is shown in Figure 6.7. Neither dye displayed an improvement in either
efficiency or Jsc (not shown) following CDCA or benzoic acid addition, indeed both
dyes showed a degradation in performance which became more severe when the
coadsorber concentration was increased. This result indicates that aggregation, if
originally present, was not disrupted by a co-sensitizer specifically utilized for such a
purpose. The disruption of aggregation in the mixture was therefore discounted as a
performance enhancement mechanism.

Figure 6.7: The effect of different concentrations of coadsorbers (a) benzoic acid,
and (b) chenodeoxycholic acid (CDCA) on the efficiency of ZnNC and FbC DSSCs.
The efficiency of the 3:1 ZnNC:FbC mixed DSSC is shown as a reference.
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6.3.4 Dye Interactions with TiO2
TiO2 binding modes for individual dyes and the 3:1 mixture were also investigated to
examine whether chemical interactions between the dye and TiO2 were altered when
the surface is sensitized with ZnNC and FbC simultaneously. The carboxylate
binding peaks, examined using ATR-FTIR spectra acquired on the IR beamline at the
Australian Synchrotron show no differences between both individual dyes and the
mixed system (Figure 6.8). Carboxylate binding peaks, whose positions were
determined by analysing a TiO2 film sensitized with benzoic acid (Chapter 4) and
confirmed by reference to previous measurements,[17] were located at 1387 cm-1 and
1527 cm-1 for ZnNC, FbC and the 3:1 ZnNC:FbC mixture, indicative of bridging
bidentate binding modes for both dyes and the mixture as in previous studies.[17-18]

Figure 6.8: ATR-FTIR spectra for TiO2 films sensitized with ZnNC, FbC and the
optimized 3:1 ZnNC:FbC dye mixture.

6.3.5 Probing Injection in the Dye Mixture
Since the mixture performance enhancement is driven by an increased photocurrent,
the light harvesting, injection or collection efficiencies of the mixed dye device must
be enhanced. To differentiate between these parameters, APCE spectra of thin-film
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(~2 μm) DSSCs were calculated from IPCE curves according to the technique
developed in Chapter 3. These APCE spectra are shown in Figure 6.9.

Figure 6.9: (a) Absorbed photon-to-current conversion efficiencies (APCEs) for
devices sensitized with ZnNC, FbC, the 3:1 ZnNC:FbC mixture and an N719
internal standard. (b) Corrected sub-ns transient absorption kinetics monitored at the
wavelength of peak cation absorbance for ZnNC, FbC, the 3:1 ZnNC:FbC mixture
and an N719 internal standard.

Assuming negligible charge collection losses for thin films, APCE spectra are
determined by the charge generation yield of the dyes under operating conditions.
Measured diffusion lengths, estimated from the film thickness at which the
photocurrent reaches a saturated value, indicate this assumption is valid for ZnNC
and the mixture (each with diffusion lengths of 4-7 μm), however, FbC most likely
experiences some recombination due to a diffusion length of ~2 μm, which
approaches the film thickness (Figure 6.10). This means that the injection yield of
this dye is probably higher than the APCE.

The individual dyes show low APCE values of ~3 % for FbC and ~7 % for ZnNC. In
comparison, an N719 reference exhibits an APCE of ~100 %, in agreement with the
expected value for this dye[19] and previous measurements in Chapter 3. The APCE
of the 3:1 mixture is ~24 %, significantly higher than both individual dyes. The
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Figure 6.10: Diffusion lengths for DSSCs constructed from ZnNC (red traingles)
FbC (purple circles) and the 3:1 ZnNC:FbC mixture (green squares), estimated by
the film thickness at which the photocurrent reaches saturation values.

mixture APCE is enhanced in the absorption regions of both dyes, indicating
injection yields for both dyes are enhanced in the mixture. The mixture APCE is also
~350 % higher than that of ZnNC, closely correlating with the magnitude of the Jsc
and efficiency enhancements in Figure 6.4. Since there was some uncertainty
regarding the accuracy of the injection yield for FbC calculated from the APCE due
to potential recombination, sub-ns transient absorption measurements were
performed on the dyes to verify the injection yield values. After correction of each
signal for the absorbed pump laser intensity and the cation extinction coefficient of
each dye (as discussed in Chapter 3), the signals were compared to the N719
standard. This comparison indicated injection yields of 9 % for ZnNC, 13 % for FbC
and 25 % for the 3:1 ZnNC:FbC mixture. The values for ZnNC and the 3:1 mixture
are in excellent agreement with APCE values, whilst that of FbC is higher,
suggesting that there are indeed some collection losses in this DSSC which cause the
APCE to underestimate the injection yield. However, the mixture still shows a higher
injection yield than FbC, which in combination with the APCE measurements
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provides clear evidence that an improvement in the charge injection yield of both
dyes produces the enhancements in the Jsc.

6.3.6 Probing Recombination in the Dye Mixture
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other factors, thus additional information is required to isolate the cause of the
enhanced Voc.
To separate conduction band shifts, electron transport and recombination effects
more clearly, photocurrent and photovoltage transients induced by small amplitude
stepped-light modulations (SLIM-PCV) were measured. The electron diffusion
coefficients and lifetimes determined from these SLIM-PCV measurements are
shown in Figure 6.11. The electron lifetime of free base dye FbC was approximately
half the value of zinc dye ZnNC at matched electron densities. The lifetime of the
3:1 mixture was longer than those of both individual dyes, approximately double
ZnNC, and four times higher than FbC at matched electron densities. Little
difference was observed in the diffusion coefficients of each dye system plotted as a
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function of Jsc (data not shown), suggesting that the shorter electron lifetimes for
ZnNC and FbC cannot be attributed to faster charge transport in the TiO2. The Voc
versus electron density plots displayed no differences in either the slope or the yintercept between FbC, ZnNC and the co-sensitized devices, indicating no shifts of
the TiO2 conduction band potential following dye uptake. The longer electron
lifetime of ZnNC compared to FbC, and of the co-sensitized system compared to
both individual dyes, can therefore be attributed to reduced recombination in
operating devices.
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To further probe the origin of the longer lifetime for the co-sensitized devices,
electron lifetimes were determined under dark conditions by injecting electron
density into the TiO2 films using a galvanostat then monitoring the decay of the
induced potential. The lifetime in the dark was identical to the values obtained under
illumination for each dye system (Figure 6.11(a)). This result indicates the origin of
the electron lifetime differences is not related to any photoexcited dye interactions,
but rather arises from a dark process. This is consistent with the respective shifts in
the dark current onset potentials in the current density – voltage curves.
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As the photovoltage of DSSCs varies with the electron density in the TiO 2 film, the
previous results can now be utilized to explain the origin of the Voc increase in the
mixed dye system. Since the injection yields for these dyes scale in the order
ZnNC

<

mixture,

FbC <

the enhanced Voc of the co-sensitized device can be explained by a

combination of longer electron lifetimes and an increased electron injection yield,
each of which contribute to higher electron density at open circuit.

6.4

Potential Interactions Between Dyes in the Mixture

Whilst the dark lifetime measurements in the previous section indicate excited state
interactions do not produce the voltage enhancements in the mixed dye system, such
photoinduced excited state interactions were considered as possible sources for the
photocurrent enhancement. These interactions could affect the charge generation
yield through two key processes; either injection into the TiO2 conduction band, or
the degree of asymmetry between the rates for dye ground state regeneration by the
redox mediator and recombination of conduction band electrons with either dye
cations or I3- acceptor species in the mediator. Since yields for both dyes are
improved in the mixture, both ZnNC and FbC must show an improvement in at least
one of these two key processes.

6.4.1 Energy Transfer
Energy transfer from ZnNC to FbC is one possible explanation for the improved
injection yield of ZnNC. Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) from ZnNC to
FbC is possible due to the spectral overlap between ZnNC emissions and FbC
absorptions (Figure 6.1), and could allow ZnNC to inject through a more efficient
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conjugated pathway. According to the physical model for FRET, the energy transfer
efficiency is given by:[20]

 ET

⎛ R0 ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎜ R⎟
⎝ ⎠

=

6

⎛ R0 ⎞
1 + ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟
⎝ R⎠

6

(6.7)

where R0 is the Förster radius (the spacing required between donor and acceptor
molecules to achieve a transfer efficiency of 50 %) and R is the intermolecular
distance between donor and acceptor. R0 can be derived from the photophysical
characteristics of the system according to:

2

R0 = 8.8 × 10
6

-25



4

 D J (cm6)

(6.8)

where κ2 is the orientation factor which accounts for the dipole alignment between
donor and acceptor, η is the refractive index of medium (TiO2 film), D is the donor
quantum yield and J is the spectral overlap between donor and acceptor. R0 was
determined to be 21.5 Å from Equation 6.8 for the ZnNC/FbC system using an
isotropic dipole orientation factor (κ = 0.67), a refractive index of 1.87 for the
mesoporous TiO2 film and a donor fluorescence yield of 0.05 for sensitized films
(measured by collaborator Ryuzi Katoh at AIST in Japan). Using the surface
coverage determined in Table 6.2 for the 3:1 mixture, a specific surface area for the
TiO2 film[21] of 77 m2g-1 and an average dye footprint on the TiO2 surface of 1.33
nm2/dye for both ZnNC and FbC (calculated from molecular models in Chem 3D
Ultra, v11), the percentage of the TiO2 film covered by dye was determined to be 52
% and the intermolecular spacing between ZnNC and FbC was determined to be
16.1 Å. For comparison, we have previously determined in Chapter 4 that the
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intermolecular spacing between porphyrin dyes GD2 on a flat TiO2 surface was 4 Å,
with data in Chapter 3 indicating the surface coverage of GD2 is approximately 1.6
times higher than that of ZnNC and FbC. If it was assumed that ZnNC and FbC
were adsorbed to a planar surface and therefore covered 100 % of available space,
their intermolecular spacing would be reduced to ~ 8 Å, or approximately 2 times the
measured GD2 value in Chapter 4, which matches the intrinsic difference in surface
coverages between these dyes. Thus the calculated intermolecular spacing for ZnNC
and FbC in this chapter appears to be internally consistent with previous direct
measurements of other porphyrin dyes.

Substituting the values determined here for R and R0 into Equation 6.7 gives an
expected quantum yield for energy transfer from ZnNC to FbC of 85 %. Since there
is some uncertainty in calculating the dye surface coverage, the transfer efficiencies
were calculated for several intermolecular distances (Figure 6.12).

Figure 6.12: The theoretical energy transfer efficiency calculated for several
different dye surface coverages. The experimental coverage was found to be 52 %.
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Even with a relatively poor TiO2 surface coverage of 15 %, approximately one third
of that obtained experimentally, a theoretical energy transfer efficiency of 15 % is
still obtained. Whilst these values neglect deactivation of excited ZnNC by electron
injection and thus provide an upper limit on the energy transfer yield,[22] this analysis
suggests that significant energy transfer from ZnNC to FbC should be possible.
However, it is important to note that the previous numerical analysis was predicated
on an isotropic dipole orientation factor, which assumes a random alignment of dye
molecules on the TiO2 surface and then sums the energy transfer efficiency over all
possible angles. Conversely, if the dye molecules are ordered on the surface, then the
transition dipoles of the two dyes would be expected to align at specific angles,
altering the calculated energy transfer efficiency significantly. Thus the above
analysis should be viewed as a general estimation of the energy transfer efficiency
rather than an exact calculation.

In an attempt to detect such energy transfer, the photoluminescence excitation
spectrum of the 3:1 mixture adsorbed to zirconium oxide (ZrO2) and monitored at
730 nm was compared to the absorbance spectrum of the same film (Figure 6.13).
The ZrO2 substrate is required for these measurements since it has a much higher
conduction band potential than TiO2, and therefore prevents electron injection from
excited dye into the semiconductor, which would otherwise quench the luminescence
signal. Any emissions observed at 730 nm can be attributed to FbC since ZnNC does
not luminescence at this wavelength (Figure 6.2). If energy transfer were occurring
then photons absorbed by ZnNC would be transferred to FbC and then emitted by
the free base dye. Thus FbC would emit all photons absorbed by the mixture at 730
nm, and the excitation spectrum should mirror the absorbance spectrum. As observed
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Figure 6.13: A comparison of the UV-vis absorbance spectrum and
photoluminescence excitation spectrum monitored at 730 nm for a ZrO 2 film
sensitized with the 3:1 ZnNC:FbC mixture.

in Figure 6.13, the excitation spectra of the mixture does not match its absorbance
spectrum, but is a much closer match to the individual absorption spectrum of FbC.
This indicates that FbC is only emitting photons which it has absorbed itself, and
does not gain extra photons by energy transfer from ZnNC. This result suggests that
energy transfer, at least according to this steady state method, does not occur with
any detectable yield for this mixed dye system. It is however possible that the dye
packing arrangement on ZrO2 is not the same as that on TiO2, thus the physics of
energy transfer may be different on the two oxides. In this case, the present result on
ZrO2 cannot be used to discount energy transfer in the TiO2-based DSSCs.

6.4.2 Charge Transfer
Charge transfer interactions could also affect injection yields in the mixture. ZnNC
has higher HOMO and LUMO energies compared to FbC, enabling hole transfer
(HT) from FbC+ to neutral ZnNC (Figure 6.2(d)). Similar processes between zinc
and free base porphyrins have also been previously observed on picosecond
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timescales.[23] Such a process may lead to an improved charge generation yield for
FbC if kHT >> kEDR,FbC >> kDR,FbC, where kEDR,FbC is the rate constant for charge
recombination between TiO2 electrons and FbC+, and kDR,FbC is the rate constant for
regeneration of FbC+ with I-. The optimal 3:1 surface ratio may promote such
reactions, since a homogenous distribution of the dyes in this ratio would isolate each
FbC molecule by completely surrounding it with ZnNC molecules (Figure 6.14),
thus maximizing the probability of hole transfer.

Figure 6.14: An illustration of the surface packing for the 3:1 ZnNC:FbC mixture
assuming a homogeneous distribution of the two dyes on the oxide surface.

6.4.3 Electrolyte Effects
The possibility that mixing the dyes could reduce the barrier potential and/or distance
for through-space electron tunnelling from the dyes to TiO2 was also considered.
Given its lower LUMO energy, modifying the TiO2 conduction band edge potential
(ECB) should affect the injection energetics for FbC more than for ZnNC, which
could aid in elucidating injection behaviour in the mixture. To examine this, the
cation species in the redox electrolyte were altered to reside near the TiO2 surface
(lithium, Li+) or outside the dye layer (tetrahexylammonium, THA+) due to size.
Replacing Li+ cations with THA+ produced a ~150 mV negative shift in ECB
(measured using the SLIM-PCV technique) however, the Jsc remained unchanged
(Figure 6.15). This result cannot be explained by energy transfer or hole transfer
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mechanisms since inducing a negative shift of ECB by replacing adsorbed Li+ ions
with bulky THA+ cations, which cannot approach the TiO2, should also reduce the
driving force for injection, reducing Jsc unless the density of available acceptor states
is unchanged.[24] An alternative explanation was thus considered; that the local
potential profile at the TiO2/dye interface could be altered by mixing the dyes, an
effect which is amplified for THA+ as the Helmholtz double layer extends beyond
the dye layer for this cation and thus does not screen these electric fields. A third
electrolyte in which Li+ was replaced with rubidium (Rb+) was employed to examine
this concept. Both these cations can approach the surface and create a compact
double layer, thus the screening of any electric fields will be unaffected. Replacing
Li+ with Rb+ produced a ~125 mV negative shift in ECB, but also resulted in a 30 %
Jsc decrease, confirming purely negative shifts in ECB reduce the Jsc (Figure 6.15(b)).
The unaffected Jsc for THA+ devices despite a negative ECB shift is therefore
consistent with the concept of local electric fields that can aid injection. In this
instance the mixture enhancement could arise from a local electric field in the surface
region which develops from an inhomogeneous double layer when the dyes are
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combined. This field, present only in the mixture, could improve electron injection
from both dyes by aiding charge separation, reducing the barrier height for throughspace electron tunnelling or altering dipole alignment. The magnitude of such fields
and their quantitative impact on injection for these dyes cannot, however, be deduced
from these results, although it is noted that the presence of such electric fields has
been recently observed by other researchers.[25-26]

6.5

Alternative Dye Mixtures

It is clear from the above measurements that co-sensitization of TiO2 with ZnNC and
FbC produces remarkable enhancements in the photovoltaic performance primarily
due to enhanced injection and decreased recombination. This result could lead to the
design of new systems where the specific functions of a successful sensitizer are
distributed between the various constituents. To examine this concept further,
combinations of porphyrin dyes with different metal centres and binding groups were
analysed in an attempt to discover if similar performance enhancements exist in other
analogous systems. The structures of these dyes were shown earlier in Figure 6.1.

6.5.1 Photovoltaic Data
The current density – voltage curves for mixtures prepared in a ratio of 3:1 from
combinations of ZnC, ZnNC, FbC and FbNC are shown in Figure 6.16, whilst
performance parameters for the devices are reported in Table 6.3.
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Table 6.3: Photovoltaic performance parameters for DSSCs constructed from a
mixture of porphyrin dyes ZnC, ZnNC, FbC and FbNC in various ratios.
Sensitising Dye
(Surface Ratios)

Voc
(mV)

Jsc
(mA cm-2)

Fill
Factor

η (%)

ZnC

638

4.78

0.665

2.00

ZnNC

567

1.22

0.635

0.440

FbC

517

1.25

0.666

0.431

FbNC

459

0.231

0.513

0.055

3:1 ZnC:ZnNC

585

2.19

0.663

0.849

3:1 ZnC:FbNC

629

4.37

0.657

1.81

3:1 ZnC:FbC

634

4.19

0.669

1.78

3:1 ZnNC:FbNC

503

0.480

0.574

0.139

3:1 FbC:FbNC

499

0.439

0.607

0.133

The photovoltaic performance data indicates that none of the other mixture
combinations, where various zinc dyes have been combined with free base dyes, and
conjugated dyes have been combined with non-conjugated dyes, show enhanced
photovoltaic performance compared to the individual dyes. This suggests that the
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mechanism through which the ZnNC/FbC system is enhanced cannot be attributed to
a simple combination of zinc and free base metal centers or conjugated and nonconjugated linking groups. It is possible that recombination and injection properties
of the mixtures may be affected in these combinations, but that another system
property is adversely affected leading to the lack of performance enhancement.

6.5.2 SLIM-PCV Data
The electron transport and recombination in some alternative dye mixtures were
probed to examine whether they have the same unusual properties as the ZnNC:FbC
mixture. The electron diffusion coefficients and lifetimes determined from these
SLIM-PCV measurements are shown in Figure 6.17. The ZnC/FbC system was
probed to examine the effect of a zinc/free base mixture with the same conjugation in
the linker. It is clear from the Voc vs electron density plots that the TiO2 conduction
band is not changed in any of the sensitizers. However, the electron lifetime in the
mixture is lower than that of ZnC individually, implying that the recombination with
the redox mediator in this mixture is accelerated relative to ZnC. This suggests that
the reduced recombination observed above for the ZnNC/FbC mixture is not a result
of the different metal centres. The ZnC/FbNC system was then probed to examine
the combined effect of a zinc/free base mixture with different conjugation in the
linker groups, as is the case for the ZnNC/FbC system. Again, the alignment of all
dyes in the Voc vs electron density plots demonstrates that the TiO2 conduction band
is unchanged for any sensitizer but the electron lifetime in the mixture is lower than
that of ZnC individually. This result implies that even when the dual functionalities
of metal centre and linker conjugation are different between dyes, there is no
decrease in charge recombination or overall performance enhancement. Thus it is
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concluded that the origin of the remarkable performance enhancements in the
ZnNC/FbC system cannot be attributed to a simple combination of zinc and free
base or conjugated and non-conjugated linker systems. The mechanism in this
system must be more complex, and rely on unique properties of the ZnNC/FbC
system.

6.6

Conclusions

This chapter has reported the effect of co-sensitizing TiO2 with two different
porphyrin dyes simultaneously. The combination of two individually inefficient dyes,
ZnNC and FbC, in a specific 3:1 ratio was found to induce a remarkable
simultaneous increase in Jsc and Voc, and consequently overall device efficiency.
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Both dyes were improved in the mixture, and these enhancements could not be
attributed to changes in dye packing, dye binding mode or aggregation of the dyes in
the mixture. APCE and picosecond transient absorption measurements both
demonstrated the enhancement was primarily driven by improved charge generation
yields for both dyes when present as a mixture, and SLIM-PCV measurements
showed that charge recombination was diminished in the mixture compared to the
individual dyes. Whilst the reported effect is exciting, there are multiple processes
that may contribute to its origin, including energy transfer, charge transfer, or a
reduction in the barrier potential for through-space electron tunnelling from the dyes
to TiO2. Each of these possibilities was briefly examined, and it appears likely that
combining ZnNC and FbC on the same TiO2 surface induces an electric field which
improves charge injection in the mixture. Investigations involving the combination of
porphyrin dyes with different metal centres and binding groups showed that neither
of these functionalities, or indeed the combination of these functionalities, produced
similar performance enhancements in the mixed dye systems. Greater understanding
of the mechanism for enhancement in the ZnNC/FbC system is therefore necessary
to extend the general co-sensitization approach to alternative sensitizers in the future.

6.7
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CHAPTER 7:
ENERGY AND CHARGE TRANSFER
PROCESSES IN A PORPHYRIN DYE MIXTURE
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Introduction

The previous chapter demonstrated that a dye sensitized solar cell constructed from a
mixture of two porphyrin dyes produced a remarkable enhancement of the Jsc and
power conversion efficiency compared to devices created from the individual
sensitizers. This improvement was attributed to an enhanced charge generation yield
for both dyes in the mixed system accompanied by reduced recombination, although
it was noted that a greater understanding of the mechanism for enhancement is
necessary to extend the general co-sensitization approach to alternative sensitizers.

In this chapter, the mechanism of performance enhancement in the mixed porphyrin
system is investigated. Particular focus is placed on analysing energy and charge
transfer, since results from the previous chapter suggested that such interactions are
the most likely pathways for improvement. Indeed recent examples of such processes
in co-sensitized DSSCs suggest that energy transfer can be successfully employed to
boost the injection yield,[1-2] and that charge transfer can be employed to limit
recombination.[3-4] The charge injection and recombination processes are monitored
using sub nanosecond transient absorption (sub-ns TA) spectroscopy, discussed as an
ideal way to monitor the location of charges in Chapter 3. Measurements are
performed for a range of samples where the dye loading is systematically altered in
order to switch energy transfer effects on and off using the intermolecular distance
dependence of this process.

Chapter 7: Energy and Charge Transfer Processes in a Porphyrin Dye Mixture
7.2
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Experimental
7.2.1 Dye Structures Employed in this Chapter

The same series of four porphyrin dyes examined in Chapter 6, which possess an
identical core structure but differences in the coordinating metal centre and the
conjugation in the linking group were analysed in this chapter. The structure of these
dyes is shown again in Figure 7.1 for convenience. Since the work in Chapter 3
demonstrated that these dyes have different injection behaviour they provide an ideal
system to examine the effects of energy transfer by altering the Jsc output of the dye
which receives the energy.

Figure 7.1: Chemical structures for the porphyrin compounds studied in this chapter.

7.2.2 Device Characterization
UV-visible absorption spectra and IPCE spectra were performed according to the
procedures outlined in Chapter 2. Sub-ns transient absorption measurements were
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performed according to the technique described in Chapter 3, however, samples for
these measurements required unique semiconductor film preparation to avoid
interference from the conducting oxide layer during measurements.

7.2.3 Semiconductor Film Preparation for sub-ns TA Measurements
TiO2 paste (Solaronix, Ti-Nanoxide HT/SP) was deposited onto glass microscope
cover slides cleaned with an ethanol rinse using a screen printing technique. This
produced transparent films with an area of 2 × 1 cm and a thickness, periodically
measured with a Dektak 150 profilometer (Veeco), consistently found to be ~5 μm.

7.2.4 Time Resolved Photoluminescence Measurements
Photoluminescence decay kinetics were measured using the time-correlated single
photon counting (TCSPC) detection method with a Jobin Yvon IBH Fluorocube
spectrofluorimeter (instrument response 250 ps FWHM). Porphyrin samples were
excited at 408 nm by a laser, with a 500 nm high pass filter employed after the
sample. ZnNC emissions were monitored at 610 nm, whilst those of FbC were
monitored at 660 nm. Samples consisted of either 1 × 10-5 M THF solutions or dye
sensitized TiO2 films. The instrument response was measured with THF solvent for
solution state measurements or a piece of white paper for the sensitized TiO 2 films.
Photon histograms were fitted to double exponential curves for sensitized films or
single exponentials for solutions to obtain the decay lifetimes.

7.2.4.1 Principle of Time Correlated Single Photon Counting
Time correlated single photon counting is a sensitive detection technique used to
time resolve optical events which have a low number of photons involved. For
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photoluminescence measurements, this involves detection of photons emitted from a
sample with a simultaneous determination of the time lapse between excitation and
detection. This is achieved using a detector with several time-gated channels, each of
which is designed to detect a photon after a unique time delay following excitation.
The sample is excited several times, and photons are detected by various channels
after each excitation event depending on the lifetime of the emitted photon. After a
sufficient number of excitations, a histogram of the number of photons detected by
each time-gated channel is plotted against the time segment monitored by each
channel, creating the photoluminescence decay curve as illustrated in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2: A schematic illustration of the principle involved in detecting
photoluminescence events using time correlated single photon counting.

7.3

Establishing Control of Dye Surface Concentrations

The previous chapter discussed the application of Förster resonance energy transfer
theory to the ZnNC/FbC mixed dye system of interest in this work (Chapter 6, p 1920), concluding that the mixed dye system has a theoretical quantum yield for energy
transfer of 85 %. This value is strongly dependent on the distance between the dyes,
R, with the likelihood of energy transfer observed to reduce with an R6 dependence in
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equation 6.7 (Chapter 6, p 19). It is therefore clear that modifying this distance
between molecules will have a strong influence on any potential energy transfer
processes. Establishing a fine control of the surface concentration of dyes, and thus
the intermolecular distance between the dyes, is therefore crucial to manipulating
potential energy transfer processes between dyes.

7.3.1 Individual Dyes
The concentration of dyes on the surface was varied by altering the concentration of
the sensitizing solution. The sensitizing time remained unchanged at 2 hours for all
samples, allowing time for a homogeneous distribution of dyes throughout the film.
UV-vis spectra of ZnNC and FbC desorbed from surfaces sensitized with various
solution concentrations are shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4 respectively. Both dyes
show a clear increase in the Soret and Q-band absorbance as the sensitizing solution
concentration is increased until a maximum value is reached at a value of 0.135 mM,
suggesting that the surface coverage of the dye can be finely controlled using
different sensitizing solution concentrations. The dye surface coverage, determined
from the concentration of desorbed dye as described in Chapter 6 (section 6.2.3), was
then plotted against the sensitizing solution concentration for each dye (Figure 7.3(c)
and 7.4(c)). Data for both dyes exhibited good fits to Langmuir isotherms:

Γdye

= C max

K abs [dye]
1 + K abs [dye]

(7.1)

where Cmax is the maximum surface coverage, Kabs is the equilibrium constant for
surface binding and [dye] is the sensitizing solution concentration. Both dyes showed
similar Cmax and Kabs values, suggesting similar affinities for the TiO2 surface and
similar surface packing arrangements.
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Figure 7.3: ZnNC desorbed dye UV-vis spectra in the (a) Soret, and (b) Q-band
regions for TiO2 films sensitized with various solution concentrations. (c) Langmuir
isotherm relating the surface loading to the sensitizing solution concentration.

Figure 7.4: FbC desorbed dye UV-vis spectra in the (a) Soret, and (b) Q-band
regions for TiO2 films sensitized with various solution concentrations. (c) Langmuir
isotherm relating the surface loading to the sensitizing solution concentration. The
error bars are smaller than the sample points in each case.
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7.3.2 ZnNC/FbC Mixture
A similar dye loading study was performed using the 3:1 ZnNC:FbC mixed dye
system. UV-vis spectra of the dye mixture desorbed from surfaces sensitized with
various solution concentrations again show a clear increase in the Soret and Q-band
absorbance as the sensitizing solution concentration is increased until a maximum
value is reached around 0.135 mM (Figure 7.5(a) and 7.5(b)). The dye surface
coverage plotted against sensitizing solution concentration was also well fitted with a

Figure 7.5: The 3:1 ZnNC:FbC mixture desorbed dye UV-vis spectra in the (a)
Soret, and (b) Q-band regions for TiO2 films sensitized with various solution
concentrations. (c) Langmuir isotherm relating the surface loading to the sensitizing
solution concentration, and (d) the surface ratio of each dye when sensitized from
different solution concentrations.
Langmuir isotherm, returning Cmax and Kabs values of 14 × 10-8 moles and 23,000
M-1 respectively. These values are very close to those determined for both individual
dyes. The relative ratio of the two dyes on the surface exhibited a small change as the
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sensitizing solution concentration is altered, trending from 70 % ZnNC at low
concentrations to 61 % ZnNC at high solution concentrations (Figure 7.5(d)). This
absorption data suggests that varying the sensitizing solution concentration can be
successfully employed to tune the dye coverage on the surface without significantly
altering the surface relationships or relative packing ratios between the two dyes.

7.4

Sub-nanosecond Transient Absorption Data

Transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy with a relatively fast time resolution (500 ps)
was used to monitor the injection process in these films. As established in Chapter 3,
in addition to monitoring injection kinetics, the dye cation absorption signal
measured by TA spectroscopy is quantitative and is directly proportional to the
injected electron concentration through parameters including the absorbed pump
laser intensity and the excited state absorption coefficient, allowing a simultaneous
determination of the injection yield with the use of an internal standard.

7.4.1 Individual Dyes
The sub-ns TA signals obtained after dye excitation at 532 nm are shown for ZnNC
and FbC in Figure 7.6. Each dye was probed at the wavelength of maximum
absorption for the cationic species (ZnNC = 685 nm; FbC = 750 nm) to produce the
best signal to noise ratio. Each dye was investigated using several different pump
laser intensities, with the decay kinetics observed to be independent of the pump
laser intensities. This indicates that the pump intensity is sufficiently low to ensure
less than one electron is present in each nanoparticle, thereby avoiding artificial
acceleration of recombination.[5] The FbC signal decays by 40-50 % within 15 ns,
indicative of a very fast deactivation of the absorbing species within this time limit
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Figure 7.6: Sub-nanosecond transient absorption kinetics for (a) FbC (probed at 750
nm), and (b) ZnNC (probed at 685 nm) using different pump laser intensities.

(Figure 7.6(a)). This decay remains present for ZnNC, but is much less pronounced,
with the signal decaying 10-15 % inside 15 ns before stabilizing to a steady value
after this time period (Figure 7.6(b)). The decay was tentatively assigned as fast
recombination in FbC, although further verification of the signal origin was required.

7.4.1.1 Origin of sub-ns TA Signal
Since these studies monitor the dye on relatively fast time scales following
excitation, it is possible that the signal arises from the singlet excited state of the dye,
which either injects on a slow time scale or does not inject at all. To verify the origin
of the TA signal, and thus definitively assign the fast decay observed for both dyes in
Figure 7.6, time resolved photoluminescence and transient absorption spectra were
measured.

7.4.1.1.1 Time Resolved Photoluminescence Measurements
If the TA signal arises from the excited state of the dye, then its decay should match
the native photoluminescence decay of isolated excited dye molecules. To investigate
this scenario, the time-resolved photoluminescence decay curves were measured for
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FbC and ZnNC in solution state and bound to TiO2 films using a time correlated
single photon counting detection system (Figure 7.7).

Figure 7.7: Photoluminescence decay kinetics for FbC and ZnNC in the solution
state and on sensitized TiO2 films. The instrument response function is also shown.

The solution state decays were fitted to single exponentials with half-signal decay
times of 8.2 ns for FbC and 1.3 ns for ZnNC. These values are consistent with
previous studies,[6] with the faster decay from the zinc porphyrin attributed to an
accelerated rate of intersystem crossing through spin-orbit coupling of the
macrocycle with the metal atom.[7] In comparison, the sensitized films showed very
fast decays, which required double exponential functions to obtain a good fit. The
FbC film had half-signal decay times of 180 ps (65 %) and 860 ps (35 %), whilst the
ZnNC film was difficult to fit because its decay time was too close to the instrument
resolution (250 ps). These results imply that the excited states of both dyes are
completely deactivated within 1 ns on TiO2, presumably by electron injection into
the conduction band. This suggests that the TA signal observed with the picosecond
system, which has a time resolution of 0.5 ns, does not probe the dye excited state.
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7.4.1.1.2 Transient Absorption Spectra
To further examine the origin of the fast signal decay in Figure 7.6, the absorption
spectra of the chemical species probed in TA measurements were monitored at
various decay times after initial excitation (Figure 7.8). The FbC spectrum shows a
broad peak centred around 750 nm with a 30-40 % quenching of the absorbance
intensity between 1 ns and 5 ns after excitation, consistent with the signal decay
observed in Figure 7.6 (Figure 7.8(a)). A further small (~10 %) decay is observed
between 5 ns and 20 ns, with the same spectrum then observed at 20 and 75 ns, also
consistent with the kinetics measured earlier. The ZnNC spectra show a narrower
peak centred at 670 nm, with minimal decay of the absorbance magnitude between 1
and 75 ns (Figure 7.8(b)). Both dyes show identical spectral shapes across all time
delays measured, indicating that the same chemical species is responsible for the
signal at all time delays.

Figure 7.8: Transient absorption spectra shown at various time delays after
excitation with sub-nanosecond laser pulses for TiO2 films sensitized with (a) FbC
and (b) ZnNC.

Since the photoluminescence measurements demonstrate that the TA signal is not
from the dye excited state, it is most likely due to the dye cation. It is possible that an
intermediate species is formed upon initial excitation, which then decays to the stable
cation in the time period observed. However, in this instance, a change in the
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absorbance spectrum over time would be expected as the intermediate decays to the
stable cation. The unchanged transient absorption spectra therefore confirm that the
kinetic traces in Figure 7.6 are monitoring the dye cation created after injection. The
earlier hypothesis that the significant signal decay observed for FbC represents a fast
recombination, which causes the dye cation to disappear, therefore appears to be
confirmed by the photoluminescence and transient absorption spectra measurements.

7.4.2 ZnNC/FbC Mixture
Having established the sub-ns TA kinetic behaviour for the individual dyes, and in
particular the interesting fast recombination issue with the FbC dye, the sub-ns TA
kinetics of the 3:1 ZnNC:FbC system, which exhibits improved performance
compared to both individual dyes, was then probed (Figure 7.9).

Figure 7.9: Sub-ns transient absorption kinetics for the 3:1 ZnNC:FbC mixture
(probed at 685 nm) using different pump laser intensities.\

The mixture was probed at 685 nm, since this gave the maximum signal intensity.
This spectral region is dominated by absorption from ZnNC cations, although FbC
cations do exhibit limited absorbance at this wavelength (Figure 7.8(a)). Attempts to
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probe the mixture in the FbC peak at 750 nm did not lead to a detectable signal,
perhaps due to the lower ratio of this dye in the mixture. The mixture was again
investigated with several different pump laser intensities and the decay kinetics were
observed to be independent of the pump laser intensities, indicating that the pump
laser intensity is sufficiently low to avoid second order recombination. The
magnitude of the absorbance signal is significantly higher than that of both
individual dyes, consistent with the higher injection yield measured for the mixture
in the previous chapter. The mixture TA kinetics also show a small decay in the 1-15
ns region of the order of 10 % of the signal magnitude (Figure 7.9), suggesting
behaviour much closer to that displayed by ZnNC than that of FbC.

The transient absorption spectra of the mixture, displayed in Figure 7.10, confirm
that the spectral shape does not change over any of the time delays monitored out to
75 ns, mimicking the results of both individual dyes and suggesting that the kinetics
are monitoring the dye cation signal. A 15 % decay of the absorbance magnitude is
observed between 1 and 5 ns, with the spectra found to be invariant after this time
delay. Distinct peaks from both ZnNC cations and FbC cations can be observed in
the mixture spectrum after 1 ns (Figure 7.10(b)), however, whilst the ZnNC peak is
maintained out to a time delay of 75 ns, the FbC peak at 750 nm disappears from the
mixture spectrum after 1 ns, showing a minimal peak at 5 ns, and no absorbance
distinguishable from the baseline at 20 ns or 75 ns (highlighted by the dashed circle
in Figure 7.10(a)). Since individual FbC samples were clearly detectable out to 75
ns, this result indicates that the FbC cations are removed on a fast (1-5 ns) time scale
in the mixed dye sample. This disappearance could be caused by an accelerated FbC
recombination in the presence of ZnNC in the mixture, or alternatively, by charge
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Figure 7.10: Transient absorption spectra shown at various time delays after
excitation with sub-ns laser pulses for TiO2 films sensitized with (a) the 3:1
ZnNC:FbC mixture and (b) a comparison of spectra for FbC, ZnNC and the 3:1
ZnNC:FbC mixture 1 ns after excitation.
transfer from FbC+ to ZnNC, removing the FbC cations from the mixture and
leaving only ZnNC cations. It is difficult to distinguish between these two
possibilities without further measurements of ground state bleaching signals,
although it is noted that an accelerated FbC recombination would be detrimental to
device performance, whilst a fast charge transfer from FbC+ to ZnNC could prevent
the fast recombination observed on the 1-15 ns time scale for FbC molecules in
Figure 7.6(a). This would satisfy the condition discussed in Chapter 6 of kHT >>
kEDR,FbC >> kDR,FbC, where kHT is the rate constant for hole transfer, kEDR,FbC is the
rate constant for charge recombination between TiO2 electrons and FbC+, and kDR,FbC
is the rate constant for dye regeneration of FbC, leading to overall recombination
reduction and thus device performance improvement. Since it was shown in the
previous chapter that the mixed dye device shows an enhanced performance
compared to the individual dyes, it is concluded that the results for the mixed dye
system in Figures 7.9 and 7.10 are more likely explained by hole transfer from FbC+
to ZnNC than an accelerated FbC recombination rate in the presence of ZnNC.
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7.4.3 Effect of Reduced Dye Loading on sub-ns TA Behaviour
The sub-ns TA kinetics of both individual dyes and the 3:1 ZnNC:FbC mixture were
then investigated for a range of different dye loadings. It was shown earlier that
decreasing the sensitizing solution concentration could successfully control the dye
loading, and thus the intermolecular distance on the TiO2 surface. The sub-nsTA
kinetics for surfaces sensitized with various dye loadings are displayed in Figure
7.11.

Figure 7.11: Sub-ns second transient absorption kinetics for TiO2 films sensitized
with various dye surface loadings for (a) FbC, (b) ZnNC and (c) the 3:1 ZnNC:FbC
mixture.

The FbC kinetics do not appear to be significantly altered by reducing the dye
loading, with the signal magnitude dropping by ~20 % from the highest dye loading
to the lowest. The ZnNC kinetics show a similar trend, although the lowest dye
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loading shows a marked drop in absorbance to ~30 % of the value for the highest dye
loading. This significant drop was repeatable, and thus is thought to be a real effect,
although the reason for it is not known.

The mixture kinetics show a significant split in behaviour between that of the highest
dye loading and that of the lowest. At high loadings, the signal appears as measured
earlier in Figure 7.9, with a magnitude higher than both individual dyes indicating an
enhanced injection yield compared to these dyes (as discussed in Chapter 3).
However, as the dye loading is reduced, the signal magnitude shows a substantial
drop of approximately 40 %. Significantly, after this drop, the magnitude of the
mixture signal is no longer enhanced compared to the individual dyes, but rather
shows values comparable to FbC and ZnNC alone. This indicates that at reduced dye
loadings, the mixture injection yield is not enhanced compared to the individual
dyes.

To present this finding more clearly, the sub-ns TA absorbance at 75 ns was
normalized by the dye cation extinction coefficients determined in Chapter 3 (the
ZnNC coefficient was used for the mixture since it is probed in the ZnNC
absorbance peak and earlier results in Figure 7.10(a) showed there are no FbC
cations present after 75 ns). This allows a direct comparison of the injection yields
for each system at several different surface coverages (Figure 7.12). The dye loading
when the sensitizing solution was 0.2 mM was taken to be 100 % coverage as this is
the value used to construct operational devices). Figure 7.12 clearly indicates that
the injection yield of the mixture is approximately the same as those of both
individual dyes up to a fractional surface coverage of ~75 %, at which point there is a
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Figure 7.12: Injection yields calculated from sub-ns TA data by comparison to an
N719 reference for TiO2 films sensitized with various dye surface loadings of FbC
(purple), (b) ZnNC (red) and (c) the 3:1 ZnNC:FbC mixture (green).

sharp enhancement of the mixture injection yield to a value approximately 2.5 times
higher than those of either individual dye. This result matches that of the APCE
measurement previously observed in operational devices in Chapter 6 (Figure 6.9).
The injection yield of the mixture is therefore reduced to that of the individual dyes
when the distance between ZnNC and FbC molecules on the TiO2 surface is
systematically reduced, showing a transition point at ~75 % of full coverage. This
result supports the concept of energy transfer between the dyes acting to enhance the
injection yield, since increasing the spacing between the dyes removes this effect as
predicted by the drop in energy transfer quantum yield with an R6 dependence on the
intermolecular distance. Alternatively, rather than distance dependence, this result
could be interpreted based on a transition in the packing order when the coverage
approaches 75 %, such that the transition dipoles show more favourable alignment
and the energy transfer yield increases substantially. Regardless of whether the effect
is purely distance dependent, or is based upon a change in the dye packing, it seems
clear that energy transfer is indeed occurring in this system. Energy transfer from
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ZnNC to FbC, which has a thermodynamic driving force of ~200 mV (Chapter 6,
Figure 6.2(d)), would be expected to enhance injection, since FbC shows a much
higher TA absorbance at short time scales, indicative of a higher injection yield.
Subsequent hole transfer from FbC+ to ZnNC following injection could then prevent
the fast recombination which would normally be experienced by FbC molecules
individually (Figure 7.6(a)), and which reduces the FbC yield to a level
approximately equal to that of ZnNC in an individually sensitized device.

7.4.4 Alternative Dye Mixtures
In order to further verify that energy transfer occurs between the zinc and free base
dyes, the conjugation in the free base linker was removed to reduce the efficiency of
the injecting dye, creating a mixture of ZnNC and FbNC. Removal of the
conjugation does not affect the excited state energy or absorption spectrum of the
free base dye, thus the driving force and expected yield for energy transfer remains
identical. However, FbNC exhibits a much lower injection yield than FbC, leading
to a larger contrast between the TA absorbance magnitudes of the two mixture
components and allowing a more accurate determination of which dye dominates the
injection yield. The sub-ns TA kinetic traces probed at 685 nm for TiO2 films
sensitized with ZnNC and FbNC in different surface ratios are shown in Figure 7.13.

Each of the different mixture ratios is initially dominated by the higher absorbance of
the ZnNC, however, as the ratio of FbNC is increased, the decay towards the
absorbance level of the free base dye becomes more pronounced. However, at a
surface ratio of 62 % ZnNC, the signal appears to be almost identical to that of pure
FbNC, indicative of a substantial energy transfer from the zinc dye to the free base
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Figure 7.13: (a) Sub-nanosecond transient absorption kinetics acquired for mixtures
of ZnNC and FbNC in various ratios. (b) The absorbance after 75 ns for mixtures of
ZnNC and FbNC in various ratios compared to their expected values.

dye. This is observed more clearly when the absorbance of each sample at 75 ns is
plotted against the fractional surface coverage of ZnNC (Figure 7.13(b)). As the
surface coverage of FbNC increases, the transient absorbance of the samples drops
well below the level expected from a simple linear combination of the absorbance of
the two dyes. This indicates that the FbNC dye is responsible for a larger proportion
of overall electron injection than its fractional photon absorbance should allow,
confirming that energy is transferred from ZnNC to FbNC.

To verify that this energy transfer process also occurs in fully assembled DSSCs, the
IPCE curves for devices constructed from ZnNC, FbNC and a 3:1 ZnNC:FbNC
were measured (Figure 7.14). The IPCE of the 3:1 mixture exhibited values well
below the level expected from a linear combination of the IPCE values for ZnNC
and FbNC. Since the ZnNC injection yield is approximately 3-5 times larger than
that of FbNC, a mixture IPCE that is lower than expected indicates that the poorer
dye is receiving a disproportionately large number of photons and reducing the
overall injection.
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This result confirms that energy transfer between the zinc and free base porphyrins
tested in this study occurs in fully operational DSSCs as well as the sensitized TiO 2
films probed with sub-ns TA spectroscopy. The above experiment was also repeated
for the ZnNC/FbC system studied in Chapter 6, and a similar result was observed
(data not shown). It was therefore concluded that the elevated injection yield in the
3:1 ZnNC:FbC mixture results from energy transfer, which allows the mixture to
inject through the more efficient conjugated linker on FbC.

Figure 7.14: IPCE spectra for DSSCs constructed from ZnNC, FbNC and a 3:1
ZnNC:FbNC mixture. The simulated spectra for a ZnNC:FbNC mixture with a 3:1
surface ratio is also shown (black line).

7.5

Conclusions

This chapter has investigated the mechanism of performance enhancement in the 3:1
ZnNC:FbC mixed porphyrin dye system using sub-ns transient absorption
spectroscopy. It was established that the dye surface loading, and therefore the
intermolecular spacing, could be finely controlled by varying the sensitizing solution
concentration for both individual dyes and the mixed dye system. Systematically
probing each sensitizer with varying dye surface loadings revealed that the mixed
dye cation signal, indicative of the injection yield since the origin of the transient
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absorption signal was not the excited state of the dye or a short-lived intermediate
species, was only enhanced compared to the individual dyes at high dye loadings.
This is indicative of a Förster resonance energy transfer process, which is strongly
dependent on the intermolecular distance and thus drops away at low dye loadings.
Alternatively it could suggest the packing arrangement of the dyes is altered at high
dye loading, producing a more favourable dipole alignment for energy transfer. The
energy transfer mechansim was confirmed by investigating a similar mixed dye
system where the free base dye had its linker conjugation removed. This combination
provided clearer results, particularly for fully assembled DSSCs. Additionally, it was
also observed that the FbC cation contribution to the mixture transient absorption
spectrum disappeared on a time scale of 1-5 ns, despite the individual FbC cation
spectrum exhibiting stability to at least 75 ns. This was attributed to a hole transfer
from FbC+ to ZnNC which occurred faster than the significant recombination
experienced by FbC cations, as evidenced by a 40-50 % decay in the FbC TA signal.
This charge transfer contributes to a performance enhancement since it allows
photons absorbed by ZnNC to be injected through the more efficient conjugated
pathway of FbC following energy transfer, but prevents the subsequent
recombination normally experienced by FbC on a time scale of 1-15 ns.
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Introduction

The systematic structural modification of a simple chromophore unit to improve its
device performance has been the most utilized pathway towards highly efficient
DSSCs.[1-4] Perhaps the most successful example of this approach is the donor-πacceptor type sensitizer created by synthesizing dyes with an electron acceptor
component close to the TiO2 and an electron donor component furthest from the TiO2
linker.[5-7] This design principle ensures the electron density in the excited state is
concentrated in the vicinity of the TiO2, promoting injection and localizing the
subsequent positive charge away from the interface, thereby reducing recombination.
This strategy is ideally suited to improving the performance of porphyrin dyes, given
not only their documented injection and recombination limitations, but also the ease
with which porphyrins can be synthetically modified.[8-9] Indeed, early progress with
porphyrin donor-acceptor dyes has been promising, with the addition of diarylamine
groups to a porphyrin core inducing an improvement in the performance arising from
a delocalization of charge onto this electron donor group.[10] Furthermore it has been
recently shown that the electronic communication between the donor and acceptor
not only improves the directionality of partial charges within the sensitizer, but can
also be used to tune the spectral and electrochemical properties of the dyes to achieve
enhanced light harvesting.[11]

The addition of another complete chromophore unit to the porphyrin framework
would appear to be the next logical step in the evolution of this synthetic
modification approach to performance optimization. Since the cross section for
photon absorption of most sensitizers is much smaller than the geometric area
occupied on the semiconductor surface, light absorption by a pigment monolayer is
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small.[12] Despite the use of nanostructured semiconductor electrodes with high
surface roughness factors, most dyes still require semiconductor films of at least 6
μm to produce light harvesting efficiencies close to unity as discussed in Chapter 1.
This requirement places significant constraints on the design of the DSSC.
Incorporating multichromophore light harvesting arrays with increased absorption
cross sections could potentially solve this issue, extending the demonstrated benefits
to injection and recombination that the addition of electron donating groups
introduces. However, to ensure that the enhanced light harvesting results in increased
charge generation, efficient electron injection from all chromophores must be
achieved. This condition has proven extremely difficult to attain for previous
multichromophore sensitizers trialled in DSSCs.[13-14]

In this chapter the donor-acceptor concept is briefly examined by attaching several
different small molecules with various electron affinities to an identical porphyrin
framework then assessing the effect of these groups on the photovoltaic performance.
This approach is then extended to investigate the prospects for efficient sensitization
of TiO2 with porphyrin dimers using the range of techniques developed in previous
chapters. The light harvesting, injection and recombination properties of two
different dimers are systematically assessed to give an indication of the success of
the multichromophore approach.

8.2

Experimental
8.2.1 Dye Structures Employed in this Chapter

The first part of this chapter analyses the donor-acceptor concept by investigating a
series of dyes consisting of a porphyrin chromophore similar in structure to P199
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which has been covalently attached to a range of different electron donating
materials. The structure of these dyes is shown in Figure 8.1. By using a porphyrin
dye which has already been demonstrated to exhibit high efficiencies in Chapter 3,
the influence of the electron donating group on performance is minimized. This
allows a rigorous analysis of the true benefits of such donor-acceptor dyes.

Figure 8.1: Chemical structures for the porphyrin donor-acceptor compounds
studied in this chapter.

The multichromophore approach was explored by comparing the performance of the
same porphyrin core structure used for all sensitizers in Figure 8.1 to that of
multichromophore dyes formed by adding another porphyrin unit to the basic
structure at different substitution positions on the macrocycle ring. The chemical
structures of these dyes are shown in Figure 8.2. Furthermore, the orientation and
packing density of these dyes on ideal TiO2 surfaces has already been investigated in
Chapter 4, allowing an added level of insight into the photovoltaic performance
studies performed in this chapter.
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Figure 8.2: Chemical structures for the multichromophore porphyrin compounds
studied in this chapter and the standard ruthenium reference dye.

8.2.2 Device Characterization
Current density – voltage curves, IPCE spectra and SLIM-PCV measurements were
performed according to the procedures outlined in Chapter 2. APCE spectra and were
determined using the technique discussed in Chapter 3 whilst femtosecond transient
absorption measurements were acquired using the method outlined in Chapter 5.

8.3

Porphyrin Acceptors Linked to Different Electron Donors

The underlying concept of the donor-acceptor dyes is that the covalent attachment of
an electron donor to the active chromophore should aid in the charge separation
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process, and further, should localize the positive charge in a small molecule after
electron injection. This may provide opportunities to regenerate the positive charge
on the electron donor with alternative (and more efficient) redox electrolytes. In
order to understand whether these processes are possible, it is first necessary to
measure some fundamental photophysical properties of the sensitizing dyes.

8.3.1 Photophysical Characterization
The UV-vis spectra for all dyes in this series are shown in Figure 8.3. All dyes
exhibit the characteristic metalloporphyrin absorption signature with a strong Soret
band at ~430 nm and two Q-bands around 560 nm and 605 nm, indicating that the
various electron donors do not have significant contributions to photon absorption in
the visible range. The extinction coefficients are similar for all bands in each of the
six dyes, and very closely match the values measured for the common porphyrin core
molecule. However, the absorption onsets of the molecules do show significant

Figure 8.3: The solution state UV-visible absorption spectra for porphyrin dyes
P340 (red), P342 (orange), P352 (yellow) and P361 (green), P364 (blue) and P367
(purple). The inset shows an expanded view of the Q-band region.
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differences, which is attributed to a perturbation of the HOMO or LUMO energies by
extension of the conjugation into the electron donors. Thus whilst the electron donors
employed here have a limited affect on the absorption spectral signature, they clearly
electronically interact with the porphyrin molecule to some extent.

To confirm that the photoactivity of the porphyrin is unaffected by the attached
electron donors, the photoluminescence of the dye series was probed (Figure 8.4).
The spectra all show two characteristic emissions, the first around 615 nm and the
second around 665 nm, which are the Q (0, 0) and Q (0, 1) emissions of a zinc
metalloporphyrin. The Q (0, 1) emission is dampened in P361, which appears to be
caused by a redshift in the stronger Q (0, 0) band masking the weaker Q (0, 1) band.
It is difficult to say whether this is caused by the terthiophene unit attached to the
porphyrin chromophore in P361, however, it is noted that this is the only electron
donor molecule which can adopt a planar configuration with the porphyrin core and

Figure 8.4: The solution state photoluminescence spectra for porphyrin dyes P340
(red), P342 (orange), P352 (yellow) and P361 (green), P364 (blue) and P367
(purple).
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thus potentially posses much stronger electrical communication with the porphyrin
unit. However, for the majority of the donor molecules studied, the presence of the
characteristic porphyrin emission signal in combination with absorption from the
porphyrin bands alone indicate that the light harvesting and excited state behaviour
of the porphyrin framework are unaffected by the attached electron donors.

The cyclic voltammograms (CVs) for the dye series are shown in Figure 8.5. The
voltage axis of each CV is displayed with respect to the Fc/Fc+ couple, which was
measured separately using a ferrocene solution. The ferrocene redox peak was found
to have a half wave potential of 0.280 V vs Ag/Ag+ with a peak separation of 88 mV.
Each CV exhibits two reversible porphyrin anodic peaks around 0.35 V and 0.60 V
vs Fc/Fc+, with the exception of P361, where the porphyrin peaks appear quite close
together (0.321 V and 0.463 V) and the second anodic peak is not fully reversible.
The reversibility of the redox peaks was determined by comparing the integrated area
under the anodic and cathodic peaks. If the ratio of these values was between 0.9 and
1.1, then the peak was determined to be reversible. All CVs also display a quasireversible porphyrin cathodic peak at -1.85 V which was slightly masked by the
solvent breakdown for some dyes.

Many of the dye molecules also display a single anodic redox peak related to
electron donating unit of the molecule. The P340 and P342 molecules show a highly
reversible redox peak at 0 V, to be expected since the ferrocene donor molecule is
also used as the reference potential. P352 and P361, which possess triphenylamine
and terthiophene units respectively, show non-reversible anodic peaks at 0.699 V and
0.809 V respectively. Furthermore, these peaks appeared to disappear over time,
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Figure 8.5: The solution state cyclic voltammograms for porphyrin dyes (a) P340
(red) and P342 (orange), (b) P352 (yellow) and P361 (green), and (c) P364 (blue)
and P367 (purple).

indicating that there is some degradation of the electron donor induced by repeated
CV cycling. P364 and P367, which possess pyrene and thianaphthene units
respectively, do not show any evidence of redox features attributable to the electron
donors, likely due to the stability of these donor groups driving the oxidation
potentials beyond the range measured here. The two molecules which possess
ferrocene units show redox peaks which are negative with respect to the porphyrin
chromophore, which would appear to be detrimental for the intended functioning of
these devices. This is because the electron donor would be easily oxidized, and
subsequently would quech the porphyrin excited state upon photon absorption,
significantly impeding the injection of electrons into the semiconductor. Each of the
other dyes exhibit electron donor redox features which are either more positive than
the porphyrin unit or not evident in the measured potential window, and thus cannot
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reduce the porphyrin cation following injection into the semiconductor. These dyes
appear to be more suitable for the donor-acceptor concept in DSSCs.

8.3.2 Photovoltaic Data
The photovoltaic performance parameters obtained for DSSCs constructed by
sensitizing 5 μm TiO2 films with the various electron donor dyes are reported in
Table 8.1. The Jsc of the base porphyrin structure (P199) was the highest of all dyes
in the series, with dyes possessing electron donor units exhibiting either comparable
(P352 and P364), slightly reduced (P361 and P367) or markedly reduced (P340 and
P342) Jsc values. Although it cannot be definitively concluded from these results, the
performance data suggests that the electron injection process has not been improved
with the addition of any of the electron donors, but that for some dyes, in particular
those dyes possessing ferrocene units, the process has been inhibited. Conversely, the
Voc of the porphyrin control P199 showed an intermediate value, with P340 and
P342 exhibiting lower Voc values whilst all other dyes displayed higher values. This
suggests an altered TiO2 conduction band potential or a reduced recombination for
some of the dyes in comparison to the porphyrin core structure. The two dyes with
ferrocene units posses dramatically reduced device efficiencies in comparison to all
other sensitizers, likely due to a poor charge separation process as a result of greatly
enhanced recombination as postulated in the previous section.
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Table 8.1: Photovoltaic performance parameters for DSSCs sensitized with
porphyrin dyes P199, P340, P342, P352, P361, P364 and P367 and N719.
Dye

Voc (mV)

Jsc
(mA cm-2)

FF

η (%)

P340

480

0.40

0.65

0.12

P342

590

1.78

0.69

0.72

P352

665

8.24

0.70

3.86

P361

645

7.42

0.71

3.40

P364

675

8.28

0.68

3.80

P367

625

5.54

0.71

2.45

P199

620

8.88

0.70

3.83

N719

780

13.25

0.62

6.37

To separate conduction band shifts and recombination effects more clearly,
photocurrent and photovoltage transients induced by small amplitude stepped-light
modulations (SLIM-PCV) were measured for porphyrin control dye P199 and for
P352, a donor-acceptor dye with a high Voc in comparison to P199. The electron
diffusion coefficients and lifetimes determined from these SLIM-PCV measurements
are shown in Figure 8.6.
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The electron lifetime of P352 was slightly higher than that of the P199 control, by a
factor of ~1.5. This difference is approaching the limit of the experimental error for
this technique, but multiple measurements returned almost identical results, thus it is
thought to represent a real difference in the electron lifetimes of the two dyes. Little
difference was observed in the diffusion coefficients of each dye system plotted as a
function of Jsc (not shown), suggesting that the shorter electron lifetimes for P199
can not be attributed to faster charge transport in the TiO2. The Voc versus electron
density plots displayed no differences in either the slope or the y-intercept between
the two dyes indicating no shifts of the TiO2 conduction band potential. The longer
electron lifetime of P352 compared to P199 is therefore attributed to reduced
recombination in DSSCs. This is consistent with the higher Voc observed in P352
DSSC compared to the P199 DSSC. Whilst these results cannot be generalized to the
other dyes in the series without further measurements, it is thought that similar
results would be obtained for P361, P364 and P367, accounting for their elevated Voc
values with respect to P199.

Thus it is concluded that the donor-acceptor dye concept does show some promise
with porphyrins as the acceptor and a range of molecules as the electron donors.
However, the results obtained here are much less promising than previous work with
porphyrin donor-acceptor materials.[9, 11] It is noted that recent reports of such dyes
suggest that a conjugated bridge between the porphyrin and the donor group plays a
crucial role in the overall dye performance;[10] however, no such feature has been
adopted for the dyes studied here. Measurements indicate that the recombination rate
in selected dyes from the current study is slightly reduced as originally desired.
Further work to attain a simultaneous increase in the injection yield would be
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required in order to fully recognise the potential of the donor-acceptor dye concept
with porphyrin molecules, with such a goal appearing to be dependent on the
addition of other structural features to the current sensitizers.

8.4

Porphyrin Dimer Sensitized Solar Cells

To investigate the potential of multichromophore sensitizers to act as light harvesting
antennae, two porphyrin dimers, created by linking two efficient porphyrin
monomers (ZnC and P199) in either a linear (P10) or a branched (P18) fashion, were
studied. The structures of these dyes were shown in Figure 8.2, and they are
employed here as simple models of linear or branched 3-D multichromophore arrays.

8.4.1 Photophysical Characterization
The UV-visible spectra for dimers P10 and P18 exhibit asymmetrically broadened
Soret bands and Q-bands with molar extinction coefficients approximately double
those of the two monomer units (Figure 8.7). The dimer spectra are simple

Figure 8.7: The solution state UV-visible absorption spectra for porphyrin dyes ZnC
(green), P199 (red), P10 (blue) and P18 (pink). The inset shows an expanded view of
the Q-band region.
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superpositions of the two slightly offset monomer spectra, displaying no additional
absorption features. This is a preliminary indication that the two monomers do not
interact with one another in the ground state of either dimer, as expected given the
orthogonal nature of the aryl substituents on the porphyrin cores which cause the
planes of the two porphyrin units to adopt a twisted configuration with respect to
each other.

The dimer photoluminescence spectra appear similar to that of the ZnC monomer,
which displays a 15-20 nm bathochromic shift compared to the other monomer, P199
(Figure 8.8). This may imply that the dimers emit energy through the ZnC
chromophore, although this hypothesis cannot be validated from the luminescence
spectrum alone. The two dimer spectra are identical to each other, suggesting that the
position at which the second monomer is linked to the first porphyrin chromophore
does not have any significant impact on the excited state energy levels of the dimer.

Figure 8.8: The solution state photoluminescence spectra for porphyrin dyes ZnC
(green), P199 (red), P10 (blue) and P18 (pink).
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Cyclic voltammograms in the anodic potential window indicate no shifts in the onset
potential for the first oxidation of the dimers compared to both monomers (Figure
8.9). This verifies that both dimers exhibit minimal interactions between monomer
units in the ground state, and furthermore, since the oxidation onset is indicative of
the ionization potential of a molecule, suggests that both monomers and both dimers
have very similar HOMO energies. Coupled with the similar absorption onset for all
dyes observed in Figure 8.7, indicative of the electronic band gap of the molecule, it
is concluded that both dimers and both monomers have almost identical HOMO and
LUMO energies.

Figure 8.9: The solution state cyclic voltammograms for porphyrin dyes ZnC
(green), P199 (red), P10 (blue) and P18 (pink).

8.4.1.1 Light Harvesting Efficiency
Whilst the molar extinction coefficients of the dimers were found to be twice those
of both monomers, the fraction of incident photons absorbed by a chromophore in a
DSSC depends on additional factors, such as the dye surface loading, the packing
structure, and the orientation of the adsorbed sensitizer. For instance, if the dimer lies
flat on the surface, then its surface coverage would be half that of the monomer,
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cancelling any benefits from the improved light absorption. If however, the dimer is
oriented at an angle to the surface, then the light absorption is doubled without a
significant decrease in the dye surface coverage. Previous orientation measurements
in Chapter 4 suggest this second case is more likely, with the dimer found to adopt a
preferred orientation of approximately 35–40° to the surface plane of the TiO2.
Measurement of the light harvesting efficiency (LHE) of the dimers confirms that the
higher molar extinction coefficients of the dimer translate into a significant increase
in the fraction of photons absorbed by the dyes in the Q-band region compared to the
monomer units (Figure 8.10). The increase, which is ~40-50 % with respect to the
LHE values of both monomers, is only observed in the Q-band region since the Soret
band has such a strong extinction coefficient, that even in monomers ZnC and P199,
all incident photons in this region are absorbed by the dye.

Figure 8.10: The light harvesting efficiency curves for DSSCs sensitized with
porphyrin dyes ZnC (green), P199 (red), P10 (blue) and P18 (pink).
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8.4.2 Photovoltaic Data
The current density – voltage curves for DSSCs constructed by sensitizing 2.5 μm
TiO2 films with the monomers and dimers are shown in Figure 8.11, with
corresponding photovoltaic performance parameters reported in Table 8.2. The Jsc of
both dimers is significantly higher than that of benchmark ruthenium dye N719 in
these thin-film devices, and is also 10 % higher than that of P199 and 40 % higher
than that of ZnC. When tested under identical device preparation conditions there
was no discernable difference between the currents extracted from the P10 and P18
dimers. The Voc of each porphyrin-sensitized deivce was lower than that of N719,

Figure 8.11: Current density – voltage curves for DSSCs sensitized with porphyrin
dyes ZnC (green), P199 (red), P10 (blue) and P18 (pink). An optimized P10 device
(P10*) is also shown (black).

consistent with previous reports which attribute the difference to a shorter electron
lifetime in porphyrin dyes.[15] Amongst the porphyrin dyes, the Voc of the dimers was
up to 80 mV higher than that of ZnC and up to 40 mV higher than that of P199,
suggesting either an altered TiO2 conduction band potential or a reduced
recombination rate for the dimers compared to the monomers. The performance of
the dimer-sensitized DSSCs was found to be highly sensitive to the dye uptake
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Table 8.2: Photovoltaic performance parameters for DSSCs sensitized with
porphyrin dyes ZnC, P199, P10 and P18. An optimized P10 device is also displayed.
Dye

Voc
(mV)

Jsc
(mA cm-2)

FF

η (%)

ZnC

615

5.02

0.66

2.0

P199

660

6.51

0.67

2.9

P10

700

7.13

0.65

3.2

P18

695

7.19

0.63

3.2

N719

760

5.57

0.70

3.0

P10*

715

8.04

0.65

3.8

conditions. Optimization of the fabrication parameters produced a P10 device with a
power conversion efficiency of 3.8 % (denoted as P10* in Table 8.2). The incident
photon-to-current conversion efficiency (IPCE) of the dimer, was ~10 % higher than
that of P199 and 20-30 % higher than that of ZnC in the Q-band region (Figure 8.12).
The spectral shape of the monomers and dimers is very similar, although the Soret
band is broadened for the dimers. Significantly, the best dimer IPCE is above 50 %,
which can only be achieved if both porphyrin units contribute to charge generation.
These results clearly demonstrate the advantage of multichromophore light
harvesting arrays in thin-film applications such as solid state devices, where doubling
the dye extinction coefficient results in a significantly improved light harvesting
efficiency (LHE). It is noted however that this approach will not affect the maximum
achievable efficiency of a thick-film DSSC since the efficiency of these devices is
dominated by the absorption spectrum of the dye rather than its extinction coefficient.
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Figure 8.12: IPCE Curves for DSSCs sensitized with porphyrin dyes ZnC (green),
P199 (red), P10 (blue) and P18 (pink). An optimized P10 device is also shown
(P10*).

8.4.3 Injection Measurements
The absorbed photon-to-current conversion efficiency (APCE) curves, calculated as
IPCE/LHE, exhibit APCE values of 70-80 % for the best P10 and P199 devices,
whilst that of ZnC is 40-50 % and P18 is 50-60 % (Figure 8.13). As discussed in
Chapter 3, the APCE values are indicative of the charge injection yields of the
sensitizers in the absence of charge collection losses. The N719 standard device
showed a value of ~100 %, indicating the APCE measurements are accurate as
discussed in previous chapters. Again, it is significant to note that the APCE for both
dimers is higher than 50 %, confirming that both chromophores contribute to charge
injection.

The injection kinetics were also monitored for these dyes using femtosecond
transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy by Associate Professor Akihiro Furube at the
National Institute for Advanced Industrial Science and Technology in Japan.
Samples were excited at 532 nm and probed at 3440 nm, a wavelength at which
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Figure 8.13: APCE curves for DSSCs sensitized with porphyrin dyes ZnC (green),
P199 (red), P10 (blue) and P18 (pink). An optimized P10 device is also shown
(black).

photons are primarily absorbed by electrons in the TiO2 in the absence of dye
aggregates[16] and electron injection is therefore directly monitored. The TA signals
were normalized by the absorbed pump laser intensity, allowing a comparison of
both the injection yield and the injection kinetics. The TA signal for N719-sensitized
films in air was used as the internal reference with a 100 % injection yield. The
porphyrin dyes were measured after immersion of the sensitized films in a standard I/I3- redox electrolyte, and show an absorbance rise within the 250 fs time resolution
of the instrument (Figure 8.14). No significant difference between the P199
monomer and the P10 dimer could be distinguished on the longer time scales,
although the dimer initially shows an almost quantitative injection yield before a fast
(1-5 ps) decay of the signal, probably due to a fast recombination process. The signal
magnitude after 10 ps is similar for both porphyrin dyes, and it is ~70 % of the N719
signal, which shows good correlation with the 70-80 % APCE values measured
earlier. Once more, the quantum yield of more than 50 % for the dimer clearly
demonstrates photoinduced electron injection from both porphyrin monomer units.
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Figure 8.14: Femtosecond TA signals (corrected for the absorbed pump intensity) of
TiO2 films sensitized with monomer P199 and dimer P10 and covered in an I-/I3redox electrolyte. An N719 signal obtained in air is also shown. Samples were
excited by 150 fs pulses at 532 nm.

The APCE values of less than 100 % for the porphyrin dyes may be attributed to the
observed fast component of the recombination kinetics, which would be expected to
compete with the dye cation regeneration process occurring on the nanosecond or
microsecond time scale.

8.4.4 Recombination Measurements
To analyse the recombination processes in these dyes, photocurrent and photovoltage
transients induced by small amplitude stepped-light modulations (SLIM-PCV) were
measured by Mr Kenji Sunahara at Shinshu University in Japan. The electron
diffusion coefficients and lifetimes determined from these SLIM-PCV measurements
are shown in Figure 8.15. The electron lifetime of the dimer P10 was 3-5 times
higher than that of either monomer, with the lifetimes of ZnC and P199 shown to be
invariant at matched electron densities (Figure 8.15(c)). Little difference was
observed in the diffusion coefficients of each dye system plotted as a function of Jsc,
suggesting that the shorter electron lifetimes for the monomers can not be attributed
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to faster charge transport in the TiO2 (Figure 8.15(a)). The Voc versus electron
density plots displayed no differences in either the slope or the y-intercept between
ZnC, P199 and P10, indicating no shifts of the TiO2 conduction band potential
following dye uptake (Figure 8.15 (d)). The longer electron lifetime of the dimer can
therefore be attributed to reduced recombination in operating devices, which is
consistent with the elevated Voc measured earlier (Table 8.2).

When the dye loading of P10 and P199 was reduced, the electron lifetime was
reduced with respect to the full coverage devices (Figure 8.15(c)), a result attributed
to a more open surface which more readily allows the approach of the I3- acceptor
species to the TiO2 surface. Again there was no difference between the diffusion

Figure 8.15: (a) Electron diffusion coefficient in the TiO2 vs Jsc, (b) electron density
at open (noc) and short (nsc) circuit vs Jsc, (c) Electron lifetime vs noc (d) Voc vs noc
and (e) electron diffusion lengths for DSSCs constructed with varying dye loadings
of porphyrin monomers P199 and ZnC and dimer P10.
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coefficients or the TiO2 conduction band potentials between the dyes with reduced
surface loadings. Importantly, there was no longer a difference in the electron
lifetimes of the dimer and monomer in these reduced dye devices, suggesting that the
reduced recombination in the dimer for the full coverage devices is not intrinsically
related to the dye structure, that is, both dyes have the same attractive interactions
with the I3- species. This implies that the reduced recombination for P10 at full
coverage is due to a steric blocking of the oxide surface by the bulky dimer
molecule. When the dye loading is reduced, this steric blocking effect is removed
and the electron lifetime approaches that of the monomer P199.

8.5

Conclusions

This chapter has reported an analysis of the performance of a common porphyrin
core dye to which several different electron donor groups were attached. The
addition of the electron donors did not significantly alter the absorption or
photoluminescence signatures of the porphyrin, although shifts in the absorption
onsets indicated that there was electronic communication between the donor and the
porphyrin acceptor. Each of the electron acceptor dyes was found to have a lower Jsc
than that of the individual porphyrin, but several of the dyes also showed an elevated
Voc in comparison to the porphyrin control. SLIM-PCV measurements demonstrated
that this higher Voc could be attributed to a longer electron lifetime, which leads to
reduced recombination with the redox mediator. Thus it is concluded that the donoracceptor dye concept shows some promise with porphyrins although further work is
required to improve the injection of the dyes once the electron donors are attached.
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This chapter has also reported initial studies to determine the potential of
multichromophore porphyrin dyes to act as efficient sensitizers in DSSCs. Two
different porphyrin dimers were synthesized and displayed indistinguishable
photophysical behaviour to their base monomer units. However, the higher extinction
coefficients of the dimers led to improved light harvesting in devices, which in turn
resulted in increased Jsc values for thin-film DSSCs. APCE and femtosecond TA
measurements both showed that the dimers could attain injection yields of 70-80 %,
clearly indicating that both monomer units must contribute to charge generation in
the dimer devices. The dimer also showed a fast recombination process not present in
the monomer, although the origin of this process remains unclear. SLIM-PCV
measurements revealed that the high Voc values of the dimer molecules arise from
longer electron lifetimes which lead to reduced recombination with the redox
mediator. The origin of this reduced recombination was shown to be a steric blocking
effect where the bulky dimer molecules prevent the I3- acceptor species from
approaching

the

TiO2

surface.

These

results

clearly

demonstrated

that

multichromophore porphyrin dyes possess a great deal of promise as sensitizers for
thin-film dye sensitized devices.
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CHAPTER 9:
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
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This study has employed a range of time resolved and steady state techniques to
analyse the electron injection and charge recombination behaviour of porphyrin dye
sensitized solar cells (DSSCs). The enhanced understanding of the origin of injection
and recombination limitations was then utilized to develop innovative strategies to
circumvent these limitations and improve the power conversion efficiencies of
porphyrin DSSCs.

Initial work focused on establishing several methods which can probe the injection
and recombination processes in DSSCs. These included developing an optical model
to calculate the absorbed photon-to-current conversion efficiency (APCE) of devices,
sub-nanosecond transient absorption spectroscopy measurements employed to
monitor both the yield and the kinetics of electron injection and stepped-light
induced measurements of photovoltage and photocurrent (SLIM-PCV) to monitor
recombination. APCE values and sub-ns TA measurements exhibited mutually
consistent values for the injection yield of devices, with the accuracy of these
measurements validated by comparison with independent measurements by
collaborators. Significantly, comparison of these techniques demonstrated that
porphyrin dyes can exhibit different injection yields at different time scales. SLIMPCV measurements revealed that the electron lifetime of porphyrin dyes varied
widely depending on different structural features, particularly the metallation of the
macrocycle core. The electron lifetime without any dye was longer than that of
devices prepared from all dyes, suggesting that all the porphyrin molecules attract I3to the TiO2 surface and enhance recombination when adsorbed on the oxide surface.
The difference in the electron lifetimes between zinc and free base dyes was
attributed to trapping of I3- by the zinc atom, preventing the acceptor species from
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approaching the TiO2 surface and leading to a higher lifetime and photovoltage. A
combination of attraction of I3- by the dyes and the trapping of this species by the
metal centre was shown to explain the trend in recombination behaviour across six
different porphyrin dyes.

Techniques to probe the dye orientation and molecular packing on the oxide surface
and the chemical interaction between binding groups on the dye molecules and
surface hydroxyl groups on the oxide were also developed. The binding modes were
probed by examining the position of the carboxylate stretching frequencies with
FTIR spectroscopy, whilst the orientation and packing density of dyes was
determined using X-ray reflectometry (XRR) spectroscopy on dyes adsorbed to
planar TiO2 surfaces created using atomic layer deposition. The binding modes of all
dyes tested, assigned by comparing the distance between the carboxylate stretching
frequencies for the adsorbed dyes to those of the dye in salt form, were found to
exhibit identical bidentate binding, most likely of the bridging form. The XRR
technique was able to unambiguously detect the porphyrin dyes on the TiO 2 surface,
and it was observed that a systematic increase in the dye size was reflected by a
corresponding increase in measured dye layer thickness. Each of the four porphyrin
dyes measured exhibited an orientation of 35–40° with respect to the surface plane
and formed densely packed surfaces with an intermolecular spacing of 3–4 Å.

The information revealed by these techniques was then employed to investigate
specific strategies to improve charge injection and diminish recombination in
porphyrin DSSCs and to aid in the elucidation of the mechanisms for performance
enhancements. The first such strategy involved a significant and simultaneous
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improvement in all photovoltaic performance parameters of a zinc porphyrin DSSC
after a 1 hour light exposure. APCE and femtosecond TA measurements were able to
attribute the increased Jsc to improved charge injection, whilst SLIM-PCV
measurements revealed that the enhanced Voc could be attributed to an improved
electron lifetime. The injection was found to be limited by Li + association with the
dye, with studies of various electrolyte compositions demonstrating that Li+ ions are
removed from the TiO2 surface and replaced with DMPIm+ ions under illumination,
a process which enhances the electron lifetime by decreasing recombination with the
redox mediator. The peripheral moiety and linker group on the porphyrin
chromophore were both varied and it was shown that only dyes with multiple
carboxylic acid groups exhibited light-induced improvements in the Jsc. This led to
the conclusion that light exposure can produce increases in the Voc of any dye with
enough open space at the TiO2 surface to allow the Li+ and DMPIm+ cation
exchange, but that only dyes with injection limitations arising from Li + association
with multiple carboxylate groups could also display a simultaneous improvement in
the injection yield through light exposure.

The effect of co-sensitizing TiO2 with two different porphyrin dyes simultaneously
was also investigated. The combination of two individually inefficient dyes in a
specific 3:1 ratio was found to induce a remarkable simultaneous increase in Jsc and
Voc. APCE and sub-ns TA measurements both demonstrated the enhancement was
primarily driven by improved charge generation yields for both dyes when present as
a mixture, and SLIM-PCV measurements showed that charge recombination was
diminished in the mixture compared to the individual dyes. Systematically probing
each sensitizer with varying dye surface loadings using sub-ns TA spectroscopy
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demonstrated that the mixed dye cation signal, indicative of the injection yield, was
only enhanced compared to the individual dyes at high dye loadings. This is
indicative of a Förster resonance energy transfer process, an effect which was
subsequently confirmed by investigating the incident photon-to-current conversion
efficiency (IPCE) spectrum of a similar mixed dye system. It was also observed that
the contribution of the cation spectrum from one dye disappeared rapidly in the
mixture transient absorption spectrum despite showing a long lifetime when present
individually. This result implied a hole transfer from one dye to another which was
able to block a fast recombination event with one of the dyes in the mixture. It was
also found that combining the two dyes on the same TiO 2 surface induces an electric
field which improves charge injection in the mixture. Investigations which combined
porphyrin dyes with different metal centres and binding groups showed that neither
of these functionalities, or indeed the combination of these functionalities, produced
similar performance enhancements to the original mixed dye system.

Finally, the effect of different modified porphyrin dye structures on the power
conversion efficiency of DSSCs was examined. Studies of two different porphyrin
dimers revealed that the higher extinction coefficients of the dimers led to improved
light harvesting in devices, resulting in elevated Jsc values in functional devices.
APCE and femtosecond TA measurements showed that the dimers could attain
injection yields in excess of 50 %, suggesting both monomer units inject electrons
into TiO2. SLIM-PCV measurements revealed that the high Voc values of the dimer
molecules was due to a steric blocking from the bulky dimers which prevented the I3acceptor species from approaching the TiO2 surface and produced a longer electron
lifetime. Modifying a common porphyrin framework by appending various electron
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donating groups was also investigated. Results indicated that addition of these groups
inhibited charge generation, although several of the dyes also showed elevated Voc in
comparison to the porphyrin control. SLIM-PCV measurements demonstrated that
this higher Voc could be attributed to a longer electron lifetime.

This study has contributed significant new knowledge to the understanding of the
distinctive photophysical behaviour of porphyrin chromophores in dye sensitized
solar cells. Furthermore, the techniques and strategies developed here can be easily
employed on a range of alternative sensitizers, and it is proposed that these
techniques could significantly accelerate the level of insight into the processes
occurring at the dye/TiO2 interface of DSSCs. In particular, the enhanced
recombination observed for porphyrin dyes appears to be common to a large
proportion of organic sensitizers. The characterization approaches and strategies
employed to limit recombination in porphyrin DSSCs should therefore be applicable
to several of these highly promising new sensitizers.

